
        
 

 
 

1200 Wilmette Avenue 
WILMETTE, ILLINOIS 60091-0040 

 

AGENDA FOR THE REGULAR MEETING OF THE 
PRESIDENT AND BOARD OF TRUSTEES 

 
Village Board Council Chambers 

Tuesday, January 23, 2018 
7:30 p.m. 

 
    

1.0 ROLL CALL 
 
2.0 PUBLIC COMMENT 
 
3.0 CONSENT AGENDA 

 
Matters listed for consideration on the Consent Agenda are items of routine 
business that ordinarily are not debated by the Village Board.  Routine business 
may include adoption of ordinances, introduction of ordinances, land use cases 
with positive recommendations from a public body, minutes, reports, 
appointments, and contracts.  Matters referred to a Village Board committee will 
not be acted upon until the assigned committee submits its report and 
recommendation to the full Village Board. Village Board rules (unless waived by 
majority vote) require that Ordinances not related to land use cases be “introduced” 
at one meeting and not considered for “adoption” until a subsequent meeting, at 
which time they may be discussed. 
  
The Village President will inquire if a member of the Board or member of the public 
wishes to discuss any item on the Consent Agenda. If such a request is made, the 
item will be removed from the Consent Agenda and taken up by the Village Board 
in the order shown. Thereafter, the Village President will request a motion and 
second for passage of all remaining items listed. The resulting roll call vote on the 
Consent Agenda will be applicable to each remaining agenda item. Any item 
removed from the Consent Agenda is subject to a five-minute time limit. Any 
agenda item beginning with a 3 is on the Consent Agenda. 

 

3.1 Approval of minutes of the Regular Board meeting held January 9, 2018. 
 

  LAND USE COMMITTEE CONSENT AGENDA 
 
3.2 Presentation of minutes of the Zoning Board of Appeals meeting held 

December 6, 2017. 
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3.3 Presentation of minutes of the Zoning Board of Appeals meeting held 

December 20, 2017. 
 
3.4 Presentation of minutes of the Appearance Review Commission meeting 
 held December 4, 2017. 

 
3.5      Approval of seven month extension of Ordinance #2016-O-34, 803 Lake 

 Avenue regarding the approval of a 188.76 square foot (0.83%) total floor 
 area variation and 20.62’ rear yard setback variation to permit the 
 construction of an attached two-car garage and mudroom on the legal non-
 conforming structure. 

 
3.6 Zoning Board of Appeals Report, Case #2017-Z-51, 154 Maple Avenue 

regarding a request for an 18.5’ fence height variation and a variation to 
allow fencing lighter than 11 gauge to permit the replacement of a 25.0’ tall 
wire fence in the side and rear yard in accordance with the plans submitted; 
adoption of Ordinance #2018-O-10. 

 

3.7 Zoning Board of Appeals Report, Case #2018-Z-3, 900 Oakwood Avenue 
regarding a request for a 3.13’ front yard setback variation, a 4.0’ side yard 
adjoining a street setback variation, a 3.13’ front yard porch setback 
variation, a 3.13’ front yard porch step setback variation, and a 194.14 
square foot (24.4%) side yard adjoining a street impervious surface 
coverage variation to permit the replacement of a one-story sunroom and 
construct a new front porch and steps on the legal non-conforming structure 
in accordance with the plans submitted; adoption of Ordinance #2018-O-
11. 

 
FINANCE COMMITTEE CONSENT AGENDA 
 
3.8 Adoption of Ordinance #2018-O-6 amending Chapters 6 and 18 of the 
 Wilmette Village Code regarding water and refuse fees. 
 

  ADMINISTRATION COMMITTEE CONSENT AGENDA 
   
  3.9 Reappointment of Mason Miller to the Appearance Review Commission  
   from February 12, 2018 to February 12, 2023. 
   
  MUNICIPAL SERVICES COMMITTEE CONSENT AGENDA 
   
   3.10 Approval of Resolution #2018-R-1 to secure $700,000 of Motor Fuel Tax  
   (MFT) funds from the State of Illinois for the 2018 Road Program.  
 
  3.11 Approval of contract amendment in the amount of $14,688.00 with   
   Chicagoland Paving, Lake Zurich, IL for the Sheridan Road Retaining Wall 
   Repair Project.  
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  3.12 Approval of contract in the amount of $149,700 with A-1 Roofing Company, 
   Elk Grove Village, IL for replacement of the roof at Historical Museum.  
 
  PUBLIC SAFETY COMMITTEE CONSENT AGENDA 
 
  3.13 Approval of contract in the amount of $25,000 with Chicago Communication, 
   Inc., Elmhurst, IL for the installation of radio consoles and antenna work. 
  

  JUDICIARY COMMITTEE CONSENT AGENDA 
  
 3.14 Introduction of Ordinance #2018-O-7 amending Chapter 2 of the Village  
  Code regarding adoption of ordinances relating to recommended and  
  approved Planned Unit Developments.   
 
 3.15 Introduction of Ordinance #2018-O-8 amending Chapter 9 of the Village  
  Code restricting the use of groundwater as potable water.  
   

4.0 REPORTS OF OFFICERS: 
 
 

5.0 REPORT OF LIQUOR CONTROL COMMISSIONER: 
 
 

6.0 STANDING COMMITTEE REPORTS: 
 

6.1 LAND USE STANDING COMMITTEE REPORT 
All items listed on the Consent Agenda 
 

6.2 FINANCE STANDING COMMITTEE REPORT 
All items listed on the Consent Agenda 
 

6.3 ADMINISTRATION STANDING COMMITTEE REPORT 
  All items listed on the Consent Agenda 

 
6.4 MUNICIPAL SERVICES STANDING COMMITTEE REPORT 

  All items listed on the Consent Agenda 
 

6.5 PUBLIC SAFETY STANDING COMMITTEE REPORT 
All items listed on the Consent Agenda 
 

6.6 JUDICIARY STANDING COMMITTEE REPORT 
All items listed on the Consent Agenda 

 

6.7 REPORTS FROM SPECIAL COMMITTEES 
 

 

7.0      NEW BUSINESS 
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8.0      MATTERS REFERRED TO STANDING COMMITTEES 

 
 8.1 Review adding group homes for private school students as a permitted or  
  special use in the residential zoning districts. 
  

9.0      ADJOURNMENT 



1/9/18 Not yet approved 

1200 Wilmette Avenue 
WILMETTE, ILLINOIS 60091-0040 

MINUTES OF THE REGULAR MEETING OF THE PRESIDENT AND BOARD 
     OF TRUSTEES OF THE VILLAGE OF WILMETTE, ILLINOIS HELD IN THE 
      COUNCIL ROOM OF SAID VILLAGE HALL, 1200 WILMETTE AVENUE, 

WILMETTE, ILLINOIS ON TUESDAY, JANUARY 9, 2018. 

The Village President called the meeting to order at 7:32 p.m. 

1.0 ROLL CALL 
Trustees Julie Wolf 

Daniel Sullivan 
Senta Plunkett 
Kathy Dodd 
Joel Kurzman 
Stephen M. Leonard 

 President Bob Bielinski 

Staff Present:  Timothy J. Frenzer, Village Manager 
Michael Braiman, Assistant Village Manager 
Jeffrey M. Stein, Corporation Counsel 
John Prejzner, Assistant Director of Administrative Services 
John Adler, Director of Community Development 
Ben Wozney, Fire Chief 

2.0      PUBLIC COMMENT 

Mark Weyermuller, 208 Lawndale, said he continues to be concerned about  
property taxes and asked the Village Board to consider them in their decisions. 

Lynn Seebacher, 1630 Sheridan Road, said she is the Board President for the  
1630 Sheridan Corporation. She is speaking on behalf of the residents of 1630  
Sheridan Road residents that have signed a petition that is being presented this  
evening. The petition is requesting an amendment to Village Ordinance #2003-O- 
73 that would remove the requirement for retro fitting of sprinklers in pre 1975 
residential high rise buildings. Along with the petitions, there is a cover letter that 
explains their position as well as a letter that they issued on October 20, 2017 to 
the Public Safety Committee. The majority of residents at 1630 Sheridan Road 
have signed the petitions requesting the amendment. She is respectfully 
requesting that the Village Board honor the wishes of the 1630 Sheridan Road  

Agenda Item: 3.2



1/9/18  Not yet approved 
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residents that signed the petition by granting an amendment to Ordinance #2003-
O-73. 
 
Trustee Kurzman noted that there is a Public Safety Committee meeting scheduled 
to discuss the issue on Tuesday, January 30, 2018. 
 
Elizabeth Gobbi, 1630 Sheridan Road, said she is the Vice-President of the 1630 
Sheridan Road group and as a physician she is very concerned about safety but 
what troubles her about the issue is that surrounding communities do not require 
retro fitting of sprinklers in pre 1975 residential high rise buildings. She does not 
believe this is a safety issue for the reasons that Ms. Seebacher outlined.  
 
Sydney Schneidman said he is the Co-Chair of the Building Committee at 1500 
Sheridan Road. He said there is a lot of concern regarding the issues of retro fitting 
sprinklers for 1500, 1616 and 1630 Sheridan Road high rise buildings. He believes 
there are other options such as the implementation of multi-criteria fire detectors 
and they will be more advantageous. They propose that these advanced 
technology detectors be approved in the dwelling units of the three affected 
buildings in lieu of requiring sprinklers in the common areas of these buildings. He 
submitted a letter for the record. 
 
Susie Shaw-Hammesfahr, said she is a resident of 1616 Sheridan Road, and she 
agrees with all the comments made by the previous speakers regarding the 
sprinkler issues and submitted a letter and petitions for the record.  
 
Penny Fisher, 1500 Sheridan, said she is the President of their Homeowner Board 
and she also submitted a petition from the residents of her building. She 
encouraged the Village Board to consider the suggestion that they are making for 
the additional smoke detectors. 
  

3.0 CONSENT AGENDA 
 

Trustee Wolf moved approval of the Consent Agenda as follows: 
  

3.1 Approval of minutes of the Regular Board meeting held December 12, 2017. 
 

3.2 Approval of minutes of the Committee of the Whole meeting held December 
12, 2017. 
 

  LAND USE COMMITTEE CONSENT AGENDA 
 
3.3      Presentation of minutes of the Zoning Board of Appeals meeting held 

 November 1, 2017. 
 

3.4 Presentation of minutes of the Zoning Board of Appeals meeting held 
November 15, 2017. 
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  3.5 Adoption of Ordinance #2018-O-1 approving a revised request for a 391.75 
   square foot (4.28%) total floor area variation, a 19.0’ front yard setback  
   variation, a 1.71’ combined side yard setback variation, and a 474.37  
   square foot (20.54%) front yard impervious surface coverage variation to  
   permit the construction of a garage addition on the legal non-conforming  
   structure at 3110 Hill Lane in accordance with the plans as revised. 
 
  3.6 Zoning Board of Appeals Report, Case #2017-Z-58, 2441 Iroquois Road  
   regarding a request for a 2.0’ fence height variation and a fence openness 
   variation to permit the replacement of a 6.0’ tall solid fence in a side yard  
   adjoining a street in accordance with the plans submitted; adoption of  
   Ordinance #2018-O-2. 
 
  3.7 Zoning Board of Appeals Report, Case #2017-Z-61, 1123 Greenleaf  
   Avenue regarding a request for a special use for a medical/dental clinic,  
   small to permit the operation of a pediatric physical, occupational, and  
   speech therapy practice (Little Steps Pediatric Therapy) in accordance with 
   the plans submitted. The use shall run with the use; adoption of Ordinance 
   #2018-O-3. 
 
  3.8 Zoning Board of Appeals Report, Case #2017-Z-60, 1132 Michigan Avenue 
   regarding a request for a 4.25’ side yard generator setback variation and a 
   4.61 decibel sound variation to permit the installation of an emergency  
   standby generator in accordance with the plans submitted; adoption of  
   Ordinance #2018-O-4. 
 
  3.9 Zoning Board of Appeals Report, Case #2017-Z-66, 2011 Hollywood Court 
   regarding a request for a 3.5’ side yard adjoining a street air conditioner  
   condenser setback variation and a fence openness variation to permit two  
   air conditioner condensers and a sound enclosure in accordance with the  
   plans submitted; adoption of Ordinance #2018-O-5. 
 

FINANCE COMMITTEE CONSENT AGENDA 
 
3.10 Approval of December 2017 Disbursement Report. 
 
3.11 Introduction of Ordinance #2018-O-6 amending Chapters 6 and 18 of the 
 Wilmette Village Code regarding water and refuse fees. 

   

  ADMINISTRATION COMMITTEE CONSENT AGENDA 
   
  3.12 Recommendation of reappointment of Mason Miller to the Appearance  
   Review Commission from February 12, 2018 to February 12, 2023. 
 
  3.13 Approval of contract in an amount not to exceed $24,750 with Tyler   
   Technologies, Inc. Dallas, TX for licensing and implementation services to  
   upgrade the MUNIS Municipal Software Application. 
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  MUNICIPAL SERVICES COMMITTEE CONSENT AGENDA 
   
  3.14 Presentation of minutes of the Bikeway Advisory Group meeting held  
   November 7, 2016. 
 
  3.15 Adoption of Ordinance #2017-O-90 amending the Wilmette Village   
   Code, 1993, as amended, in Chapter 6 “Finance,” Section 6-6, “Municipal  
   Contracts and Purchases,” Subsection 6-6.5, “Contracts Requiring Bids”.  
 
  3.16 Approval of contract in the amount not to exceed $628,692 with CDM Smith 
   Inc., Chicago, IL for engineering construction management services  
   associated with the Water Plant Electrical Improvements Project.  
  
  3.17 Approval of contract in the amount not to exceed $108,000 with Badger  
   Meter Inc., Milwaukee, WI to furnish new water meters.  
 
  PUBLIC SAFETY COMMITTEE CONSENT AGENDA 
 
  3.18 Approval of contract in the amount of $646,028 with Global Emergency  
   Products, Aurora, IL for the purchase of a fire engine pumper. 
   

  JUDICIARY COMMITTEE CONSENT AGENDA 
  
 3.19 Adoption of Ordinance #2017-O-95 adopting a Policy Prohibiting   
  Sexual Harassment and amending the Village Code, 1993, as amended, 
  in Chapter 2 “Administration,” Section 2-19, “Adoption of State Officials  
  and Employees Ethics Act”. 
 
 3.20 Referral to the Judiciary Committee of public comment rules regarding  
  Village Board and subsidiary public body meetings. 
  

  Trustee Sullivan seconded the motion.  Voting yes: Trustees Wolf, Sullivan,   
  Plunkett, Dodd, Kurzman, Leonard and President Bielinski.  Voting no: none. The  
  motion carried. 

  
4.0 REPORTS OF OFFICERS: 

 
4.1 Presentation of check for the 2017 Housing Our Own-Wilmette Raffle 
 to Karen Morgan. 

 
  Cam Krueger said Housing Our Own Wilmette is financially supported by 

 the residents and businesses in Wilmette. Its purpose is to help residents 
 who need a little extra financial help to stay in the Village. The fund relies 
 heavily on the annual fund raising effort and there are approximately 
 twenty families that receive funding. He noted that residents can also 
 contribute to the fund when they are submitting their annual vehicle sticker 
 fee. 
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  Mr. Krueger presented a check to Karen Morgan who was this year’s 
 winner of the raffle. 

 
  Ms. Morgan thanked the Village and Housing Our Own for their time and 

 effort regarding the program.  She does intend to donate part of the 
 winnings to local charities, including Housing Our Own Wilmette. 

 
 Village Manager Timothy Frenzer noted that this week is the last week for 

Christmas tree pick-up, and holiday lights may still be disposed of at the Public 
Works Facility, 711 Laramie Avenue through January 31, 2018. 

 
 Mr. Frenzer said staff has put together a multi-platform, educational and public 

information initiative to fully inform residents about the upcoming decision making 
process for stormwater management.  

 
 Assistant Village Manager Michael Braiman said staff received direction from the 

Village Board that it was very important to engage the community, not only to 
educate the residents on the three stormwater options but also to continue our 
transparent and open process and gather feedback from the entire community as 
we move towards a decision.   

 
 There is a new stormwater improvements website for residents seeking current 

information about this vital issue. Staff will also be producing public information 
videos, working with the Cable Department to post the videos on the new website 
and Facebook and twitter apps. There will also be several direct mail pieces to 
make sure the information is received by all residents. There will also be two Open 
Houses, one in February and one in March at Village Hall. There will be a Special 
Village Board Meeting to make a final decision on April 17, 2018.  

 
 Mr. Braiman briefly reviewed the new website noting that all documents since 2013 

regarding the discussion of stormwater are available to access on the website. 
There is also a feedback page for residents to fill out and the comments will be 
included in the report to the Village Board to review before the April 17th special 
meeting of the Village Board. 

  
 Trustee Dodd asked if we were looking for what option residents would prefer 

regarding the stormwater management options. 
 
 Mr. Braiman said yes, that will help the Village Board frame their decision on the 

options and there is a survey available on the website for residents to choose an 
option and provide comment. 

 
 There was no report from Corporation Counsel. 
   

5.0 REPORT OF LIQUOR CONTROL COMMISSIONER: 
 
No Report 
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6.0 STANDING COMMITTEE REPORTS: 

 
6.1 LAND USE STANDING COMMITTEE REPORT 
 

6.11 Zoning Board of Appeals Report, Case #2017-Z-62, 431 9th Street 
regarding a request for a 1,268.22 square foot (31.71%) total floor 
area variation, a 248.14 square foot (6.2%) lot coverage variation, a 
variation to exceed the first floor height limit, a 17.79’ front yard 
setback variation, a 1.45’ side yard setback variation, an 11.51’ front 
yard porch setback variation, a 13.5’ front yard porch step setback 
variation, a 0.62’ combined side yard stoop and step setback 
variation, a 0.25’ accessory structure separation variation, a 0.42’ 
detached garage side yard setback variation, a 44.51 square foot 
(3.18%) front yard impervious surface coverage variation, and a 
variation to the requirement that new home provide two enclosed 
parking spaces, to permit the construction of a substantial addition 
and remodel that is classified as a new home and the retention of an 
existing detached garage in accordance with the plans submitted. 

 
 President Bielinski said the applicant withdrew the request 
     
6.12 Zoning Board of Appeals Report, Case #2017-Z-63, 238 Kilpatrick 

Avenue regarding a request for a 916.55 square foot (10.92%) total 
floor area variation, a variation to exceed the first floor height limit, a 
1.05’ side yard setback variation, a 3.13’ combined side yard setback 
variation, and a variation to the requirement that an attached front-
loaded garage must be located a minimum of five feet behind the 
main front façade of the house to permit the construction of a 
substantial addition and remodel that is classified as a new home in 
accordance with the plan submitted. 

 
 Trustee Leonard moved approval of Zoning Board of Appeals 

Report, Case #2017-Z-63, 238 Kilpatrick Avenue regarding a request 
for a 916.55 square foot (10.92%) total floor area variation, a 
variation to exceed the first floor height limit, a 1.05’ side yard 
setback variation, a 3.13’ combined side yard setback variation, and 
a variation to the requirement that an attached front-loaded garage 
must be located a minimum of five feet behind the main front façade 
of the house to permit the construction of a substantial addition and 
remodel that is classified as a new home in accordance with the plan 
submitted, seconded by Trustee Wolf. 

 
 John Adler, Director of Community Development, said staff is 

recommending remanding the request back to Zoning Board of 
Appeals as the applicant submitted a revised request. 
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 Ali Sajadi, applicant, said he learned today that it was staff’s 
recommendation that the revised request should be remanded back 
to the Zoning Board of Appeals.  He said it is has been a difficult 
process for him to go through and he feels it should be an easier 
process. 

 
 President Bielinski encouraged the applicant to focus on the Zoning 

Board of Appeal’s report addressing the hardship of the proposed 
variations. 

 
 Trustee Wolf moved to remand the request back to the Zoning Board 

of Appeals, seconded by Trustee Sullivan.  All voted aye, the motion 
carried.  

 
6.13 REMOVE FROM TABLE - Plan Commission Report, Case #2017-P-
 04, 333 Ridge Road regarding a request for a Planned Unit 
 Development Preliminary  Plan and Special Use to permit the 
 construction of a three-story residential care facility containing 
 approximately 64 units located in  the NR, Neighborhood Retail, 
 zoning district in conformance with plans submitted.  The use to run 
 with the use.  The approval conditioned upon the following:  1) The 
 buffer yard to the south being increased in size. 2) No vinyl fencing 
 material will be used on site.  A metal picket and brick pier fence will 
 be installed in all areas where the vinyl fence was proposed except 
 on the west property line where a wood fence may be installed. 3)  
 All site plan review comments be  addressed.  
 
 Trustee Leonard moved to remove the item from the table, seconded 
 by Trustee Sullivan.  All voted aye, the motion carried.  
 
 Trustee Leonard moved to grant a request for a Planned Unit 
 Development Preliminary  Plan and Special Use to permit the 
 construction of a three-story residential care facility containing 
 approximately 64 units located in  the NR, Neighborhood Retail, 
 zoning district in conformance with plans submitted.  The use to run 
 with the use.  The approval conditioned upon the following:  1) The 
 buffer yard to the south being increased in size. 2) No vinyl fencing 
 material will be used on site.  A metal picket and brick pier fence will 
 be installed in all areas where the vinyl fence was proposed except 
 on the west property line where a wood fence may be installed. 3)  
 All site plan review comments be  addressed, seconded by Trustee 
 Wolf. 
 
 President Bielinski said at the previous meeting on December 12, 
 2017, the Village Board tabled the request and asked the applicant 
 to look at the relief requested and the public benefit provided. 
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 Jay Hicks, Senior Vice President, Artis Senior Living, said he would 
 like to start with the site related changes they have made to address 
 the concerns expressed previously by the Village Board. 
 

Rick Whitney, Fitzgerald Associates Architects, said they did find a 
means to reduce the height from 48’ to 44’ by moving the loading 
area from inside the building to outside southwest corner of the 
building and they will provide screening for the loading area. They 
have also increased the height of the hedge that runs alongside 
Ridge Road to have a better screening of the building. Other changes 
to the site plan include widening the planting buffer along the east 
side of Ridge Road. They have added two more feet to the planting 
buffer by changing the front drive aisle to one way and having angled 
parking. There were previously ten parking spaces in  the front but 
by changing the plans, they now have five parking spaces. He also 
noted they were able to remove a portion of the back wall in the 
parking area of the building to provide a maneuvering area for trucks 
to back up for loading and unloading. With the changes to the site 
plan, they were able to pick up two more parking spaces in the 
parking garage which gives them a total of 52 parking spaces, 47 
inside and 5 outside of the building which is still above the ordinance 
requirement for parking. 
 

 Trustee Leonard asked if there will be differences in noise pollution 
 or exhaust to the neighbors with the new, proposed loading area. 
 
 Mr. Whitney said he does not believe it will increase the noise or 
 exhaust pollution. 
 
 President Bielinski asked if we require trucks to turn their engines off 
 or can they idle in loading areas. 
  
 Mr. Frenzer said it is not in our ordinances but we work with 
 businesses to encourage that they have the trucks turn off their 
 engines during the loading process.  
 
 Mr. Stein said it was his understanding that there would not be a 
 significant number of trucks loading and unloading at the site.  
 

Mr. Hicks said there would be two to three visits per week for food, 
two deliveries a month for medical supplies, consumables possibly 
every other week.  

 
 Trustee Leonard asked what type of fence would be installed around 
 the loading area.   
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 Mr. Whitney said there would be a six foot fence installed 
 surrounding the loading area, most likely wooden fence. 
  
 Trustee Plunkett asked where visitors would park other than the five 
 parking spaces out front. 
 
 Mr. Whitney said they would be designating visitor parking inside the 
 parking garage also as there will be enough parking for staff which 
 would be approximately 22 spaces if everyone drives to work. They 
 do not anticipate any parking issues as there are shifts for staff. 
 
 Trustee Dodd asked how they would handle holidays or events at the 
 facility regarding parking. 
 
 Mr. Hicks said there certain days of the year where there is 
 exceptionally high visitation and they will provide a shuttle from a 
 designated parking area close by. That has worked well for them at 
 their other facilities.  
 
 Mr. Adler noted that there is a requirement that the loading dock be  
 convenient to the service area but he believes that the trucks will pull 
 up to the proposed service area and unload there. He said staff 
 would make sure that whatever landscaping is proposed will be a full 
 buffer to the property to the south. Staff will also review the turning 
 diagram for the loading area as it appears very tight for trucks to turn 
 around as they just received the plans for the loading area this 
 evening.  
 

Mr. Hicks said there was a discussion at the last meeting about 
sustainability and his team met with Trustee Wolf to discuss that.  
They will be making a commitment to achieve a Green Globe level 
of certification which is nationally recognized and achieves many of 
the same things as LEED certification.  

 
 Trustee Wolf said she was impressed with what she heard about the 
 Green Globe process and was not previously aware of it. She 
 understands that it has been in Europe and Canada and is making 
 its way to the United States. She also noted that a number of Whole 
 Foods Stores are Green Globe certified and there are a number of 
 other buildings in the area that are Green Globe certified. From her 
 discussion with Artis, it seems like Green Globe is a little more suited 
 to this type of building than LEED would be and they would be
 achieving a very substantial level of Green Globe certification.  
 
 Trustee Plunkett asked if the sustainability expert would like to 
 comment on the process as it would be educational for residents to 
 hear about Green Globe. 
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 Charlie Saville said he is a sustainability consultant with W. May 
 Consulting Engineers in Chicago. He said LEED and Green Globe 
 are targeting the same global concepts related to site, energy, water 
 conservation, indoor air quality materials and the constructability of 
 the building. When comparing both programs, all the same major 
 concepts are there. He noted that Green Globe focuses more on the 
 building, site and the surrounding neighborhood. 
 
 Mr. Hicks said Artis is also committed to donating to Housing Our 
 Own Wilmette $10,000 per year, beginning one year after occupancy 
 and a $10,000 year contribution annually to the Village to underwrite 
 the cost of emergency runs to their residents and any real or 
 perceived loss of tax revenue.  
 
 President Bielinski asked if there would also be preference given to 
 Wilmette residents’ family members. 
 
 Mr. Hicks said he neglected to mention that a preference will be given 
 to Wilmette residents’ family members when there is a waiting list.   
 
 Trustee Leonard asked what the precise language would be written 
 into the contract. 
 
 Mr. Adler said he did not have the precise language but the wording 
 would include “that Artis will offer preferred status to Wilmette 
 residents or children, siblings, parents or grandparents of Wilmette 
 residents. The preferred status would be offered in frequency of no 
 less than every second opening that arises”. 
 
 Corporation Counsel Jeff Stein said everything discussed will be 
 codified in an ordinance. 
 
 Trustee Leonard asked how the preference for Wilmette residents 
 will be administered.  
 
 Mr. Hicks said they have never had to do this before, so they would 
 be charged with administering the requests with oversight from the 
 Village.  
 
 Trustee Dodd asked if the Village would monitor the waiting list so 
 the situation would be clear to everyone. 
 
 Mr. Stein said the Village would request a report once a year to verify 
 that they are complying with the ordinance. 
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 President Bielinski said in regards to the $10,000 yearly contribution, 
 after a certain amount of years, would Artis consider a CPI type of 
 adjustment to the amount as the amount would not be seen as the 
 same in 10-20 years.  
 
 Mr. Hicks said the point is well taken and he would consider that and 
 work with staff on reasonable numbers. 
 
 President Bielinski said while the PUD process has been around for 
 20 years, he does not believe it has been successfully used all that 
 much. 
 
 Mr. Adler said until the hotel was approved and built a few years ago, 
 no PUD had been approved and constructed. He said in 20 years 
 there have only been two PUD’s approved and constructed.   
 
 Mr. Kurzman said in regard to the applicant’s offer regarding the loss 
 of sales tax, does Mr. Adler have an opinion on that. 
 
 Mr. Adler said it is hard to say as the shopping center has turned into 
 a lot of personal uses over the past years and what is being offered 
 by the applicant is pretty close.  
  
 Trustee Wolf said she is aware that staff is trying to help the 
 businesses in the shopping center relocate and she would like to see 
 those businesses stay in Wilmette.   
 
 Trustee Kurzman asked if staff had done anything specific to try to 
 attract businesses to that shopping area.  
 
 Mr. Adler said they have not done anything specific for that location, 
 typically what they do is if someone contacts them, they have a list 
 of vacant properties that they will present to them. 
  
 Trustee Kurzman asked what makes Central Street in Evanston so 
 successful.  
  
 Mr. Adler said Central Street in Evanston is fortunate to have 
 Northwestern University, Evanston Hospital, the Metra Station, El 
 Station and high density buildings. It is also a more compact area 
 with commercial spaces.  He said in talking with people in Evanston 
 they said it really just happened, they could not really point at 
 anything that they did.  
 
 President Bielinski asked if there was anyone present to speak for 
 against the request.  
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 Hal Franke said he came to the meeting as an observer and 
 represents Housing Opportunity Development Corporation (HODC)
 which is the property owner next door to the proposed project and 
 has a  pending application before the Village. He believes the 
 proposed project is great and he hopes the Village Board approves 
 it. He decided that since his client has met with Mr. Hicks he would 
 like to  share the concept of encouraging the dialogue with his client 
 and Mr. Hicks about the possibility of somehow facilitating access 
 from their property to 333 Ridge Road should the project proceed.  
 
 President Bielinski noted that the HODC project has not come before 
 the Village Board so they are not well informed of the site issues. 
 
 Trustee Sullivan said he does not believe it is appropriate to discuss 
 a plan that has not been presented to the Village Board this evening.  
 
 Mr. Franke said he is not asking the Village Board to negotiate an 
 agreement, he is just asking them to encourage the two parties to 
 consider an agreement regarding access.  
 
 Corporation Counsel Jeffrey Stein said he believes Mr. Franke is 
 saying that he does not want a condition on the applicant’s request 
 but he does want the Village Board to encourage private negotiation 
 between the applicant and Mr. Franke’s client for what sounds like 
 an easement on two private entities. He said the negotiation would 
 be up to the two private parties, it is not proper for the Village Board 
 to encourage a negotiation on this matter, at this time. 
 
 Mimi Dray said she would like to applaud the changes to the PUD 
 that Artis came back with this evening, she really appreciates the 
 changes. She takes great offense to the previous comments from 
 Mr. Franke. She encouraged the Village Board to look at the merits 
 of Artis Senior Living and what it can bring to our community.  
 
 Trustee Leonard said he is very pleased with the accommodations 
 that were made since the last meeting. He feels that the $10,000 that 
 was allocated to Housing Our Own Wilmette will go a long way, the 
 payment in lieu of sales tax forfeited is a compromised number but 
 he feels the shopping center on the property has been problematic 
 for a long time and the payment is comforting. We were concerned 
 about the ambulance issue but he had some conversations with staff 
 and they suggested that they will keep a close eye on that and if does 
 become a problem then there are means to remedy that. From the 
 development standpoint, he has always felt Artis has done a good 
 job in designing the project and the accommodation on the height 
 was helpful. He would like to make sure that staff monitors the 
 loading zone as that could become a problem in the future. He 
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 supports the project and appreciates the accommodations. 
 
 Trustee Wolf also believes Artis has done an outstanding job of 
 meeting some of the requests and concerns that the Village Board 
 had at the last meeting. She believes the changes to the site plan will 
 work better and look nicer. The community benefit is really 
 significant and the Green Globe certification is great and she would 
 like to see that as a precedent for other building projects. She also 
 believes the preference for potential residents with ties to Wilmette 
 is important. She is in favor of the request. 
 
 Trustee Sullivan said he agrees with Trustees Leonard and Wolf’s 
 comments. He complimented Artis on the changes they have made 
 over the past month regarding the height, site plan and contributions 
 to the Village. We have an opportunity to work with someone that is 
 committed to the community so he will support the request.  
 
 Trustee Plunkett said she appreciates all the additions to the project 
 to enhance the public benefit to the residents of Wilmette. She also 
 appreciates that the project will offer stormwater benefits compared 
 to the existing site. She believes having a place for people facing 
 these issues closer to home will be a benefit for many people. 
 
 Trustee Dodd said she agrees with what her fellow Trustees have 
 said and thanked Artis for their patience in going through the 
 process. She believes they have made all the right accommodations. 
 She also believes the memory care facility will benefit our residents   
  
 and appreciates that Wilmette residents will have an advantage on 
 the waiting list. She believes the project will be good for the 
 community on many levels and it is possible that this will allow some 
 of the other commercial areas to possibly succeed. Clearly, the 
 applicant has done a tremendous job as there are no residents 
 present to speak against the project. She will support the request. 
 
 Trustee Kurzman thanked the applicants for addressing all the 
 concerns with the project. His concerns start with below ground and 
 work their way up. He is concerned for residents between Romona 
 and Ridge Road. He opposes significant new structure west of Ridge 
 Road until we have direction with stormwater management and that 
 includes land use. He does have concerns with the loss of retail in 
 that location as once retail goes, you can never reclaim that. He 
 would feel differently about that if there were comprehensive plan 
 documents or other types of planning that went into this to decide 
 that retail cannot work there. His last concern is about affordable 
 housing and there are very few opportunities to add to it in the 
 Village. When he sees something of this magnitude and it does not 
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 have new housing opportunities, he wonders about the opportunity 
 lost. He does appreciate the PUD offerings to go into an annual 
 contribution and that is a significant turn.   
 
 President Bielinski said the PUD discussion is one that weighs the 
 relief requested by the applicant with the public benefit. The building 
 is large and that is one of his concerns but the plans have been 
 adjusted and the public benefit that has been added is substantial. 
 One of the biggest elements, other than the size of the building, is 
 the very clean site plan with a lot of parking. He shares the concerns 
 of Trustees Leonard and Kurzman regarding the loss of retail but the 
 fact that the applicant has figured a way to give preference to 
 Wilmette residents goes a long way as a benefit. He believes along 
 with all the other public benefits offered, the public benefit provided 
 now does measure up to the relief that is requested.  He can support 
 the project.  
 
 Trustee Leonard moved to amend the request to include; 1) the 
 shadow box type fence to mitigate the noise from deliveries, 2) Green 
 Globe Certification, 3) financial contributions to the Village and 
 Housing Our Own Wilmette, 4) residential preference and reporting 
 requirements, seconded by Trustee Wolf. 
   

    Mr. Stein said he would draft the ordinance and work with staff and  
    Artis to finalize the ordinance to be signed by the Village President. 
  

 Voting yes on the amended request: Trustees Wolf, Sullivan, 
 Plunkett, Dodd, Leonard and President Bielinski.  Voting no: Trustee 
 Kurzman.  The motion carried. 
 

6.2 FINANCE STANDING COMMITTEE REPORT 
All items listed on the Consent Agenda 
 

6.3 ADMINISTRATION STANDING COMMITTEE REPORT 
  All items listed on the Consent Agenda 

 
6.4 MUNICIPAL SERVICES STANDING COMMITTEE REPORT 

  All items listed on the Consent Agenda 
 

6.5 PUBLIC SAFETY STANDING COMMITTEE REPORT 
All items listed on the Consent Agenda 
 

6.6 JUDICIARY STANDING COMMITTEE REPORT 
All items listed on the Consent Agenda 

 

6.7 REPORTS FROM SPECIAL COMMITTEES 
 

No Reports 
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7.0      NEW BUSINESS 
 
  No Report 
 
8.0      MATTERS REFERRED TO STANDING COMMITTEES 

 
 8.1 Review adding group homes for private school students as a permitted or  
  special use in the residential zoning districts. 
  

9.0      ADJOURNMENT 
 

 Trustee Sullivan moved to adjourn the meeting at 9:55 p.m., seconded by Trustee 
 Wolf. All voted aye, the motion carried. 

 
 
 
      Barbara L. Hirsch 
      Deputy Village Clerk 
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1200 Wilmette Avenue 
Wilmette, Illinois 60091-0040 

 
MEETING MINUTES 

 
ZONING BOARD OF APPEALS 

 
WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 6, 2017 

 
7:30 P.M. 

 
COUNCIL CHAMBERS 

 
 
Members Present: Chairman Patrick Duffy   
 Mike Boyer  
 John Kolleng 
 Michael Robke 
 Reinhard Schneider 
 Bob Surman 
 Christopher Tritsis 
 
Members Absent:  None 
 
Staff Present: Lisa Roberts, Assistant Director of Community Development 
  
 
I. Call to Order 

 
Chairman Duffy called the meeting to order at 7:30 p.m. 

 
II. 2017-Z-51 154 Maple Avenue  
 

See the complete case minutes attached to this document. 
 
III. 2017-Z-58 2441 Iroquois Road  
 

See the complete case minutes attached to this document. 

3.2 
1-23-18 
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IV. 2017-Z-61 1123 Greenleaf Avenue (formerly 1121 Greenleaf)  
 

See the complete case minutes attached to this document. 
 

V. 2017-Z-62 431 9th Street  
 

See the complete case minutes attached to this document. 
 

VI. 2017-Z-63 238 Kilpatrick Avenue  
 

See the complete case minutes attached to this document. 
 

VII. Approval of the November 1, 2017 Meeting Minutes 
 

Mr. Kolleng moved to approve the November 1, 2017 meeting minutes. 
 
Mr. Schneider seconded the motion and the voice vote was all ayes and no nays.  Motion 
carried. 

 
VIII. Public Comment 
 

An unidentified resident asked about the case for 1202 Chestnut Avenue. She said the 
posted sign at the property had the meeting date crossed out by hand and the date of 
December 6 written on it. She asked if the case had been heard in November when she 
would have missed it. 
 
Mr. Kolleng said yes, the case had been heard in November. 
 
Mr. Surman clarified that the meeting date had been crossed out by hand. 
 
The woman said that yes, it had been crossed out with a thick black marker. She said the 
owners thought the case had been rescheduled for December 6. 
 
Mr. Schneider asked if this was the project where the house is being torn down. 
 
The woman said yes. It’s a very nice house. The request she thought was for an 11’ setback. 
 
Mr. Surman said it was the project with the one-story garage at the front. 
 
The woman asked what happened with that request. 
 
Chairman Duffy said the Zoning Board voted to recommend approval of the request 
because the bulk of the house was set back farther, it was only a one-and-one-half story 
garage that was encroaching to where the existing house is located. 
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The woman asked if they couldn’t have modified the design to be smaller. 
 

Mr. Surman said the proposed house was conforming to the floor area requirements. 
 
Chairman Duffy said the block for that house is three or four blocks long so when you 
figure out the average with all the homes set so much further back, the homes closer to 
1202 were all pretty much in line with each other but were requiring a greater setback 
because of other homes on the block. 

 
The woman said she didn’t realize the very large mansion-types homes that are way back 
on their lots were also included in the required setback. 
 
Chairman Duffy said the requirement is based on the average line on the block. That block 
is four blocks long, not just those 4 or 5 houses right there, that’s what affected their 
requirement. 
 
Mr. Surman said the one-story portion of the new house was pretty close to the setback of 
the existing house. 
 
Ms. Roberts said that the case will be heard next Tuesday, December 12, 2017 if the 
resident still had concerns or wanted to address the Village Board on the matter. 
 
Mr. Kolleng said there are about six in a row that are all around the same setback. 
 
The woman agreed and said she had no further concerns about the request. 
 
Mr. Boyer clarified that someone took a huge sharpie and changed the notice. He said that 
that was very uncool and asked Ms. Roberts if the Village would have done that. 
 
Ms. Roberts said the staff would issue a new printed posting if there was a change to the 
meeting date. 
 
Mr. Surman asked if the sign was still up. 
 
The woman said it was not. She said that was another question she had, about the sign 
needing to be posted the entire time. She said there had been some rain and the sign had 
fallen on the ground.  
 

IX. Adjournment 
 

The meeting was adjourned at 9:40 p.m. 
 
 Respectfully submitted, 
 Lisa Roberts 
 Assistant Director of Community Development 
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3.0 TESTIMONY, COMMENTS AND ARGUMENTS ON BEHALF OF THE 
APPLICANT 

 
 3.1 Persons appearing for the applicant 
 
  None 
 
 3.2 Summary of presentations 
 
 3.21 Ms. Roberts said that the staff met with the applicants, the contractor, and Com Ed 

on the morning of Wednesday, December 6, 2017. The applicant and the contractor 
are starting to work on plans to submit to the Zoning Board. The applicants cannot 
attend the next meeting on December 20, 2017 so the request is to continue the case 
one last time to January 3, 2018.  

 
6.0 DECISION 
 
 6.1 Mr. Surman moved to continue the case to the January 3, 2018 meeting.  
 
 6.11 Mr. Kolleng seconded the motion and the voice vote was all ayes and no 

nays.  
 
   Motion carried.   
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3.0 TESTIMONY, COMMENTS AND ARGUMENTS ON BEHALF OF THE 
APPLICANT 
 
3.1 Persons appearing for the applicant 
 
 3.11 Mr. James Gill, applicant 
 
3.2 Summary of presentations 
 
3.21 Ms. Roberts said that this is a request for a 2.0’ fence height variation and a fence 

openness variation to permit the replacement of 6.0’ tall solid fence in a side yard 
adjoining a street. The Village Board will hear this case on January 9, 2018.  

 
3.22 The applicant said that his home is on the southeast corner of Iroquois and Illinois. 

He is seeking approval for a 2’ height variation and an openness variation. He needs 
to put posts in his existing fence. The fence is 6’ high and has existed for 20 years. 
Fenceworks built the fence and will do the new fence. The new fence will be the 
same style and material as the current fence. One of the gates to be replaced blew 
over the other night. It needs posts for strengthening. This is the applicant’s first 
time before the Board.  

 
3.23 Chairman Duffy clarified that they are replacing the posts that are supporting the 

fence and are not replacing the whole fence.  
 
 The applicant said that was correct, but he is also replacing a gate that faces onto 

Iroquois. On the other side of the property facing east, there is another gate to the 
backyard and they are replacing that gate. The support posts are starting to rot out.  

 
3.24 There was no one in the audience to speak on the case and the board had no 

questions for the applicant 
 

5.0 VIEWS EXPRESSED BY MEMBERS OF THE ZONING BOARD OF APPEALS 
 
5.1 Mr. Kolleng said that the board has seen cases like this before. The standards of 

review are met. The applicant lives on a busy street – Illinois – and the board has 
typically granted these types of requests in the past. He can support the request.  

 
5.2 Mr. Boyer added that there is more of a repair than a replacement. Standards of 

review are met.  
 

6.0 DECISION 
 
6.1 Mr. Kolleng moved to recommend granting a request for a 2.0’ fence height 

variation and a fence openness variation to permit the replacement of 6.0’ tall solid 
fence in a side yard adjoining a street at 2441 Iroquois Road in accordance with the 
plans submitted.  
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 6.11 Mr. Boyer seconded the motion and the vote was as follows: 
 

   Chairman Patrick Duffy Yes 
   Mike Boyer   Yes 
   John Kolleng   Yes 
   Michael Robke  Yes 
   Reinhard Schneider  Yes 
   Bob Surman   Yes 
   Christopher Tritsis  Yes 
 

Motion carried. 
 
 6.2 Mr. Boyer moved to authorize the chairman to prepare the report and 

recommendation for the Zoning Board of Appeals for case number 2017-Z-58.  
 
 6.21 Mr. Kolleng seconded the motion and the voice vote was all ayes and no 

nays.  
 
   Motion carried.  
 
7.0 FINDINGS OF FACT UPON WHICH DECISION WAS BASED 
 

The Zoning Board of Appeals finds that the request meets the variation standards of Section 
5.4.F and the fence variation standards of Section 5.4.F.h of the Zoning Ordinance. The 
particular physical conditions of the property, its location as an irregular corner lot with 
substantial frontage along Illinois Road, imposes upon the owner a practical difficulty. The 
plight of the owner was not created by the owner and is due to the orientation of the lot.  
The difficulty prevents the owner from making reasonable use of their property with 
privacy for their outdoor space. The proposed variations will not impair an adequate supply 
of light and air to adjacent properties or otherwise injure other properties and its use. The 
variations if granted will not alter the essential character of the neighbor. 
 
The fence provides privacy from Illinois Road, which is a busy street at that point. The 
variations allow for the replacement of a fence that has existed at the property. There is 
existing landscaping to screen the fence from view. 

 
8.0 RECOMMENDATION 
 

The Zoning Board of Appeals recommends granting a request for a 2.0’ fence height 
variation and a fence openness variation to permit the replacement of 6.0’ tall solid fence 
in a side yard adjoining a street at 2441 Iroquois Road in accordance with the plans 
submitted. 
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3.0 TESTIMONY, COMMENTS AND ARGUMENTS ON BEHALF OF THE 
APPLICANT 

 
 3.1 Persons appearing for the applicant 
 
  3.11 Ms. Jaime Passaglia, applicant 
   Little Steps Pediatric Therapy 
 
 3.2 Summary of presentations 
 
 3.21 Ms. Roberts said that this is a request for a special use for a medical/dental clinic, 

small to permit the operation of a pediatric physical, occupational, and speech 
therapy practice (Little Steps Pediatric Therapy). The village board will hear this 
case on January 9, 2017.  

 
 3.22 The applicant said they currently service clinic and in-home therapy, ages 0 to 10. 

They are located in Glenview and Highland Park. About 20% of their patients come 
from Wilmette to Glenview. About 30% come from suburbs surrounding Wilmette.  

 
  Parents drop off children for a 50-minute therapy session. They can stay within a 

one-mile radius. They are using retail and service businesses in the village.  
 
  Their neighbor, Dr. Kohn, was before the Zoning Board a few weeks ago and 

parking was a concern. They are in the process of finalizing lease negotiations. 
Because Dr. Kohn decided not to use the parking, they have six spots available for 
their use. They are negotiating how many spots they will have. They have about 
four clients in the clinic and treatment is one-on-one. They have one therapist who 
lives a block away, so she can walk to work. They have clinicians who take Metra.  

 
  They do a lot of community activities and do a lot with preschools and schools. 

They want to give back to the community.  
 
 3.23 Chairman Duffy asked how many staff members they would have at any given time.  
 
  The applicant said that typically they would have no more than four to five staff at 

any given time. There are three treatment rooms and a gym space.  
 
 3.24 Chairman Duffy asked about office staff.  
 
  The applicant said they do not have office staff at Glenview right now.  
 
 3.25 Chairman Duffy said he was trying to gauge parking demand because that area is 

crowded with parking. The way that village code is written, there is not a 
requirement for them.  

 
  Ms. Roberts clarified that they are meeting the requirement.   
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 3.26 Mr. Boyer asked how long each treatment would last.  
 
  The applicant said that the sessions are 50 minutes and there is a five-minute 

window to say good-bye and transition out.  
(after 4.0) 
 3.27 Chairman Duffy clarified that the applicant was negotiating to lease some of the 

parking spaces.  
 
4.0 INTERESTED PARTIES 
 
 4.1 Persons speaking on the application 
 
  4.11 Mr. Rich Cozzola 
   1107 Greenleaf Avenue 
 
  4.12 Ms. Heather Milligan 
   1047 Linden Avenue 
 
 4.2 Summary of presentations 
 
 4.21 Mr. Cozzola said that physical therapy, occupational therapy, and speech therapy 

are important for children. In looking at the proposal, there was not much about 
parking. The applicant said that children would be dropped off and the parent would 
be in a one-mile radius. The neighborhood is unique. It is one of the few 
neighborhoods in the village that has a high density of residential with four large 
condo buildings in a small area. Can the village make parking requirements for this 
business? Can there be 10-minute spaces in front of the building.    

 
  Chairman Duffy said that the board does not make the rules. Ms. Roberts is the 

expert on the rules.  
 
  Ms. Roberts said that in the Village Center commercial tenants are allowed to count 

as against their parking requirement public parking spaces including the spaces on 
the street in front of the building, as well as off-street public parking within 500’ 
i.e. the Panera lot. Staff calculated that for this tenant space and the other tenant 
space in the building, together they would have access to 17 spaces. This use by 
itself only requires six spaces. There are six on site, three on the street in front of 
the building and then eight in the Panera lot, which is a public lot. If there was a 
request to do timed parking on the street, that would go through the Engineering 
Department and possibly the Transportation Commission.  

 
  Mr. Cozzola said that parking is tight at this time and there are 14 more residential 

units being built.  
 
  Chairman Duffy said that with new development, there are parking requirements 

per unit or apartment. There are also some requirements about parking per square 
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footage for commercial. They have met those requirements to get building permits. 
At the last hearing, the board learned that the developer wants to charge for the 
spaces, but the tenant is saying that the village told them what counts.  

 
  Mr. Cozzola said it seems like the board is powerless to say to someone to use the 

spaces in their building and pay for them.  
 
  Mr. Schneider said that the owner of the commercial space and parking spaces 

would not leave them vacant. The current applicant is negotiating to lease some of 
the spaces.  

 
 4.22 Ms. Milligan is an employee of Little Steps. She will work at the clinic three days 

per week. She can walk to work. She has parking at her home that she has offered 
during the day to employees.  

 
5.0 VIEWS EXPRESSED BY MEMBERS OF THE ZONING BOARD OF APPEALS 
 
 5.1 Mr. Robke said that the intended use is consistent with special use requirements. 

There is an enforcement question that goes along with this so if the applicant 
chooses not to lease the spaces, they don’t lease them for residential use. They are 
for commercial use. He can support the request.  

 
 5.2 Mr. Surman agreed with above comments. The spaces are enforced as commercial 

spaces. 
  
6.0 DECISION 
 
 6.1 Mr. Robke moved to recommend granting a request for a special use for a 

medical/dental clinic, small to permit the operation of a pediatric physical, 
occupational, and speech therapy practice (Little Steps Pediatric Therapy) at 1123 
Greenleaf Avenue in accordance with plans submitted. The use shall run with the 
use.  

 
  6.11 Mr. Surman seconded the motion and the vote was as follows: 
 
   Chairman Patrick Duffy Yes 
   Mike Boyer   Yes 
   John Kolleng   Yes 
   Michael Robke  Yes 
   Reinhard Schneider  Yes 
   Bob Surman   Yes 
   Christopher Tritsis  Yes 
 
   Motion carried. 
 
 6.2 Mr. Boyer move to authorize the Chairman to prepare the report and 
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recommendation for case 2017-Z-61.  
 
  6.21 Mr. Schneider seconded the motion and the voice vote was all ayes.  
 
   Motion carried.  
 
7.0 FINDINGS OF FACT UPON WHICH DECISION WAS BASED 
 

The Zoning Board of Appeals finds that the request meets the special use standards of 
Section 5.3.E of the Zoning Ordinance. The proposed use in the specific location will be 
consistent with the goals and policies of the Comprehensive Plan. Such uses are allowed 
in this location because it tends to be less desirable for retail and restaurant uses. The 
establishment and operation of the proposed use will not be detrimental to or endanger the 
public health, safety and welfare. The proposed use in the specific location will not be 
injurious to the use or enjoyment of nor impede the normal and orderly development of 
surrounding properties. The proposed use will not substantially diminish property values. 
Adequate utilities, road access, and other facilities already will be provided upon 
completion of the building. Adequate measures will be taken to provide ingress and egress 
in a manner that minimizes traffic congestion. Six parking spaces are provided on-site for 
the two commercial tenants. The proposed use in the specific location will be consistent 
with the community character. The proposed use will not adversely affect a known 
archaeological, historical or cultural site. No other standards of Article 12 apply. 

 
8.0 RECOMMENDATION 
 

The Zoning Board of Appeals recommends granting a request for a special use for a 
medical/dental clinic, small to permit the operation of a pediatric physical, occupational, 
and speech therapy practice (Little Steps Pediatric Therapy) at 1123 Greenleaf Avenue in 
accordance with plans submitted. The use shall run with the use. 
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3.0 TESTIMONY, COMMENTS AND ARGUMENTS ON BEHALF OF THE 
APPLICANT 

 
 3.1 Persons appearing for the applicant 
 
  3.11 Mr. Roman Bujdei, applicant 
 
  3.12 Mr. David Colalillo, architect 
   Gansari & Associates 
   4753 N. Broadway Street, Chicago 
 
 3.2 Summary of presentations 
 
 3.21 Ms. Roberts said that this is a request for a 1,268.22 square foot (31.71%) total floor 

area variation, a 248.14 square foot (6.2%) lot coverage variation, a variation to 
exceed the first floor height limit, a 17.79’ front yard setback variation, a 1.45’ side 
yard setback variation, an 11.51’ front yard porch setback variation, a 13.5’ front 
yard porch step setback variation, a 0.62’ combined side yard stoop and step setback 
variation, a 0.25’ accessory structure separation variation, a 0.42’ detached garage 
side yard setback variation, a 44.51 square foot (3.18%) front yard impervious 
surface coverage variation, and a variation to the requirement that a new home 
provide two enclosed parking spaces, to permit the construction of a substantial 
addition and remodel that is classified as a new home and the retention of an 
existing detached garage. The Village Board will hear this case on January 9, 2018.  

 
 3.22 The applicant said that he and his family plan to move into the home pending the 

sale of his home in Skokie. They are trying to use the contextual floor area formula, 
which is based on height. They are 3” short of being able to use it. 

 
 3.23 Chairman Duffy said if they were able to use the contextual formula, they would 

be over in FAR.  
 
  Ms. Roberts said yes, they would be over in FAR.  
 
 3.24 Chairman Duffy said that the FAR issue is one of the main battles to get through 

on this case.  
 
  The applicant said that the plan is to build the addition and then move into the home 

after their home in Skokie sells. Some of the neighbors objected to the proposal, 
but most of them support the proposal. The objections had to do with a fence 
although the survey shows the fence on the neighbors’ properties. His wife spoke 
with one of the neighbors who said they would write a letter of support if the 
applicant replaces the fence along his property and two other properties, but at 
different heights. His wife said they want to do it, but she is not sure if this is in 
their budget.  
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  He said they want the addition. If it involves taking the fence down, he will do it. 
But he is not sure whose fence it is. The survey shows that most of the fence is on 
neighboring property. He is confused about what the neighbor is asking for since 
no one knows whose fence it is.  

 
 3.25 Chairman Duffy said that the board read the letters of opposition. The statement 

was implied that if the applicant replaces the fence, the neighbor would be in favor 
of the application. He said he understands that many the requests are existing 
conditions. But the size of the addition causing them to go over the FAR by a 
substantial number. There is a 4’ high floor for the first floor, which makes the 
basement count in the FAR. The request of 1,268 square feet is reduced by about 
850 square feet, which is the basement, but that still leaves them 417 square feet 
over the FAR. Why does the applicant need to be that far over?  

 
  The architect said that he agrees that they are over 400 square feet over on FAR. If 

they use the contextual option, they will be under 100 square feet more than 
allowed. That is because of the way the roof hits the second floor.  This house has 
some unique features. He said the neighbor to the north’s backyard is the 
applicant’s side yard. He explained why they were not eligible for the contextual 
option.  

 
  The house currently has a one-car garage. This is an issue for parking. The house 

is situated closer to the side property line. They are trying to meet all setback 
requirements by moving it over.  Most of their requests are within 1’ of allowable 
or required.  

 
 3.26 Chairman Duffy asked if they were going to address the garage at the meeting.  
 
  The applicant said he would like a two-car garage.  
 
 3.27 Chairman Duffy said a two-car garage would create more issues with FAR. He 

clarified that the applicant is leaving the garage as is.  
 
  The applicant said he would do something with the garage in the future. They have 

a very short lot, which is 40’ x 100’. It is short compared to other lots.  
 
 3.28 Chairman Duffy said that comes into play when one looks at a lot of the 

requirements, many of which are ratios. It is the ratio of the size of the lot to keep 
the size of the house in proportion to the size of the lot. Small lots present certain 
challenges, but the applicant must work within their envelope.  

 
 3.29 Mr. Schneider asked if the applicant currently owned the house.  
 
  The applicant said that they emptied out two garbage containers from the previous 

owners. He obtained a permit for dumpsters to remove the debris. There is some 
debris in the garage, but not enough to fill a dumpster. They will ensure that the site 
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is clean and maintained.  
 
 3.30 Mr. Schneider said that a security fence might be required.  What of the existing 

structure will remain?  
 
  The architect said that the existing basement will remain.  
 
 3.31 Mr. Schneider asked about the soundness of the foundation walls. 
 
  The applicant said that there were some cracks. There does need to be repair. A 

structural engineer must look at this.  
 
 3.32 Mr. Schneider said that probably some of the perimeter basement walls will remain 

and others will be replaced with new basement walls.  
 
  The architect said that was correct and they are looking to add studs and drywall 

around that.  
 
 3.33 Mr. Schneider referenced the first floor and the floor between the basement and 

first floor. Will that floor be replaced? 
 
  The architect said that floor would remain. There are areas where the joists are 

cracked, and these types of issues will be dealt with on an as needed basis.  
 
 3.34 Mr. Schneider referenced 1.9. Roughly half of the wall will remain. He assumes 

they will provide new siding. Will the floor between the first and second floors be 
replaced? Will the roof be replaced?  

 
  The architect said they would provide new siding. Most of the roof will be removed 

to connect with the new roof that will be added. Most of the floor between the first 
and second floors will remain. They will double up some joists.  

 
 3.35 Mr. Schneider asked if there was fire in the house at some time.  
 
  The applicant said that on the floor it looks light burn marks.  
 
 3.36 Chairman Duffy asked if that pertained to the first or second floor. 
 
  The applicant said he was referencing the first floor.  
 
 3.37 Mr. Schneider asked Ms. Roberts why they were deemed new construction.  
 
  Ms. Roberts said that it was because of the extensive removal of the interior walls 

on the first and second floors and the roof.  
 
 3.38 Mr. Kolleng asked if the basement storage, bedroom, and bath were new. He asked 
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the architect to say what was new.  
 
  The architect said that the above is new. What is new is from the back 4’7” of the 

basement and the new stairs that are walking out. That extends all the way north. 
Half of bedroom 3, half of bathroom 1 and the utility room are new. The rest is the 
existing shell in the basement.  

 
 3.39 Chairman Duffy asked what was going to be in the basement.  
 
  The architect said there is open area.  
 
 3.40 Mr. Schneider asked the height from the floor in the basement to the joist.  
 
  The architect said that they are going to attempt to go to 8’. They will dig out the 

basement slightly to see if they can get up to 8’.  
 
 3.41 Mr. Surman said it sounds like they are demoing most of the house and if the floor 

height is too high, the floor height should be lowered if they are lowering the 
basement floor. And not have such a large variance. Is he missing something?  They 
are going to make the basement usable.  

 
 3.42 Mr. Robke said it was indicated that the applicant is being penalized for the 

basement because the floor is so high. There is a bedroom and full bath shown. It 
is high enough for light and ventilation.  

 
 3.43 Chairman Duffy said that if they use the contextual option, they are only about 100 

square feet over and they can have the basement as designed. They are off of the 
contextual because of the way that the houses in the neighborhood are situated and 
the distance to count. They are off by 3”.  

 
 3.44 Mr. Robke asked to see numbers for the floor area. 
 
 3.45 Mr. Surman noted that this size house is put on lots that are twice as big.  
 
 3.46 Mr. Boyer referenced the curb cut in front. What is the reason for that? 
 
  The applicant said it was an existing curb cut. It looks like at some point the house 

had a garage on the side. They are not planning to use the curb cut so it should be 
rebuilt. They don’t plan on having a driveway there.  

 
 3.47 Mr. Boyer asked Ms. Roberts about the curb cut.  
 
  Ms. Roberts said that it will be up to engineering department whether to have them 

restore the parkway. It is not leading to a driveway. She does not know if 
engineering will make them take it out.  
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 3.48 Mr. Boyer said that there is grass and tire marks there now. He does not recall 
seeing a car parked there. Can people in Wilmette use the parkway as a parking 
space.  

 
  Ms. Roberts said she is not 100% sure. She would think that the Engineering 

Department would frown on that, but she is not sure if there is anything in the code. 
There is some concern from the neighbor next door to make sure that they continue 
to have access to their driveway. It is up to the Engineering Department to decide 
about restoration or not. Parking on the grass is not allowed.  

 
 3.49 Mr. Boyer said that leaving the curb cut would lead to possible misuse. The 

question will be asked that if the curb cut remains and he has a one car garage and 
then wants a two-car garage, parking will be an issue at some point. If the curb cut 
remains, the applicant will return to ask for a parking pad in the front. He would 
need a variance for front yard parking. If a stipulation could be put on the decision 
that the curb cut be removed.  

 
 3.50 Chairman Duffy said that Ms. Roberts will figure out the contextual FAR.  
 
 3.51 Mr. Kolleng asked the factors as to whether they would live there.  
 
  The applicant told the neighbors if the board does not approve the request, an option 

would be to remodel the existing and use it as a rental property. The only way that 
market wise that the house would make sense is that if the house retains the value 
they want they need the addition. They want to have three bedrooms and currently 
have two. If they could have put another bedroom up there he would not be at 
tonight’s meeting. They cannot put another bedroom up there.  

 
 3.52 Mr. Kolleng asked if the applicant if the addition could be done would he move in.  
 
  The applicant said they would move in if they can have the addition.  
 
 3.53 Mr. Robke asked if the property was currently for sale.  
 
 3.54 Chairman Duffy clarified they closed on the property.  
 
  The applicant said that the for-sale sign needs to be taken down. They spent several 

weeks designing the addition.  
 
 3.55 Mr. Robke asked how long it has been off the market.  
 
  The applicant said they closed in May.  
 
 3.56 Mr. Robke pointed out that it has been several months, and the for-sale sign 

remains.  
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  The applicant repeated that the sign must be removed. The house is not listed on 
the MLS.  

 
 3.57 Chairman Duffy said that there are three bedrooms on the second floor with two 

full baths and a bedroom and bath in the basement. On the first floor is a half bath, 
living and dining rooms, and kitchen. What is existing right now? On the second 
floor it looks like there are already three bedrooms.  

 
  The applicant said that those cannot be legal bedrooms because they are so small. 

He referenced sheet D1. Bedroom one doesn’t have a closet, so it cannot be a 
bedroom. It is labeled as a bedroom.  

 
 3.58 Mr. Robke said it was shown on 1.7.  
 
 3.59 Chairman Duffy said that there are no dimensions.  
 
  The applicant said bedroom one is 7.5’ wide by 9.5’ deep. Bedroom two is 8.5’ 

wide by 14’ deep. The master bedroom is 16’ wide of usable space and by about 
14’ deep. He said he referenced usable because of the roof. He said one-third to 
one-half of bedroom one is above 6’. It is a room but not very usable. This house 
offers challenges and the new house will offer challenges.  

 
 3.60 Ms. Roberts said that with the contextual option, the lot coverage variation would 

have reduced to 99.07 square feet, the floor area variation would be at 1,004.16 
square feet so only 260 square feet were saved.  

 
  The architect asked if the basement counted. It was his understanding that the 

basement did not count if the house was pre-2003 construction.  
 
  Ms. Roberts said that the difference is that pre-2003 construction, 5’ is the height 

limit for the first floor and 4’ would be for new construction. This is called new 
construction, so the first floor height requirement is lower, which is why it is now 
counting as floor area.  

 
 3.61 Chairman Duffy said that they are remodeling such a significant portion of the 

house, so it is considered new construction.  
 
 3.62 Mr. Kolleng asked if this was all new construction with the same it would still put 

it over.  
 
  Ms. Roberts said that is correct because the first floor is higher than 4’.  
 
 3.63 Mr. Tritsis asked the height of the basement at this time.  
 
  The architect said that it is about 6’10” to 7’. They want to go another foot lower.  
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 3.64 Mr. Surman asked about the slab sitting on the footing.  
 
  The architect said they would attempt to put the bottom of the slab to the bottom of 

the footing and then go up from there and support it that way. The concrete will act 
as a brace.  

 
(After 4.0) 
 3.65 Chairman Duffy on the survey it indicates that there is a patio and a brick walk. It 

looks like the addition is not taking up much more space than it already covered.  
 
  The architect said they would remove the brick patio and grass and substituting that 

for the new addition with a net change of 90 square feet.  
 
  The applicant said that the village had them hire a civil engineer for this project and 

to get permits to be sure that the proposed addition does not create a bigger issue. 
The civil engineer’s report noted that they are 93’ over.  

 
  The architect said that also includes two sets of stairs. The addition is a little smaller 

than the brick area they are removing. There is a back deck to get out and one on 
the side too.  

 
 3.66 Mr. Boyer referenced 1.14, the box with the material description. Does that include 

windows?  
 
  The architect said that is a blank siding wall. It’s where the master bedroom and 

closet are. That is the north elevation.  
 
 3.67 Mr. Boyer asked if that held true for the lower left quadrant.  
 
  The architect said that area has stairs going up.  
 
 3.68 Mr. Boyer asked if this decision was based on cost or architecturally required based 

on the interior design.  
 
  The architect said it was a choice and there is no reason behind it. There was a 

window that was infilled.  
 
4.0 INTERESTED PARTIES 
 
 4.1 Persons speaking on the application 
 
  4.11 Mr. Martin Grill 
   429 9th Street 
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 4.2 Summary of presentations 
 
 4.21 Mr. Grill said he is a 21-year resident of the village. He is directly south of the 

applicant’s house and across the alley. His home is 3 bedrooms, 1.5 baths, 
approximately 2,100 square feet on a 10,500-square foot lot. The subject property 
has been in decline for the last 2 years at least. He has a vested interest in having 
the property improved. He has some concerns in the areas of lot coverage, the floor 
area ratio and parking.  

 
  There appears to be an error on 1.2, the Sidwell tax map which identifies the subject 

property on 10th, north of linden, when it should be on 9th, south of Linden.  
 
  Regarding lot coverage, there is a problem with street flooding. The streets on 9th 

were designed to retain storm water. Storm water run off is a hot button issue for 
the village. He is concerned that the lot coverage variation with no mention of 
remediation for storm water runoff, the problem will be exacerbated. He 
experiences flooding in his backyard. The streets also flood regularly.  

 
  There is a 10% variance in front yard coverage for existing conditions. Any of the 

variances requested for existing conditions be approved. Requesting a lot coverage 
variance beyond what is existing seems to be problematic.  

 
  Regarding floor area, how was the calculation arrived at for a 2,177.25 square foot 

maximum. Using the calculations in the ordinance, it looks like it is 1,800 square 
feet if the contextual option is not used and 2,080 square feet.  

 
  Ms. Roberts said that they get a 312.89 square foot floor area bonus for the garage 

and 64.36 square foot portion for the porch.  
 
  Mr. Grill said that the proposed new home seems to be a lot of house for a 4,000-

square foot lot size. It is a ratio, but it does not make sense. He would challenge the 
applicability of the contextual option. The homes to the north could not be used in 
the calculation because they were over 100 feet away. Their lots are only 150’ deep. 
If they are more than 100 feet away it is not by very much. He thinks that the 
buildings are over 30’ tall. The two properties, his house and the neighbor to the 
south, cause the contextual option not to be applicable. If they include the properties 
to the north, this is not just a happenstance of where the property is situated. It is 
the nature of the neighborhood.  

 
  Regarding parking, it is unreasonable to assume that a 3,500-square foot house is 

going to have one car. Street parking is already constrained by the load from St. 
Francis Xavier church and school. In the past, the prior owner used the alley as their 
parking spaces. Some of the other neighbors wrote in to express that concern. 
Overnight parking in the alley is a problem. The village ordinance is that there be 
a 10’ wide traffic lane in an alley. The alley is 18’ wide. Parking a car in the alley 
would still qualify. If the parking space is supposed to be 5’ away from the lot line 
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and the car is 5’, now he is 10’ away from the lot line in an 18’ alley, which only 
leaves 8’ for passing. The variance for the number of off-street covered parking 
spaces is significantly problematic.  

 
  In closing, he would like to be a good neighbor and he would like to support the 

renovation of the property, but he feels that the variances requested are a little bit 
excessive based on lot size. There are other small lots in the area that were built 
upon. The 400 8th Street lot was a 4,500-square foot lot on which is a 2,200 square 
foot house was built. There were substantial variances requested relative to the 
position of the house to the garage of the neighbor. He mentioned 433 8th Street, 
which was a renovation that required many variances. That is a 3,000-square foot 
house on a 5,500-square foot lot. It is possible to build homes on a smaller lot. The 
square footage of this house is excessive compared to lot size.  

 
5.0 VIEWS EXPRESSED BY MEMBERS OF THE ZONING BOARD OF APPEALS 
 
 5.1 Mr. Robke said that most of them would agree that there are a lot of variations, but 

most of them are existing conditions. He would be surprised if any board member 
had an issue with those variations. It comes down to three issues – lot coverage, 
FAR, and parking.  

 
  Without the FAR, parking would not be an issue. The FAR is enough of an issue. 

He cannot support the request based on the FAR. He understands the attempts to 
apply the contextual case to it. There needs to be black and white lines as applied. 
There is just too much house. He reminded the board about counting of the 
basement. This is usable square footage. There is light and vent for a legal bedroom. 
It should be counted as part of the home’s space.  

 
 5.2 Mr. Schneider said he somewhat agrees with Mr. Robke’s comments. This case is 

like 400 8th Street. There is an existing structure in terrible shape. He hopes that the 
village uses some regulation to enforce cleaning that place up. His guess is that by 
the time they dug into the basement, they realized that the basement walls were in 
bad shape.   

 
  He thinks that when the contractors and architects get into the building, they will 

not be able to save much if anything of the existing structure. He does not see the 
hardship to provide all the variations. He would think a better course of action 
would be to start all over again.  

 
  The proposal is not acceptable for this situation. He cannot support the request.  
 
 5.3 Mr. Boyer said this issue of larger structures on smaller lots reminds him of 400 8th 

Street where there were many developers and they tried to get variations prior to 
purchase. It was owner-occupied with a small three-bedroom house. Most of 
tonight’s variation requests are existing. He does not have an issue with those. The 
issue comes down to FAR and lot coverage and somewhat the parking. It feels as 
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though the plan is asking to do too much. Usually he sides on property rights and 
the hardship would be the application of the ordinance to this house. However, he 
believes that the plan is asking the lot to do too much. He wants to hear what his 
colleagues have to say.  

 
 5.4 Mr. Tritsis said that when there is an existing condition and a neighbor who gets 

hurt or benefits the most. The ask of FAR seems like a lot. If this was a brand-new 
house with these variances, would the board’s feelings be the same or different?  

 
 5.5 Mr. Kolleng said there are a lot of unique lots in the village. If they were going to 

build new as was proposed, they might have the same issues. Because the lot is 
small, he thinks that tonight’s proposal is too much house for the lot.  

 
 5.6 Mr. Surman said when the board has looked at other projects, the board says that 

the first floor counts against them because the basement height is 6’ or it is 
unfinished. But in tonight’s case, they are removing quite a bit of the foundation 
wall, lowering the floor, and making it livable space. He agrees with Mr. Schneider 
that by the time they get into the house, probably all the foundation walls will need 
to be repaired. There is such a small amount remaining that is existing. The 
variation for FAR is too great.  

 
 5.7 Chairman Duffy said that his struggle was the size of the house for this lot. Lot 

coverage he might have gotten around. The board is reasonable regarding parking. 
A two-car garage cannot be added to the site, so the board probably would have 
been okay with a one-car garage. Most of the other variations were existing 
conditions. For him it came down to lot coverage and FAR. They are trying to do 
too much.  

 
 5.8 Mr. Boyer said there is something that can be done on this size lot.  
 
 5.9 Chairman Duffy said that the lot is 4,000 square feet. It is not a small lot. On a lot 

of this size with these dimensions, you can only get so much house in there. Maybe 
a three bedroom but most likely a two-bedroom, 2.5 bath house. The applicant must 
realize what can fit on the lot. The board will work with applicants regarding unique 
lots. There is something that can be done on the applicant’s lot but not what they 
proposed.  

 
6.0 DECISION 
 
 6.1 Mr. Robke moved to recommend granting a request for a 1,268.22 square foot 

(31.71%) total floor area variation, a 248.14 square foot (6.2%) lot coverage 
variation, a variation to exceed the first floor height limit, a 17.79’ front yard 
setback variation, a 1.45’ side yard setback variation, an 11.51’ front yard porch 
setback variation, a 13.5’ front yard porch step setback variation, a 0.62’ combined 
side yard stoop and step setback variation, a 0.25’ accessory structure separation 
variation, a 0.42’ detached garage side yard setback variation, a 44.51 square foot 
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(3.18%) front yard impervious surface coverage variation, and a variation to the 
requirement that a new home provide two enclosed parking spaces, to permit the 
construction of a substantial addition and remodel that is classified as a new home 
and the retention of an existing detached garage at 431 9th Street in accordance with 
the plans submitted.  

  6.11 Mr. Schneider seconded the motion and the vote was as follows:  
 
   Chairman Patrick Duffy No 
   Mike Boyer   No 
   John Kolleng   No 
   Michael Robke  No 
   Reinhard Schneider  No 
   Bob Surman   No 
   Christopher Tritsis  No 
 

Motion failed. 
 
 6.2 Mr. Boyer moved to authorize the Chairman to prepare the report and 

recommendation for the Zoning Board of Appeals for case number 2017-Z-62.  
 
 6.21 Mr. Surman seconded the motion and the voice vote was all ayes and no 

nays.  
 
  Motion carried.  
 
7.0 FINDINGS OF FACT UPON WHICH DECISION WAS BASED 
 

The Zoning Board of Appeals finds that the request does not meet the variation standards 
of Section 5.4.F of the Zoning Ordinance. While the lot size and the location of the house 
on the lot impose upon the owner a particular hardship, the owners are creating their own 
plight with the proposed scope of improvements. The variations, if granted, will alter the 
essential character of the neighborhood with a house that is oversized for the lot and 
neighborhood. The proposed lot coverage and floor area are excessive for the size of the 
lot. 

 
8.0 RECOMMENDATION 
 

The Zoning Board of Appeals recommends denying a request for a 1,268.22 square foot 
(31.71%) total floor area variation, a 248.14 square foot (6.2%) lot coverage variation, a 
variation to exceed the first floor height limit, a 17.79’ front yard setback variation, a 1.45’ 
side yard setback variation, an 11.51’ front yard porch setback variation, a 13.5’ front yard 
porch step setback variation, a 0.62’ combined side yard stoop and step setback variation, 
a 0.25’ accessory structure separation variation, a 0.42’ detached garage side yard setback 
variation, a 44.51 square foot (3.18%) front yard impervious surface coverage variation, 
and a variation to the requirement that a new home provide two enclosed parking spaces, 
to permit the construction of a substantial addition and remodel that is classified as a new 
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home and the retention of an existing detached garage at 431 9th Street in accordance with 
the plans submitted. 
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3.0 TESTIMONY, COMMENTS AND ARGUMENTS ON BEHALF OF THE 
APPLICANT 

 
 3.1 Persons appearing for the applicant 
 
  3.11 Mr. Ali Sajadi, applicant 
   3628 Torrey Pines, Northbrook 
 
  3.12 Mr. Esmael Haddadian, owner 
   238 Kilpatrick Avenue 
 
 3.2 Summary of presentations 
 
 3.21 Ms. Roberts said that this is a request for a 916.55 square foot (10.92%) total floor 

area variation, a variation to exceed the first floor height limit, a 1.05’ side yard 
setback variation, a 3.13’ combined side yard setback variation, and a variation to 
the requirement that an attached front-loaded garage must be located a minimum of 
five feet behind the main front façade of the house to permit the construction of a 
substantial addition and remodel that is classified as a new home. The Village 
Board will hear this case on January 9, 2018.  

 
 3.22 The applicant said he brought the property owner with him to the meeting.  
 
  He talked about the details of the project. The current building is a split-level home. 

Because the family size is increasing, they need more space. He recommended to 
the owner that they take the building down and build a two-story brick building 
with a full basement. This was beyond the home owner’s budget. They decided to 
do an addition to the existing building and keep the current building as is with minor 
alterations to make it better looking. The children use the basement as a playground, 
so they plan to keep it the way that it is.  

 
  He explained how they counted square footage and noted that they are over on FAR. 

There is a detached two car garage that will be removed and build an attached two 
car garage. Because the width of the property is limited, they are requesting 
variations.  

 
 3.23 Chairman Duffy clarified that they are looking for relief for the side yard and the 

combined side yard. And this is all due to the garage.  
 
  The applicant said they are not changing the north side.  
 
 3.24 Mr. Schneider referenced 1.7, which is existing. He asked for an explanation of the 

plan.  
 
  The applicant said that to the north is a bedroom. He explained additional details of 

the plan.  
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 3.25 Mr. Schneider clarified that the basement is currently used as the utility room and 
family room.  

 
  The applicant said that this is a playground for the children.  
 
 3.26 Mr. Schneider said that to build the garage and the kitchen and new addition on the 

first floor, they are also adding to the second floor. They are taking down the wall 
to the south. How much of the southern part of the building will be taken down? 

 
  The applicant said they will take down everything except the existing bi-level. They 

will save the portion on the front on Kilpatrick. They will keep existing foundation. 
They need to add some foundation for the garage.  

 
 3.27 Mr. Schneider said they had the ability to modify the setbacks to the south.  The 

total floor area variation is a result of the basement which counts.  
 
  The applicant said if they didn’t have to count the basement they would be in good 

shape.  
 
 3.28 Chairman Duffy noted that they still would be over though by not as much. They 

are about 70 square feet over.  
 
 3.29 Chairman Duffy asked how wide is the proposed garage? 
 
  The applicant said that it is 20’ x 20’.  
 
 3.30 Chairman Duffy said this is a minimally sized garage. They will continue the south 

wall back, so they can have a kitchen and eating area. That is the side yard setback 
issue. The basement area that is counting against them is the utility room and open 
play area. Is that concrete floors and walls? How tall is the ceiling? 

 
  The applicant said they have a carpeted concrete floor. The masonry wall is up to 

4’. There is 6” to the grade line. The rest is framing.  
 
 3.31 Chairman Duffy asked about basement height.  
 
  The applicant said that basement height is 7’6”. About half of the basement is below 

grade.  
 
 3.32 Chairman Duffy noted that they would not have the split-level layout any longer. 

Is it more of a two-story home? 
 
  The applicant said they would remain as is with minor alterations. He is going to 

put on cedar siding. The rest of the building is brick.  
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 3.33 Mr. Robke referenced 1.9 that shows living space. One part becomes two stories 
and one remains split level.  

 
 3.34 Chairman Duffy said he is having problems putting that together in his head. 
  The applicant explained the home layout. He is building a second floor. There is a 

second floor above the garage. Plan A4 shows the entire second floor.   
 
 3.35 Mr. Boyer asked if impervious surface was calculated. It looks like they are 

reducing impervious surface. They are removing some of the driveway in the back.  
 
  Ms. Roberts said they did not have dimensions on the walk. They are allowed 625 

square feet and the driveway is 496 square feet. They will probably be okay on 
front yard coverage.  

 
 3.36 Mr. Schneider said that the current driveway is wide at 15’. 
 
 3.37 Mr. Boyer asked if they had water issues in the backyard.  
 
  The applicant said they did.  
 
 3.38 Chairman Duffy said that this street becomes a lake in heavy storms.  
 
 3.39 Mr. Surman said that the existing family room on the lower level has windows.  
 
  The applicant said windows are 42” high.  
 
 3.40 Mr. Surman said that this is habitable space.  
 
(After section 4.0) 
 3.41 Mr. Schneider asked Ms. Roberts if they had to submit a drainage plan to get 

permits. And the situation should not be made worse than it currently is.  
 
  Ms. Roberts said that was correct.  
 
  The applicant said he does not understand how moving the garage would increase 

water.  
 
 3.42 Chairman Duffy said that Mr. Schneider pointed out that when there is construction 

of a certain amount on a lot, engineering requires submission of plans showing there 
is no more water running off the lot than currently runs off the lot. They cannot 
make the situation worse.  

 
  The owner said they have a civil engineer to answer any questions. They do not 

have flooding on their driveway. The back of the house is a lake. The backyard is 
lower than the neighbors, so they get their water.  
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 3.43 Mr. Robke asked if he could confirm that the slope of the driveway they are 
proposing matches the grade of the existing driveway.  

 
  The applicant said this was correct.  
 
 3.44 Mr. Robke said that no more water should then runoff. A large percentage of the 

roof areas will be gutters going down which will drain into the backyard. Or will 
they tie into the storm water sewer? 

 
  The applicant said they would tie into the storm water sewer.  
 
  Ms. Roberts said they are not allowed to tie into the storm sewer. 
 
 3.45 Chairman Duffy clarified that downspouts would come into the yard. Engineering 

will give direction.  
 
  The applicant said he would follow any recommendation.  
 
 3.46 Mr. Robke grew up at 3035 Hartzell. He talked about flooding problems in that 

area. The proposal could have the potential for alleviating some flooding. He will 
defer to engineering.  

 
 3.47 Mr. Surman said he is looking for a 10% variation. What is the hardship? If the area 

has windows and is usable, that does not seem to be the hardship to build another 
900-plus square feet. There is a difference between what someone wants and what 
is allowed by code.  

 
  The applicant said that a bedroom is not suitable on the lower level at this time. 

They need to have more space for an increasing family.  
 
 3.48 Mr. Surman said that the basement area is about 700 square feet. They are now at 

900 square feet. What is the hardship? 
 
  The owner said they have a lot of moisture and it is not pleasant to be there for a 

long time.  
 
 3.49 Mr. Kolleng asked if there were drains that the water comes up through in the 

basement.  
 
  The owner said there is condensation. There were signs in the basement that there 

was flooding. The former owners added a sump pump. He owned the house since 
2009. They have not had basement flooding.  

 
 3.50 Mr. Schneider said they are adding a new family room, which is 36’ wide from the 

existing split level.  The existing area from that same point is 24’. They are 
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expanding the house by 12’. Is it necessary to go out 36’ to accomplish what they 
are proposing?  

 
  The applicant referenced sheet A3. There is 400 square feet of garage.  
 
 3.51 Mr. Robke asked how many square feet they were adding to the house. How many 

are being counted? He asked for the answer from an architectural perspective.  
 
  The applicant said that the addition is 2,821 square feet.  
 
 3.52 Chairman Duffy said he looks at the existing second floor with three bedrooms. 

One bedroom will remain with the bathroom and there will be an office. They are 
adding a second bedroom and a master, a foyer area, a large master bath, and two 
other bathrooms. They are more than doubling the house. They are asking for a lot 
of FAR. Did they think about not adding so much house?  

 
  The applicant talked about what was allowed by code, which is 4,073 square feet.  
 
 3.53 Chairman Duffy said he has 4,032 square feet.  
 
  The architect said it should be 4,070 square feet.  
 
 3.54 Chairman Duffy asked how they are getting 4,733 square feet? 
 
  It says that maximum floor area allowed is 4,032 square feet. They are over by 170 

square feet. Why do they need the extra 170 square feet? Couldn’t they do an 
addition without the 170 square feet? 

 
  The architect said that the foyer is counted twice, and he explained why.  
 
 3.55 Chairman Duffy referenced the large window on 1.11. He does not see what they 

are talking about regarding a snow or water issue.  
 
  The architect said that the first floor to the second finished floor is 11’. There are 

9’ ceilings on the second floor. That is a total of 20’ and they are allowed 17’.   
 
 3.56 Mr. Surman said they made the design decision to put in a two-story space but that 

is not a reason to grant a variance.  You use up square footage with a two-story 
space.  

 
 3.57 Chairman Duffy asked if the split-level nature of the house causing why they don’t 

want the second floor all the way across that area.  
 
  The architect said that the split level has nothing to do with the addition. He likes 

the foyer as designed.  
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 3.58 Chairman Duffy noted that the foyer, as designed, is not a hardship.  
 
 3.59 Mr. Schneider asked the foyer dimension.  
 
  The architect said that the foyer is about 14’ x 10.6’, about 150 square feet.  
 
 3.60 Mr. Surman clarified that the board is not saying they cannot have a foyer, but then 

they must make a reduction somewhere else.  
 
 3.61 Chairman Duffy said that the foyer is counted twice to have it, so they must take 

square footage away from another area. It is not a hardship if someone does not 
have a two-story foyer.  Why does the house need to go so far back? Couldn’t they 
have less square footage in the addition to compensate for the size of the foyer? 

 
  The architect said they could eliminate the cathedral ceiling and gain 150 square 

feet and modify the rest of the building.  
 
 3.62 Chairman Duffy said they would have to come off by about 170 square feet. Then 

they could say that the basement is counting against them and that’s why they are 
before the board for the FAR.  

 
  The architect said he could eliminate the cathedral ceiling.  
 
 3.63 Chairman Duffy said they could keep that ceiling but take 170 square feet 

somewhere else.  
 
 3.64 Mr. Schneider said that there is about 170 square feet more than the basement. 

There are many ways to deal with that. They could shrink the width of the family 
room by 2’. The garage has to be at least 20’ wide.  

 
 3.75 Mr. Kolleng asked for clarification as to what they are doing with the basement.  
 
  The applicant said that the basement is used as a playroom. It will be the utility 

room and the playroom. Not much is changing there.  
 
 3.76 Mr. Robke said that the ‘basement’ is usable livable space.   
 
4.0 INTERESTED PARTIES 
 
 4.1 Persons speaking on the application 
 
  4.11 Mr. Bob Davis 
   227 Kilpatrick Avenue 
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 4.2 Summary of presentations 
 
 4.21 Mr. Davis thanked Ms. Roberts for getting case documents to the neighbors. He is 

also representing Sam Lin at 235 Kilpatrick.  
 
  The first set of issues has to do with water after a storm. The east side of the street 

is higher relative to the west side. Water doesn’t get as bad on the east side. They 
are concerned that the amount of water will change and have more problems. He 
has a reverse pitch driveway as do other neighbors. They are looking to put up 
temporary emergency walls in their driveways, but they have run into a height limit 
as to the water height. That height is about 41”. The flooding has gotten worse as 
they have built five garages.  

 
  They are very worried that when construction goes on, the only place to put the 

equipment is in the front of the house. That displaces more water if there is a storm.  
 
  In the back of the house, they are close to the rushing water that comes down Valley 

View across the back and heading out toward Glenview Avenue and flooding 
Glenview Avenue. Trustee Kurzman will address that in a board meeting since he 
could not be at tonight’s meeting.  

 
  He said he would love to have the applicant build a house. But they are very 

concerned about drainage issues in that neighborhood.  
 
 4.22 Mr. Boyer said it looks like there will be more green space in the backyard per the 

plan. If there is more green space in the back that would be good.  
 
  Mr. Davis said it depends on the slope of everything. They looked for grading and 

elevation maps. They didn’t get those maps.  
 
 4.23 Mr. Schneider said that he is trying to understand that what the applicant is 

proposing will make the situation worse.  
 
  Mr. Davis said that there is less water going north and south. More water will come 

towards the west when the garage is moved up. Currently the water goes west and 
south.  

 
 4.24 Mr. Robke asked why Mr. Davis said there would be more water.  
 
  Mr. Davis said there is a roof and soffits running into downspouts. Water must go 

somewhere. And more would possibly come onto Kilpatrick. It depends on what 
they do for downspouts, which isn’t shown on the plan.  
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5.0 VIEWS EXPRESSED BY MEMBERS OF THE ZONING BOARD OF APPEALS 
 
 5.1 Mr. Boyer said that when he first read the case and looked at the house, he initially 

thought that the proposal was okay. But after discussion, he is looking at this in 
another way. He is not in favor of the house as proposed. He can get past some of 
the variations. The total floor area variation and the second variation request are 
what he cannot get past. The basement is usable space. It cannot be used as usable 
space and then as a benefit to grant the variance. They are using it both ways. With 
older homes, the basement cannot be used except for storage and mechanicals due 
to ceiling height. But that is not the case for this house. There is a lot of space that 
can be maneuvered so there is not request for an FAR variation. He likes that the 
house is being brought closer to the street. There is more pervious space. It will 
alleviate some water problems on the street. He cannot support the request.  

 
 5.2 Mr. Robke agreed with the above comments.  
 
 5.3 Mr. Surman said that with a split-level house, even if they have a window and the 

sill is at 42” or 48”, the windows are still large. The space is usable. The applicant 
decided not to finish or really improve the basement. He thinks that the house would 
be too massive if they put on an addition compared to others on the street.  

 
 5.4 Mr. Kolleng agrees with the above and he cannot support the request.  
 
 5.5 Mr. Schneider said that he agrees. The 5’ issue is not an issue with setbacks. He is 

trying to understand the hardship in this case. Everything they are proposing can be 
done without the large FAR variation. Split level homes were designed so that the 
lower level was not called a basement. It is a livable area. He hopes the applicant 
can continue with a redesign. They are decreasing impervious surface which is 
good. He said that the applicant, in working with village engineers, will ensure that 
flooding is not exacerbated. He cannot support the request.  

 
 5.6 Mr. Tritsis said that the house feels massive. With some redesign, the applicant can 

get what he wants without a huge variation. He cannot support the request as is.  
 
 5.7 Chairman Duffy said his initial reaction is that this was a very large home going 

into an area of modest homes. He was confused initially with the plans but then 
when he understood the plans, he still thought that this was too much house. There 
is a reason for ratios and why something counts above a specific height. He cannot 
support this request. They can tweak the design. Maybe the open space could be 
turned into a bedroom. There is a lot of space for him to accomplish his goals.  

 
6.0 DECISION 
 
 6.1 Mr. Boyer moved to recommend granting a request for a 916.55 square foot 

(10.92%) total floor area variation, a variation to exceed the first floor height limit, 
a 1.05’ side yard setback variation, a 3.13’ combined side yard setback variation, 
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and a variation to the requirement that an attached front-loaded garage must be 
located a minimum of five feet behind the main front façade of the house to permit 
the construction of a substantial addition and remodel that is classified as a new 
home at 238 Kilpatrick Avenue in accordance with the plans submitted.  

 
  6.11 Mr. Robke seconded the motion and the vote was as follows: 
 
   Chairman Patrick Duffy No 
   Mike Boyer   No 
   John Kolleng   No 
   Michael Robke  No 
   Reinhard Schneider  No 
   Bob Surman   No 
   Christopher Tritsis  No 
 
   Motion failed. 
 
 6.2 Mr. Boyer moved to authorize the Chairman to prepare the report and 

recommendation for the Zoning Board of Appeals for case number 2017-Z-63.  
 
 6.21 Mr. Surman seconded the motion and the voice vote was all ayes and no 

nays.  
 
7.0 FINDINGS OF FACT UPON WHICH DECISION WAS BASED 
 

The Zoning Board of Appeals finds that the request does not meet the variation standards 
of Section 5.4.F of the Zoning Ordinance. There are no particular conditions of the property 
that are creating a practical difficulty or particular hardship. The lot is standard size and 
dimensions. The owners are creating their own plight with the proposed scope and design 
of the improvements. The proposed floor area is excessive for the current size of the house 
and for the lot. The variations, if granted, will alter the essential character of the 
neighborhood with a house that is oversized for the neighborhood. 

 
8.0 RECOMMENDATION 
 

The Zoning Board of Appeals recommends denying a request for a 916.55 square foot 
(10.92%) total floor area variation, a variation to exceed the first floor height limit, a 1.05’ 
side yard setback variation, a 3.13’ combined side yard setback variation, and a variation 
to the requirement that an attached front-loaded garage must be located a minimum of five 
feet behind the main front façade of the house to permit the construction of a substantial 
addition and remodel that is classified as a new home at 238 Kilpatrick Avenue in 
accordance with the plans submitted. 
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1200 Wilmette Avenue 
Wilmette, Illinois 60091-0040 

 
MEETING MINUTES 

 
ZONING BOARD OF APPEALS 

 
WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 20, 2017 

 
7:30 P.M. 

 
COUNCIL CHAMBERS 

 
 
Members Present: Chairman Patrick Duffy   
 Mike Boyer  
 John Kolleng 
 Michael Robke 
 Reinhard Schneider 
 Christopher Tritsis 
 
Members Absent:  Bob Surman 
 
Staff Present: Lisa Roberts, Assistant Director of Community Development 
  
 
I. Call to Order 

 
Chairman Duffy called the meeting to order at 7:30 p.m. 

 
II. 2017-Z-60 1132 Michigan Avenue 
 

See the complete case minutes attached to this document. 
 
III. 2017-Z-66 2011 Hollywood Court 
 

See the complete case minutes attached to this document. 
 

3.3 
1-23-18 
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IV. 2017-Z-65 1020 Forest Avenue 
 

See the complete case minutes attached to this document. 
 

V. Approval of the November 15, 2017 Meeting Minutes 
 

Mr. Kolleng moved to approve the November 15, 2017 meeting minutes. 
 
Mr. Boyer seconded the motion and the voice vote was all ayes and no nays.  Motion 
carried. 

 
VI. Public Comment 
 

There was no public comment. 
 
VII. Adjournment 
 

The meeting was adjourned at 9:47 p.m. 
 
 
 Respectfully submitted, 
 
 Lisa Roberts 
 Assistant Director of Community Development 
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3.0 TESTIMONY, COMMENTS AND ARGUMENTS ON BEHALF OF THE 
APPLICANT 

 
 3.1 Persons appearing for the applicant 
 
 3.11 Mr. Chuck Cook, architect 
  Cook Architectural Design Studio 
 
 3.12 Ms. Lisa Rees, owner 
 
 3.2 Summary of presentations 
 
 3.21 Ms. Roberts said that this is a request for a 4.25’ side yard generator setback 

variation and a 4.61 decibel sound variation to permit the installation of an 
emergency standby generator. The Village Board will hear this case on January 9, 
2018.  

 
 3.22 Mr. Cook is at the meeting on behalf of the applicants. They had designed a 

recessed well that the generator could sit in. It was designed to meet the 15’ setback. 
After the house was constructed, when the generator installer looked at the situation 
again, they were concerned about the operation of the generator and requested that 
the generator be rotated 90 degrees within that window well. This physically can 
be done but then that causes the generator to partly encroach into the setback 
requirement. The end of the generator will be at 10’9”. They are encroaching into 
the generator setback by 4’3”.  

 
  The generator is not an eyesore because it is below grade. The generator will be 

about 5’ below the window well wall. The only way to see it is to look straight 
down. It will be down in the well so sound will be directed upward. Based on data 
provided, the sound level is calculated to be 74.6 decibels at the property line. 
Sound engineers evaluated it. They can add sound attenuation along the fence line 
to demise this property from the property to the south. They can add sound 
attenuation within the window well to absorb sound. The engineers calculated they 
can get sound down to 63 decibels by doing that, which is well below the 
requirement.  

 
  They would like to test it as they go to see how it works as compared to how it 

looks on paper. They don’t want to be a nuisance to anyone and want to be good 
neighbors.  

 
 3.23 Mr. Schneider said that when he was on site, the electrician took him to the location. 

It looks to be a 3’ x 6’ opening.  
 
  The architect said that the opening is 3.5’ x 12’.  
 
 3.24 Mr. Schneider asked what difference it makes if the generator is still in the same 
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location.  
 
  The architect said he partially agrees with Mr. Schneider but according to the 

generator people, it will make a difference to generator operation.  
 
 3.25 Mr. Schneider asked what they were doing to the perimeter concrete walls that 

enclose that.  
 
  Mr. Cook said that would be finished in the same stucco finish as is on the house. 

There was not a plan to do sound absorbing, but now that they are addressing the 
issue in front of the board, they are saying that they are willing to do sound 
attenuation as needed.  

 
 3.26 Mr. Boyer asked if the original location of the generator was conforming.  
 
  Ms. Roberts said that the original generator location was conforming.  
 
 3.27 Mr. Robke said that the letter indicates the sound level is 62 decibels. Is that 

correct? 
 
  Mr. Cook said that it is 62 decibels if the sound attenuation elements are added 

inside the pit.  
 
 3.28 Mr. Robke asked if they planned to add sound attenuation. There are many options 

for this, but it does not say what the applicant plans to do.  
 
  Mr. Cook said if it is a requirement for approval, they would do sound attenuation. 

It is somewhat overkill. Until they measure the decibels themselves, they will not 
know what it takes to get the decibel level down. They can commit to doing all of 
it if that is what it takes for approval.  

 
 3.29 Chairman Duffy said that the generator is in the pit, which is below grade. Won’t 

sound waves be directed up rather than horizontally? Is there no calculation for 
that?  

 
 3.30 Mr. Robke said this information is in the report.  
 
  Mr. Cook said that the engineers evaluated the generator using their calculations 

and models. But it is an unusual condition.  
 
 3.31 Chairman Cook said that they are 9’ from the property line. Wouldn’t the sound 

waves go above one’s head?  
 
 3.32 Mr. Robke said that the sound waves could be amplified by the generator.  
 
  Mr. Cook said that the plan is to leave the generator enclosure as is, but they will 
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add sound intenuation if required. The measurements are taken when it is running 
at emergency capacity. Testing speed is below the requirement. They can approve 
at emergency speed, 74 decibels at one extreme or they will have to add everything 
they can and get it down to 62, which seems like the extreme because it is well 
below the requirement. They want to get it below 70 in an additive approach of let’s 
see what it takes to get us there instead of committing to more than might be needed.  

 
 3.33 Mr. Robke said that in the letter, they are committing to doing more.  
 
  Mr. Cook said that part of that was trying to stay consistent with the way the 

engineer’s letter was written. They didn’t propose a middle ground and went for 
the maximum they could do to get the sound as low as possible. He apologized for 
the confusion.  

 
 3.34 Mr. Robke said that Mr. Cook acknowledges that the plight of the property owner 

was not created by the property owner and is due to unique circumstances. A new 
house is being built so it is being an issue with the generator manufacturer, but 
nothing unique to the property or any other characteristics.  

 
  Mr. Cook said that when it was a clean piece of paper it was a non-issue.  
 
 3.35 Chairman Duffy asked what was opposite on the neighboring property.  
 
  Mr. Cook said it is their open yard. Their house sits further to the west. All those 

properties alone there slope down. The applicant’s home is close in topography.  
 
 3.36 Mr. Kolleng said he knows that this is where they planned to put it, but it’s a big 

backyard. Could they find another location?  
 
  Mr. Cook said that other locations could be more detrimental. They could put it on 

the beach side of the house, but nobody would be happy about that. Neighbors 
would see it and people on the beach would see it. It is further away from what it is 
operating. They thought it was better to stick with their current plans, but rotating 
it.  

 
 3.37 Mr. Boyer asked if the variation request was due to generator length.  
 
  Mr. Cook said it is a long rectangular shape that was meant to sit parallel to the 

property line and now it is perpendicular.  
 
 3.38 Mr. Kolleng asked if there was a different generator that would work in that 

location.  
 
  Mr. Cook said that the generator they chose had the smallest footprint and was 

quieter than other options.  
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  This is the optimal capacity level. If they step down a bit, they are still with the 
same footprint. They could go smaller but would not be able to run what they need 
to run. Because of the slope, there are a lot of things happening with utilities. He 
talked about a lot sitting below the sanitary line. If those utilities could not be 
backed up by the generator, there could be a problem.  

 
 3.39 Mr. Robke said that is a substantial generator.  
 
  Mr. Cook agreed.  
 
 3.40 Mr. Schneider said if they enclose that space, can they get to 70 decibels.  
 
  Mr. Cook said that it was possible.  
 
 3.41 Mr. Tritsis asked if it was just the pit that would have the sound attenuation. Is there 

a fence?  
 
  Mr. Cook said it will not have a fence right around it, but there is a fence at the 

property line, which is 9’ away.  
 
 3.42 Mr. Tritsis said if they could take the shaft higher with sound attenuation, it will 

absorb it up and push it further out.  
 
  Mr. Cook said it becomes a pinch point for the side yard.  
 
 3.43 Mr. Tritsis said that they need something, or something will fall in.  
 
  Mr. Cook said that there is a grate over the top. He added that they want to 

landscape along the fence line to soften it up. The pathway part will be narrower 
than that.  

 
 3.44 Ms. Rees said she studied a lot of this herself. She went through the list to find the 

items that need to be on the generator. She did have the checklist at the meeting. 
She has a handicapped father, so they have an elevator. To run the pumps with the 
elevator is crucial. Regarding the well, she has acoustical panels at her house. She 
did research and she would like to put them in the bottom to reduce sound coming 
up. No one wants to hear the sound. They do not want to do overkill with panels 
along the fence line because it would be obstructive to neighbors to the right. She 
talked about a gym panel with the grate over it. That will help alleviate sound from 
exploding from the top. They will ensure that neighbors are shielded. Mr. Cook did 
not know that she already bought the panels.  

 
 3.45 Chairman Duffy asked what the level was at the property line with the sound 

attenuation. Is it 64 or is it still 72? 
 
  Mr. Cook said they do not know that number. They could go back to engineers to 
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see if they could run that number.  
 
 3.46 Chairman Duffy asked about the sound level at the property line without sound 

attenuation.  
 
  Mr. Cook said that it is 74 decibels. He said that by doing sound attenuation in the 

pit should get them below 70.  
 
 3.47 Chairman Duffy asked if the board was to approve the request the way that it is 

written, does the board need to add something about sound attenuation.  
 
 3.48 Mr. Schneider said they could put something in the motion about getting to 70 

decibels. They would commit to installing sound attenuation that brings it to 70 or 
below.  

 
  Mr. Cook said if they are 70 or below they don’t need a variance.  
 
 3.49 Chairman Duffy said that they need to put something in the motion about sound 

attenuation.  
 
  Ms. Roberts said that the applicant just revised the plans to show acoustic panels 

on the inside.  
 
 3.50 Chairman Duffy clarified that a new drawing would be submitted to staff.  
 
  Mr. Cook said that the engineer would need to run numbers with the sound 

attenuation.  
 
 3.51 Chairman Duffy said if the motion includes wording about the applicant’s 

willingness to add sound attenuation as discussed.  
 
 3.52 Mr. Schneider said that the board was asked to approve a variation which has 

applicant has said they would modify their plans to meet code, could the applicant 
just submit a new plan to the board that shows they are at 70 decibels. What should 
the board do?  

 
  Ms. Roberts said that the question would be if the applicant thinks that the sound 

engineer can provide that. She is not sure how much is based on analysis and how 
much is based on measurement after sound attenuation is installed.  

 
  Mr. Cook said they would rather measure after sound attenuation is added. That 

would be the most accurate.  
 
 3.53 Chairman Duffy asked the board if a statement should be added – variation to 

permit the installation of an emergency standby generator with discussed sound 
attenuating materials.  
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  Ms. Roberts suggested specifying in the window well/generator pit.  
 
 3.54 Mr. Robke noted that the language to be code compliant.  
 
 3.55 Mr. Kolleng asked how this would be substantiated after the fact.  
 
 3.56 Chairman Duffy asked who would do the measurements.  
 
  Mr. Cook said they were going to do the generator this fall, but it will be deferred 

to the spring. They have a long way to go on construction of the house.  
 
 3.57 Mr. Boyer said that the goal is to make the installation code compliant.  
 
 3.58 Chairman Duffy read a possible motion – installation of emergency standby 

generator with sound attenuating materials, which are code compliant, in the 
generator pit.  

 
  Ms. Roberts said suggested wording that the sound level must be code compliance.  
 
 3.59 Mr. Robke asked if they could approve one request and reject the other.  
 
  Chairman Duffy said you cannot split a motion.  
 
 3.60 Mr. Robke said they are obligated to meet decibel levels at the property line per 

ordinance. He said he would be very surprised if they could not accomplish this in 
the pit.  

 
 3.61 Chairman Duffy than read the motion with modifications: “ a 4.25’ side yard 

generator setback variation and sound attenuating materials be installed to meet the 
decibel level per code.”  

 
 3.62 Mr. Robke asked why the sound variation would be necessary. The application 

letter said they will meet the code.  
 
 3.63 Mr. Schneider said they are asking for a side yard setback variation.  
 
 3.64 Mr. Robke read parts of the letter that says they will be well below the 70 decibel 

maximum allowed.  
 
 3.65 Mr. Schneider said that there is still a side yard setback variation for the generator.  
 
 3.66 Mr. Robke asked the applicant what they are requesting. What is in the letter is not 

what they have asked for.  
 
  Mr. Cook said that is correct. It was always their intention to be below the 70 

decibel level.  
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 3.67 Chairman Duffy read a preliminary motion: “move to recommend granting a 
request for a 4.25’ side yard generator setback variation to permit the installation 
of an emergency standby generator with sound attenuating materials…” which are 
code compliant?” Which will reduce the decibels to meet code? 

 
  Ms. Roberts said that it is not necessarily consistent to remove the decibel variation. 

The reason they may want to support the decibel variation is that evidence has been 
provided that it will be conforming. Technically, the way they measure it, the 
variation would still apply. She would rather include the variation in case there is 
an issue with the installation, it’s covered.  

 
  Mr. Cook talked about similar cases that were seen by the board and assumed that 

standard procedure is to ask for a setback variation and a decibel level variation.  
 
 3.68 Mr. Kolleng said that this is different because it is new construction. A lot of those 

are areas with a lot of flooding and they have power outages all the time. This is 
new construction, which should not have any variations.  

 
  Ms. Roberts said that like 1000 Michigan, they provided attenuating material, but 

they still needed the variation. They said they intended to be conforming.  
 
 3.69 Chairman Duffy read a revised motion - request for a 4.25’ side yard generator 

setback variation to permit the installation of an emergency standby generator with 
sound attenuating materials which will meet the 70-decibel sound variation in the 
generator pit.  

 
  Should it be in the pit or at the pit?  
 
  Decision made to remove in the pit.  
 
 3.70 Mr. Tritsis said that the board is not there to design but complying with the decibel 

level is the goal that is trying to be achieved. 
 
5.0 VIEWS EXPRESSED BY MEMBERS OF THE ZONING BOARD OF APPEALS 
 
 5.1 Mr. Boyer said that he believes that all standards of review are met. Typically, the 

board does not recommend variances for new construction. The original plan was 
such that the location was conforming. Because of issues from the manufacturer, 
this was an error or an overlook, which causes them to request a variance. He does 
not think that turning the generator is detrimental. The lot is large. It is in a sunken 
pit that will take up some of the sound. The applicant is willing to use materials to 
deaden the sound further.  

 
 5.2 Mr. Robke said he is troubled by this request. The hardship was created by an error 

that occurred during the coordination with the generator manufacturer. The unusual 
circumstance is that it is below grade. Because of this, he can support the request.  
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 5.3 Mr. Tritsis had a question for Ms. Roberts. Is the fact that it is below grade make a 

difference? What if it was 20’ below ground? It is like FAR below ground.  
 
  Ms. Roberts said that they have determined that it is 15’ to the unit wherever it is. 

They have not had anyone go 20’ down.  
 
 5.4 Mr. Schneider said that turning the generator in the pit 180 degrees makes a huge 

difference. The applicant is willing to cushion sound be applying absorbent 
materials that should solve the problem.  

 
 5.5 Chairman Duffy said he is with Mr. Boyer’s comment that it was a manufacturer’s 

decision to make the change to what was approved. Even though this is new 
construction, but turning the unit puts them over the property line. When the code 
was written, everyone probably assumed that generators and air conditioners would 
be on grade. He will support the request.  

 
6.0 DECISION 
 
 6.1 Mr. Boyer moved to recommend granting a request for a 4.25’ side yard generator 

setback variation and a 4.61 decibel sound variation to permit the installation of an 
emergency standby generator at 1132 Michigan Avenue in accordance with the 
plans submitted.  

 
  6.11 Mr. Robke seconded the motion and the vote was as follows: 
 
   Chairman Patrick Duffy Yes 
   Mike Boyer   Yes 
   John Kolleng   Yes 
   Michael Robke  Yes 
   Reinhard Schneider  Yes 
   Bob Surman   Not Present 
   Christopher Tritsis  Yes 
    
   Motion carried. 
 
 6.2 Mr. Boyer moved to authorize the Chairman to prepare the report and 

recommendation for the Zoning Board of Appeals for case number 2017-Z-60.  
 
 6.21 Mr. Kolleng seconded the motion and the voice vote was all ayes and no 

nays.  
 
   Motion carried.  
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7.0 FINDINGS OF FACT UPON WHICH DECISION WAS BASED 
 
The Zoning Board of Appeals finds that the request meets the variation standards of Section 
5.4.F of the Zoning Ordinance. The particular physical conditions of the property, status of 
construction and the determination that the original generator layout is not feasible, impose 
upon the owner a practical difficulty. The plight of the owner was not created by the owner 
and is due to the unique circumstances of the project.  The generator is necessary to ensure 
that certain facilities in the home remain functional. The difficulty is peculiar to the 
property in question. The difficulty prevents the owner from making reasonable use of the 
property by locating the generator in a location as unobtrusive as possible. The proposed 
variations will not impair an adequate supply of light and air to other property. The 
applicant proposes to apply additional measures to reduce the noise of the generator at the 
south lot line. The variations, if granted, will not alter the essential character of the 
neighborhood.  The generator will be several feet below the street level, resulting in no 
visual impact from the street and further dampening the sound to the residential neighbors.   

 
8.0 RECOMMENDATION 
 

The Zoning Board of Appeals recommends granting a request for a 4.25’ side yard 
generator setback variation and a 4.61 decibel sound variation to permit the installation of 
an emergency standby generator at 1132 Michigan Avenue in accordance with the plans 
submitted.  
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3.0 TESTIMONY, COMMENTS AND ARGUMENTS ON BEHALF OF THE 
APPLICANT 

 
 3.1 Persons appearing for the applicant 
 
  3.11 Mr. Pete Tevonian, applicant 
 
 3.2 Summary of presentations 
 
 3.21 Ms. Roberts said that this is a request for a 3.5’ side yard adjoining a street air 

conditioner condenser setback variation and a fence openness variation to permit 
two air conditioner condensers and a sound enclosure. The Village Board will hear 
this case on January 9, 2018.  

 
 3.22 The applicant said this request started as relatively simple when they wanted to add 

a second condenser unit. It was approved through administrative review. However, 
a neighbor across the street expressed concerns about the volume of the compressor 
in the neighborhood. There are two other condensers on either side of his house. He 
feels like he is in a cocoon of air conditioners. He understands the neighbor’s issues 
and he met with the neighbor. He intended to put a barrier around compressors and 
he was happy to put sound attenuating blankets on the fence to absorb noise. The 
neighbor said that was great and wrote back to Ms. Roberts that he was pulling back 
his objections. When he provided details of the barrier, it put it into the fence-
variation world. It would have to be 50% open because it is within 15’ of the side 
yard. If the fence is open it is no longer a sound barrier for the air conditioners. He 
is now asking for a second variance for the fence to be solid, so he can put sound 
attenuating blankets on the inside to absorb and block the sound.  

 
 3.23 Chairman Duffy said what is the difference between a unit in a pit or behind the 

fence? Is there a difference?  
 
  The applicant talked about sources of sound. If you can see the source of sound you 

can hear it. If you can’t see it, you won’t hear it very well unless it bounces off 
other objects. 75% of sound coming out will be absorbed in the blanket. The sound 
level reaching his neighbor’s house would be the sound of a refrigerator running in 
the kitchen, about 40 decibels.  

 
 3.24 Mr. Boyer clarified that what the applicant is proposing to do is because he is being 

a good neighbor.  
 
  The applicant said that to have the sound attenuation blankets permissible. He needs 

a variation for fence openness. The blankets will make the fence solid again. The 
fence will remain at 4’ in height.  

 
 3.25 Mr. Schneider clarified that there is one condensing unit already there with a 3’ 

fence around it. How far is that from the neighbor’s house? 
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  The applicant said there is 60’ to the window from the unit.  
 
 3.26 Mr. Kolleng clarified that the existing unit is 3.5’.  Even if they were not adding a 

unit, he would still need the 3.5’ variance.  
 
  The applicant said he is not touching the unit that is there. They will be side by side.  
 
 3.27 There was no one in the audience to speak on this request.  
 
5.0 VIEWS EXPRESSED BY MEMBERS OF THE ZONING BOARD OF APPEALS 
 
 5.1 Mr. Schneider said there is an existing unit and the applicant is adding one more in 

the same location. It will be enclosed with a fence. The neighbor is 60’ away. He 
can support the request. Standards of review are met.  

 
 5.2 Mr. Kolleng agreed. The house is already close to the street. The fence remains at 

4’. He understands why the applicant is seeking a fence openness variation. He can 
support this.  

 
 5.3 Chairman Duffy said that the case is straightforward.  
 
6.0 DECISION 
 
 6.1 Mr. Schneider moved to recommend granting a request for a 3.5’ side yard 

adjoining a street air conditioner condenser setback variation and a fence openness 
variation to permit two air conditioner condensers and a sound enclosure at 2011 
Hollywood Court in accordance with the plans submitted.  

 
  6.11 Mr. Kolleng seconded the motion and the vote was as follows: 

 
   Chairman Patrick Duffy Yes 
   Mike Boyer   Yes 
   John Kolleng   Yes 
   Michael Robke  Yes 
   Reinhard Schneider  Yes 
   Bob Surman   Not Present 
   Christopher Tritsis  Yes 
    
   Motion carried. 
 
 6.2 Mr. Boyer moved to authorize the Chairman to prepare the report and 

recommendation for the Zoning Board of Appeals for case number 2017-Z-66.  
 
  6.21 Mr. seconded the motion and the voice vote was all ayes and no nays.  
 
   Motion carried.  
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7.0 FINDINGS OF FACT UPON WHICH DECISION WAS BASED 
 

The Zoning Board of Appeals finds that the request meets the variation standards of Section 
5.4.F and the fence variation standards of Section 5.4.F.h of the Zoning Ordinance. The 
physical condition of the property, the layout and siting of the house, imposes upon the 
owner a practical difficulty. The plight of the owner was not created by the owner and is 
due to the circumstances of the development of the lot. The difficulty is peculiar to the 
property in question and prevents the owner from making reasonable use of the property 
by adding another air conditioner condenser unit and screening it. The proposed variation 
will not impair an adequate supply of light and air. The fence variation is necessary so that 
the sound and appearance of the condenser are blocked from the immediate neighbors. The 
variation, if granted, will not alter the essential character of the neighborhood as the units 
will be screened by the fencing, which will itself be screened by landscaping. 
 
The fence will provide screening of the existing and proposed air conditioner condensers, 
to block both sound and appearance. The fence is conforming in height and is only limited 
to a length necessary only to enclose the units. The fence will be screened by landscaping. 
 

8.0 RECOMMENDATION 
 

The Zoning Board of Appeals recommends granting a request for a 3.5’ side yard adjoining 
a street air conditioner condenser setback variation and a fence openness variation to permit 
two air conditioner condensers and a sound enclosure at 2011 Hollywood Court in 
accordance with the plans submitted. 
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3.0 TESTIMONY, COMMENTS AND ARGUMENTS ON BEHALF OF THE 
APPLICANT 
 
3.1 Persons appearing for the applicant 
 
 3.11 Ms. Jane Gallery, President, Board of Directors 
  Our Place Adult Day Care 
 
 3.12 Ms. Linda Stern 
  1708 Lake Avenue 
 
3.2 Summary of presentations 
 
3.21 Ms. Roberts said that this is a request for a special use for an adult day care center 

and a 17 space parking variation to permit the operation of Our Place adult day 
care. 

 
3.22 The applicant said that Wilmette has been the organization’s home since 2008. A 

group of 20 families came together at the Wilmette Rec Center because they wanted 
to create a program for their adult children with developmental disabilities, so they 
could remain in their home community and be contributing, productive citizens. 
She provided a history from the start to where they are today. In 2009, they received 
a start-up grant from New Trier Township and found a home at the Community 
Church of Wilmette. The church is supportive of the mission and helpful during 
their growth.  

 
 She did not realize that they were causing problems in the neighborhood. They 

recognize that they have put a strain on the neighborhood by putting in a program 
when there was no program in the past. She had thought the strain was like having 
to stop behind a school bus.  

 
 They have been in that location for eight years. When they sent out letters of 

notification, one neighbor contacted them, and he was very upset. They are sorry 
that they caused a problem for him. In the packet, there was another letter. They 
felt apologetic and remorseful and have started some accommodations to make it a 
little better in the alley. There has always been one staff member down there to 
ensure traffic flow and residents were getting into cars and buses. But there are 
backups. They now have two staff people down there. One makes sure traffic flows 
and one ensures that individuals move quickly so traffic can move out of the alley.  

 
 There is a parking area behind the church where they do pick up and drop off. They 

have now made this a loading zone. Buses can pull into those spots. There can be a 
lane of cars and there is a lane for other traffic. She talked about the Pace service 
that sometimes goes down the alley the wrong way.  

 
 She provided information about Pace bus service and who can ride the Pace bus. 
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Many participants ride Pace buses. She showed a table that depicted how many 
people were at programs at various times and how many Pace buses and cars are in 
the alley at various times.  

 
3.23 Chairman Duffy said he was there on Monday night at 6. The Pace bus was in the 

alley parked in a strange way. Someone stopped ahead of the bus and he sat in his 
car waiting for people to clear out. There were people parked in the loading zone 
area. He went out and came back around, but it didn’t seem to be working quite 
right.  

 
 The applicant said that they implemented this system at the end of last week. One 

participant’s father would park in the handicap spot.  
 
3.24 Chairman Duffy asked if they have looked at a different door to use.  
 
 The applicant said they have spoken with Mr. Adler and the police department and 

none of them want to them to divert traffic onto the streets. The other issue is the 
rear is the location of the accessible door. The elevator, which some residents use, 
comes right off that door. For residents to exit on Forest or Wilmette Avenue is a 
longer walk. They are looking at safety issues. She is open to suggestions. They are 
committed to keeping the traffic flowing. She was there two nights this week. She 
said that Pace bus came down the alley from 11th Street. They have no control over 
the Pace bus. If the bus pulled in from another street, traffic would flow more 
smoothly.  

 
3.25 Chairman Duffy asked if there was a way for Pace to better instruct their drivers.  
 
 The applicant said that a parent, who is at tonight’s meeting, suggested that the 

village post a sign on 11th street in the alley saying no entry for Pace buses. 
Otherwise one of the staff would have to stand there to tell the bus driver not to 
come in.  

 
3.26 Chairman Duffy said that Pace bus drivers only will do what they are told to do by 

Pace. If someone came up and asked them to move, they won’t because they are 
where they were told to be.  

 
3.27 Ms. Stern is a parent whose son uses the Pace bus every day. He does not take the 

Pace bus home from Our Place at 6 p.m. He works at the Glenview State Bank 
every morning and has done so for 8 years. He takes the Pace bus from his house 
in Wilmette to the Glenview State Bank and then back to Our Place by noon. Taking 
the bus provides her son with dignity and independence.  

 
 There is no control over who drives the Pace bus from day to day. She explained 

how the Pace bus payment system works. There are instructions given to those who 
work at Pace like don’t go in this way, but go in this way etc. The operator at Pace 
takes the instructions then passes along information to the dispatcher. There is no 
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parking in front of her house on Lake Avenue. She knows that it is irritating to have 
the alley blocked. Her instructions are that the bus should pick up her son behind 
their home, at the alley entrance to the house. Sometimes drivers don’t understand 
this.  

 
 Having a bus going down the alley the wrong way blocks cars that want to leave. 

There need to be signs about buses not going that way.  
 
3.28 Chairman Duffy said that is something to try, but it comes down to following 

directions. He asked about how Pace knew to pick someone up.  
 
 Ms. Stern said that parents must call in every day to request for the following day.  
 
3.29 Chairman Duffy suggested writing up something so that everyone is giving the 

same message. Some schools hand out notes with diagrams.  
 
 The applicant said they did that with parents, but no one can control Pace buses.  
 
3.30 Mr. Tritsis asked why there wouldn’t be a Pace bus stop sign on Forest.  
 
 The applicant said that this is door to door service.  
 
 Chairman Duffy said that the applicant was directed by Mr. Adler and the police to 

not do drop off/pick up on Wilmette or Forest.  
 
3.31 Mr. Kolleng asked about number of attendees daily.  
 
 The applicant said this varies from day to day and throughout the day.  
 
3.32 Mr. Tritsis seems that a bus going down the alley seems more dangerous than 

having it on Forest.  
 
 The applicant said there is not a lot of available parking on Forest.  
 
3.33 Mr. Tritsis says this seems less dangerous than the alley.  
 
 The applicant said that some of the students who use that bus cannot get to another 

location.  
 
3.34 Chairman Duffy said that there are five Pace buses for morning drop off.  
 
 The applicant said that morning is not a problem because of the wide window of 

time that pace requires. The problem is really at 6 PM.  
 
3.35 Mr. Boyer asked how much the operation has grown since inception.  
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 The applicant said that they had 26 participants when they began with 11 hours of 
programs. Now they do programs 48 hours/week and have 20-30 people/day.  

 
3.36 Mr. Boyer said he thought that he saw a renovation plan.  
 
 The applicant said that those drawings were at the church and they copied them.  
 
3.37 Mr. Boyer asked if the planned to reconfigure the space and get a longer-term lease.  
 
 The applicant said there may be. If they negotiate a long-term lease, they would 

probably renovate the kitchen but they would not be adding space. It would not be 
to substantially grow but to use the facility more productively.  

 
3.38 Mr. Boyer asked about solid plans to expand.  
 
 The applicant said that there are no solid plans to expand. At one time, growth was 

25% to 30% and now it is about 5%. People don’t usually leave, and they get new 
people every year. They don’t want to get too big because their program is 
individualized for the participant.  

 
3.39 Mr. Boyer asked the maximum number of participants.  
 
 The applicant said that the board struggles with that and they don’t know. They 

think 35 in a session would be manageable. 70% of programs are in the community 
and not actually at the church.  

 
3.40 Mr. Boyer asked about the number of cars.  
 
 The applicant said that for every new participant there is usually another car.  
 
3.41 Chairman Duffy clarified that the parking requirement is due to space size and not 

because they have x number of employees who must park there.  
 
 Ms. Roberts said that is correct and it would be for the maximum amount of space 

they are using.  
 
 The applicant said that includes the 2,500 square feet they occasionally use. They 

only lease 3,000 square feet in the church.  
 
3.42 Chairman Duffy asked where people parked for the church.  
 
 People in the audience said they park on side streets.  
 
 The applicant said that there is a special permit for them to park on Wilmette 

Avenue.  
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3.43 Mr. Schneider drove through the alley today. It was the middle of the day with no 
activity. An alley is 18’ wide and some give on the edges. Can cars go past the Pace 
buses? 

 
 The applicant said someone can get past if the bus is over to the side. Staff gets 

Pace buses to pull over to one side. The photo submitted shows that a van got 
through.  

 
3.44 Chairman Duffy said that the van stopped in front of a garage.  
 
 The applicant said that her organization has nothing to do with that van.  
 
3.45 Mr. Kolleng asked if some individuals stayed all day.  
 
 The applicant said that some stay all day, but the beauty of the program is its 

flexibility. This is not a structured program. People can work in the morning and 
come in the afternoon or vice versa.  

 
3.46 Chairman Duffy asked why they are requesting the special use at this time.  
 
 The applicant has spoken with Mr. Adler several times over the years when they 

looked at other properties to do a locational program. Mr. Adler said that if they go 
to another space they need a special use permit. But he didn’t say they needed a 
special use permit for where they are now. When she told Mr. Adler they might 
enter into a long-term lease, Mr. Adler recommended getting the special use permit 
now. 

 
3.47 Chairman Duffy clarified that they looked at other spaces in the community to make 

this work.  
 
 The applicant said that they have. They have been told they could not lease in those 

spaces per village code. She talked about buildings they looked at to relocate. The 
beauty of the Community Church is that it has an elevator that they need for some 
participants. Churches are not built for accessibility. So, their hands are tied in 
where they can go.  

 
 As a commitment to the participants and them being engaged in the community, 

they don’t want to go to Northfield or a corporate office park. They want to remain 
in the community.  

 
3.48 Mr. Tritsis asked for an explanation of taxes.  
 
3.49 Chairman Duffy said the service provider is a not-for-profit.  
 
 The applicant said that the village wants businesses in vacant properties in the 

Village Center that can generate sales tax.  
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3.50 Chairman Duffy said that the applicant is being discouraged from going to a retail 
location because the village would rather see a sales tax revenue generating 
business go in those spaces. There are underutilized areas in the village like the St. 
Joseph Church convent although this building is being used sometimes. There must 
be somewhere in the village that is not being used to its full extent.  

 
 The applicant said they have worked with Community Development to find a space 

but without success.  
 
 They pay $11 per square foot at the church. The going rate for commercial property 

is $29 per square foot.  
 
3.51 Chairman Duffy said that $29 per square foot is more of a retail location.  
 
 The applicant said they need at least 3,000 square feet.  
 
3.52 Mr. Kolleng asked about the number of staff.  
 
 The applicant said they have 13 staff members. Staff manages traffic control.   
 
3.53 Mr. Tritsis asked if there has been dialog with any of the concerned neighbors.  
 
 The applicant said they just found out about the concerns. One neighbor seems okay 

with some suggested solutions and they have not spoken with the other neighbor 
but will approach them.  

 
 She talked about the parking area is and the drop off area is and that is between that 

garage and the driveway. If they can consolidate the traffic, the garage would not 
be blocked.  

 
3.54 Mr. Tritsis suggested putting out traffic cones.  
 
 The applicant said they have been working on this for a week.  
 
3.55 Chairman Duffy asked about staff transportation.  
 
 The applicant said that staff who drive park on the street.  
 
3.56 Chairman Duffy clarified that out of 17 spaces, 10 are on the alley. There is a van 

that is parked there during the day.  
 
 The applicant said they have two spots that are separate towards 11th Street. That is 

where large vans park.  
 
3.57 Chairman Duffy referenced the spaces to the east and he did not recall seeing a car 

in those spaces.  
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3.58 Mr. Schneider said he saw two cars in those spaces when he went by today.  
 
3.59 Chairman Duffy said that the actual problem is more the use of the alley.  
 
(After 4.0) 
3.60 Chairman Duffy said that the limit is the available space to accommodate people. 

There is aversion to say that there should be a cap on anything. With schools that 
have come before the board, they have tried to stay away from that. It seems to him 
that the main concern is the alley and its use. Everyone thinks that there is a 
solution. They should come up with a plan, communicate the plan, and then it will 
take time to train people who use the alley. A lot of organizations have had to come 
up with plans for traffic and parking. No one wants to see the program go away. 
There must be a solution. A commitment to that would alleviate a large concern 
from the neighbors. 

 
 The applicant asked if they committed to a plan would someone from the village 

staff help them. The people at the police department told them that was what alleys 
were for.  

 
3.61 Mr. Schneider said that on Sundays there is special parking on Wilmette Avenue. 

Pace buses could be restricted to Wilmette Avenue and not on the alley. Would that 
work?  

 
3.62 Chairman Duffy said that is more of a walk for participants.  
 
 The applicant said they could do that.  
 
3.63 Chairman Duffy said they were directed by Community Development that is not a 

solution.  
 
 The applicant said that is not their preferred solution. Forest is parked up and two 

days per week, Skyline Studios uses the church at 6 p.m. and they pick up on Forest.  
 
3.64 Mr. Kolleng asked if there were Pace vans.  
 
 The applicant said some participants are on walker so Pace sends out the bus that 

will lift.  
 
 Regarding mobility and size of the van, Pace asks whoever is calling if the person 

riding requires a mobility aid. They should know if someone on the bus requires 
this. Maybe those with wheelchairs and walkers could have buses in the alley. 
Others could walk to and from Wilmette Avenue.  

 
3.65 Chairman Duffy suggested that a staff member accompany participants to Wilmette 

Avenue. One of the keys is educating people who use the alleys. No one wants their 
garage blocked.  
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 The applicant said that a possibility could be to have a staff person standing on 11th 
at the alley and not letting buses go on.  

 
3.66 Chairman Duffy said that is part of the training with the buses.  
 
3.67 Mr. Kolleng thought it was a good idea to have someone physically there to stop 

the bus. Some schools do that by putting up cones and having staff there.  
 
 The applicant said that they don’t want staff hit by cars when it’s dark.  
 
3.68 Mr. Robke said that everyone is showing a willingness to work towards a solution. 

He does not think this is the forum to determine that solution. It will involve 
Community Development, police, other neighbors, etc. He said to focus on the 
willingness to facilitate that rather than trying to solve it here. There should be a 
commitment to work towards a specific solution.  

 
3.69 Chairman Duffy said that there are village departments, particularly engineering, 

that they would work with. Ms. Roberts can give direction about how to move 
forward.  

 
3.70 Mr. Schneider talked about schools and signage reading no left turn, one way for 

certain times. That is an option and involves village entities. Keeping buses on 
Wilmette Avenue might be an option. There is a solution and it is key to keep buses 
off the alley.  

 
3.71 Mr. Tritsis said he thought that pace should have a regional representative to talk 

to to figure out the parts to this.  
 
3.72 The applicant said they would make the commitment to finding a solution to the 

problem. They welcome the neighbors’ input and want to work with them. The 
neighbors should be more direct in contacting the organization.  

 
3.73 Mr. Kolleng said that schools have been hosting community outreach meetings to 

get the neighbors to come and discuss concerns and how things are improving.  
 
3.74 Chairman Duffy said that the plan could be shown at the meeting.  
 

4.0 INTERESTED PARTIES 
 
4.1 Persons speaking on the application  
 
 4.11 Mr. Jeff Later 
  1009 Elmwood Avenue 
 
 4.12 Ms. Ann Dronen 
  1523 Elmwood Avenue 
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 4.13 Mr. Wes Cornwell 
  1044 Forest Avenue 
 
 4.14 Ms. Amy Martin 
  1032 Forest Avenue 
 
 4.15 Mr. Stan Figura 
  1025 Elmwood Avenue 
 
 4.16 Mrs. Stan Figura 
  1025 Elmwood Avenue 
 
 4.17 Mr. Rich Ramlow 
  724 12th Street 
 
 4.18 Mr. David Van Brakle, pastor, Community Church of Wilmette 
  918 Cornell Street 
 
 4.19 Ms. Nicole Seidlitz, Executive Director 
  Our Place Adult Day Care 
 
 4.20 Mr. George Graber 
  Parent of program participant 
   
4.2 Summary of presentations 
 
4.21  Mr. Later said he has lived in his home for 18 years. He works from home, so he 

sees the situation every day. He reached out to the church last week. He had a great 
conversation with Nicole and they found that the problem is workable. He supports 
the organization. He gets less impact from the program than others who may speak.  

 
 This problem has gone on for years. They’ve spoken with the police and the church 

pastor. The problem goes on from 9 a.m. to 6 p.m., 5 days per week and often on 
Saturday night. Some days it’s not an issue but many days it is. It is a Pace bus 
terminal. There must be a way to work this out. The Pace bus problem is the biggest 
problem. Some drivers are good, and some are not. Pace must be told to fix this. 
Let’s not make this political. There is a letter in the packet from someone who was 
not impacted. Why are they writing? There are 15 houses that live with the problem.  

 
 Mr. Tritsis said if there was striping in the alley for the Pace bus, would that 

alleviate some problems? 
 
 Mr. Later said they tried that already. But the bus drivers are in the alley more than 

they use the space. The bus needs to be off the alley.  
 
 Mr. Tritsis said that a photo showed that there was space around the bus if the bus 
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pulled in a certain way.  
 
4.22 Ms. Dronen said she supports the program and she is sympathetic to the issues the 

neighbors are having. The problem just came to light and it’s early to come up with 
solutions. She is optimistic that they can figure something out with Pace. It’s 
important to solve this problem because it’s important for children to have a place 
in the community to go.  

 
4.23 Mr. Cornwell lives two houses west of the church. He echoes both the positive and 

negative comments. The program is good and there are some challenges being faced 
at this time. He gave an example about a pace bus and his basketball hoop. He 
called the church, but they said they do not control Pace buses. At times in the alley, 
the trash cans are not placed perfect in place after pick up and this constricts where 
the Pace buses can go.  

 
 In this type of program, they want to serve as many kids as reasonable. They want 

to be able to grow the program. There is a lot of traffic in the area. In his opinion, 
they are getting to a level of traffic and cars that is starting to become a danger to 
drivers, kids in alleys and more. That must be considered.  

 
 He talked about a letter that was created. He would not read all of it because 

comments are consistent with what has been said. If employees park on the street, 
this adds to more parking/blocking problems. In that area, Forest is used as a 
thoroughfare.  

 
 He agrees that there should be an amendable solution. He does not know what it is. 

But standards must be set and achieved. The program nor the neighbors control 
pace buses. They can be asked but not made to do things. They can try this with 
parents.  

 
4.24 Ms. Martin lives next to the church. She, Mr. Cornwell, and some other neighbors 

put together a list of concerns. Not all who put the list together experienced 
everything. Buses, vans, and cars go down both directions, which causes 
congestion. She has been unable to get her children from school due to buses. The 
bus drivers do not always drive carefully in the alley, which can cause problems for 
the children. Parking in the alley causes Pace buses to back up.  

 
 Regarding street parking, people who work for the church and for the program tend 

to park in the street, not necessarily in front of the church and on the opposite side 
of the street, which makes some neighbors with driveways unable to exit.  

 
 In the winter, when someone parks in front of the path, then people cannot get to 

the street. That is a problem.  
 
 They support the program and hope they can stay. But they are concerned and that 

the program does not continue to grow. It has already caused so much congestion. 
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Maybe when participants leave they should not be replaced until the traffic/Pace 
bus problem is under control.  

 
4.25 Mr. Figura has lived in his home since 1992. His house is directly across the alley 

and to the north of the church. He has submitted a letter addressing some of his 
concerns. He felt more positive about a resolution to the issue prior to tonight’s 
presentation. This problem occurs throughout the day with cars and buses. The 
spreadsheet provided to the board at the meeting shows 60 buses per week and 176 
cars going through the alley each week for 236 vehicles. That does not include 
program expansion plans. The issues presented here have to do with size of the 
buses and private vehicles. His neighbor, Mr. Later, submitted a photograph along 
with his letter. He has copies of the photo and the board also has copies of the photo. 
He explained the photo. It is a narrow alley at 18’ and was not intended for bus 
traffic from both directions. This problem does not happen on Sunday when the 
church is fully operational. He showed another photo that indicated a pace bus 
hanging over the center line of the alley. The bus is pointing east, and the front end 
is turned into the parking spaces to the south.   

 
 There are times when there are two buses in the alley going different directions. Or 

a bus and private vehicles come in from different directions. He noted that St. Joe’s 
and St. Francis have parking lots.  

 
 Mr. Tritsis asked if the traffic existed before 2008 when the organization moved in.  
 
 He said that there were no problems on Sundays.  
 
4.26 Mrs. Figura said problems began when the church started renting space in 2001. 

Since that time the problem is ongoing. She has yet to see anyone there directing 
traffic. They are helping participants getting in and out of cars. She has seen no 
attempt to help with traffic flow. The problem is split between private cars and the 
pace buses. This goes from 8 a.m. to 6 p.m. She has often not been able to get out 
of her garage. Cars are parked with no one in the car to move the car. There might 
be a car in front of her garage with no one in the car. The pastor was aware of these 
problems. Her neighbor parks on the street because of the problems with the alley. 
Children also play basketball in the alley. People who do not live in the area see the 
alley as a thoroughfare. Participant parents do not seem to regard the neighbors.  

 
4.27 Mr. Figura reiterated that Pace bus drivers are out of the control of neighbors and 

organization leadership. He said because of this it is more difficult for the applicant 
to present a viable solution.  

 
 Chairman Duffy said if it is true, that it is out of the organization leadership’s 

control to regulate Pace buses.  
 
4.28 Mr. Figura said the suggestion was made that organization leadership did not hear 

of the issues until this week. They have taken steps to resolve the issues. That is not 
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accurate. For the last several years, in response to neighbors’ concerns, the program 
has used a small yellow folding sign that says Pace bus pull over. He does not know 
how the board can conclude that the solutions mentioned are viable. Can the board 
make a provisional recommendation for steps that are yet to be proven? If the board 
were to grant a variance, is the variance forever? What happens if the program 
expands by 50% and the number of vehicles increase? He has concerns as a 
homeowner across the alley.  

 
4.29 Mr. Ramlow has been a church member since 1981. The church values the program 

and gives the church an opportunity to share its building with people in need. The 
membership of the church his certain they want the program to continue. It is an 
asset to the Wilmette community. Peak membership of the church was in the 400s 
in the 1950s. The problems were an issue since the church was built. It is an existing 
issue. It should not be treated as something new and it ebbs and flows over time.  

 
4.30 Mr. Van Brakle said he is one of the pastors at the church. He has been in the 

community for 3.5 years. He initially heard different things about the pace bus in 
the alley. At that point they received calls from neighbors. They spoke with the 
executive director and that is when the signs started and staff started directing 
buses. He has spoken with Pace drivers who are both friendly and rude. When 
notification was sent, that was the first time he heard anything in about two years. 
He had no idea about any additional parking spaces and he was certain that would 
not happen. He called organization leadership and talked to them about Pace bus 
concerns. He was impressed about how quickly leadership reacted to that with their 
new plan. He thinks there is a solution with Pace buses. He is proud when he sees 
Our Place participants in the community. He has an alley on Cornell and he worries 
about his children and traffic in the alley.  

 
4.31 Ms. Seidlitz introduced herself to the neighbors. She has been in her position for 

about 18 months. Some of the concerns are new. They want to be good neighbors 
and address the concerns.  

 
 They have staff to direct traffic every day and she is often out there. She said staff 

parking is on the streets. It is very limited if staff park on Forest in front of 
neighbor’s homes. The first five spots on either side are not blocking neighbor’s 
homes.  

 
4.32 Mr. Graber’s son has been a participant for eight years. He heard several 

suggestions that the program should limit enrollment. That would be terrible.  
 
 Chairman Duffy said that the limit is the available space to accommodate people. 

There is aversion to say that there should be a cap on anything. With schools that 
have come before the board they have tried to stay away from that. It seems to him 
that the main concern is the alley and its use. Everyone thinks that there is a 
solution. They should come up with a plan, communicate the plan and then it will 
take time to train people who use the alley. A lot of organizations have had to come 
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up with plans for traffic and parking. No one wants to see the program go away. 
There must be a solution. A commitment to that would alleviate a large concern 
from the neighbors. 

 
5.0 VIEWS EXPRESSED BY MEMBERS OF THE ZONING BOARD OF APPEALS 

 
5.1 Mr. Robke said that this could have been a difficult case when looking at the 

documents. The challenge is with traffic and with parking to a lesser degree. The 
one consistent thing he heard from people who spoke for and against the case was 
a willingness/desire to work with the organization to find a way to make this work. 
Based on a commitment from the organization, to work with village staff and others 
including neighbors to manage traffic. He can support the request.  

 
5.2 Mr. Schneider agreed with the above. To not permit the special use goes against the 

expectations for a caring community. The neighbors have legitimate concerns. It is 
unacceptable for them to not be able to access their garages at any time and 
something needs to be done. There are solutions. If the applicant will work with 
village departments, there are ways that the neighbors won’t be inconvenienced. It 
is important that the organization continues its vital work. He can support the 
request.  

 
5.3 Chairman Duffy said everyone is in favor of what they are doing. I cannot support 

the application because they need to show the plan before being given the 
opportunity to continue moving forward. He does not think it should be approved 
without a plan.  

 
5.4 Mr. Boyer said that there may be a solution, but it was not presented at the hearing. 

He talked about Loyola Academy and their plan. He kept providing more 
accommodations in this mind to the program and to the applicant in support. But 
then he had to stop himself and look at it through the zoning lens and whether this 
would meet special use requirements. The answer seems to be that property rights 
are being transferred from the neighbors to the applicant because of the issues with 
traffic. The alley was not intended to support the bus traffic. There might be a 
solution to the problem, but he didn’t hear it. The proposal does not meet special 
use standards.  

 
5.5 Mr. Robke said Loyola did not have a plan. They presented numbers and 

information from traffic consultants. There were vague references and 
commitments to work with the community and to reevaluate the plan, which was 
diminished when the village board approved it. Tonight’s case relies on an ongoing 
commitment from the applicant to work with the neighbors and the community. 
The challenge with is not the huge numbers that were seen at Loyola Academy but 
the area is so tight and it is a dynamic situation. Small swings in traffic could make 
a difference in the plan. The alley was not designed to handle pace bus traffic. The 
village needs to step in with direction on type of traffic that is appropriate for the 
alley. The presentation of a plan would not make a difference to him, but the 
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commitment to work on the issues on an ongoing basis with the community. A plan 
is a starting point, but an ongoing dialog is critical. Even the people who expressed 
serious concerns said that there was a solution to this and it involved working 
together. That work is not to come up with a plan today, but a procedure to have 
ongoing dialog to react to situations on a regular basis. Maybe there must be an 
email blast if there are weekend events.  

 
5.6 Chairman Duffy is looking at order of events. Do you give approval because 

someone says they will do something? He trusts they will create a plan.  
 
5.7 Mr. Robke said that the board approved a plan without any enforcement opportunity 

for the plan implantation with Loyola Academy.  
 
5.8 Mr. Boyer said that a comparison cannot be made to Loyola Academy.  
 
5.9 Chairman Duffy said he brought up Loyola Academy because they came to the 

board, the neighbors stood up and said what they didn’t like. Loyola Academy went 
back to the drawing board and Loyola Academy engaged the neighbors, changed 
the plan, came back to the board and the board approved the plan.  

 
5.10 Mr. Kolleng said that there were several neighbors who voiced concern at the 

meeting tonight. They said that the issue was years long. Some type of remedy 
needs to be thought out even if it changes. Certain things need to happen that have 
not been happening. There has been more scrutiny of churches and schools over 
time. The neighbors believe there is a resolution, but they want to hear what it is 
before the board approves a special use.  

 
5.11 Chairman Duffy asked if the case should be tabled? The applicant could return with 

a plan after meeting with neighbors. The applicant could present the plan to the 
board and then they move forward with approval. If a vote is taken right now it may 
not pass. Why not table the case until the applicant is ready with a plan? No one on 
the board is saying they want the applicant to move or that they are not wanted in 
the community. See where they are headed to solve the issue and then everyone can 
move forward together.  

 
5.12 Mr. Schneider asked which departments in the village would the applicant deal 

with?  
 
 Ms. Roberts said the Engineering/Public Works department and the Police 

department.  
 
5.13 Chairman Duffy said that Mr. Robke brought up the issue that if the case is denied 

tonight, they can take it to the Village Board with a negative recommendation. They 
would need a supermajority vote to overturn the ZBA. He does not think that the 
board would overturn the ZBA based on tonight’s discussion. The applicant would 
then have to reapply and start again. Is there any time advantage to tabling versus 
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reapplying? 
 
 Ms. Roberts said if the board goes to a vote then the application goes to the Village 

Board with a recommendation. The Village Board could vote to approve or deny or 
remand back to the Zoning Board. Getting remanded is like starting over because 
they must renotice. If it is tabled to a specific date, no personal notice needs to be 
redone.  

 
5.14 Mr. Tritsis asked the difference between a withdrawal and a table.  
 
5.15 Chairman Duffy said that a withdrawal means they are not applying for it any more. 

When they are ready they must reapply. Tabling means that the decision is 
postponed regarding moving it to the village board.  

 
 The applicant said they want to table the case.  
 
 Ms. Roberts said there are a few dates for meetings. Her suggestion is to pick one 

and then the case could be continued again if needed. January 17, February 7 and 
21 are open for new cases.  

 
 The applicant said that a neighbor mentioned that it might be six months until they 

come up with a plan.  
 
5.16 Chairman Duffy said that February would be the earliest for a plan. If they pick a 

date and they are not ready, the case can be continued to a future meeting. He 
suggests that they pick a February date and ask for a continuance if needed.  

 
 The applicant agreed to February 21, 2018.  
  

6.0 DECISION 
 
6.1 Mr. Robke moved to recommend granting a request for a special use for an adult 

day care center and a 17 space parking variation to permit the operation of Our 
Place adult day care at 1020 Forest Avenue in accordance with the plans submitted. 
The use shall run with the use.  

 
 6.11 Mr. Schneider seconded the motion. 
 
6.2 Mr. Schneider moved to table the case to the February 21, 2018 meeting.  
 
 6.21 Mr. Robke seconded the motion. The voice vote was all ayes and no nays.  
 

Motion carried. 
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V I L L A G E   O F   W I L M E T T E 
1200 Wilmette Avenue 

WILMETTE, ILLINOIS 60091-0040 

MEETING MINUTES 

APPEARANCE REVIEW COMMISSION 

MONDAY, DECEMBER 4, 2017  

7:30 P.M. 

SECOND FLOOR TRAINING ROOM 

Members Present: William Bradford, Chairman 

Nada Andric 

Mason Miller 

Craig Phillips  

Carrie Woleben-Meade    

Members Absent: Daniel Elkins 

Guests: Joseph McPhillips, 420 Linden, Unit 404 

Staff Present: Lucas Sivertsen, Business Development Coordinator 

I. CALL TO ORDER 

Chairman Bradford called the meeting to order at 7:30 p.m. 

II. APPROVAL OF MINUTES; APPEARANCE REVIEW COMMISSION MEETING

OF NOVEMBER 6, 2017.

Mr. Phillips moved to approve the November 6, 2017 meeting minutes.  The motion was 

seconded by Mr. Miller.  Voting yes:  Chairman Bradford and Commissioners Andric, 

Miller, Phillips, and Woleben-Meade.  Voting no: none.  The motion carried. 

Agenda Item: 3.4
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III. CONSENT AGENDA 

 

Ms. Woleben-Meade moved to grant an Appearance Review Certificate for Case 2017-AR-

32, 1141 Greenleaf Avenue, Color Code Nails, Awning Sign.  The motion was seconded 

by Mr. Miller.  Voting yes:  Chairman Bradford and Commissioners Andric, Miller, 

Phillips, and Woleben-Meade.  Voting no: none.  The motion carried. 

 

IV. CASES 

 

2017-AR-34 420 Linden Avenue 

Linden-Ouilmette Condo Association Appearance Review Certificate 
 

Mr. Sivertsen called Case 2017-AR-34, 420 Linden Avenue, Linden-Ouilmette 

Condominium Association, for an Appearance Review Certificate to install light fixtures. 

 

Mr. McPhillips stated he was the President of the Linden-Ouilmette Condominium 

Association.  He explained the association would like to replace two lower light fixtures 

that are approximately 6 feet back from the sidewalk with two pole mounted fixtures in the 

same location. 

 

Mr. Bradford said it looks like the proposed light fixtures would not put off much 

illumination and that they were more for esthetics. 

 

Mr. McPhillips said the maximum power of each fixture was 40 watts. 

 

Mr. Bradford asked how tall the light fixtures would be above grade. 

 

Mr. McPhillips said they would be a total of 82 inches in height.  He said there are no 

ground level apartment units in their building.  To the east is a coffee shop that typically 

closes by 5:00 pm and to the west are vacant garden level offices. 

 

Mr. Bradford asked for the finish color of the fixtures. 

 

Mr. McPhillips said they were black. 

 

Mr. Bradford said normally the Commission asks for a photometric plans that shows 

lighting levels at the property line, but given the low wattage of the fixtures and their 

distance from neighboring properties he did not feel that level of information was 

necessary. 

 

Mr. Miller moved to approve Case 2017-AR-34, 420 Linden Avenue, for an Appearance 

Review Certificate as submitted.  The motion was seconded by Ms. Woleben-Meade.  

Voting yes:  Chairman Bradford and Commissioners Andric, Miller, Phillips, and 

Woleben-Meade.  Voting no: none.  The motion carried. 
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V. PUBLIC COMMENT 

 

There were no additional public comments. 

 

VI. NEW BUSINESS 

 

Mr. Sivertsen said the proposal at 333 Ridge Road for a three story senior living facility is 

a Planned Unit Development and was not required to be heard before the Appearance 

Review Commission.  In the past, the Village Board has recommended certain PUD 

applications come to the ARC for a non-binding review, but that was not the case for the 

current proposal. 

 

Chairman Bradford said he second term on the ARC was expiring in May.  If any 

Commissioners know anyone that would be a good fit for the ARC please encourage them 

to submit a talent bank questionnaire. 

 

VII. ADJOURNMENT 

 

At 7:43 p.m., Mr. Phillips moved to adjourn the meeting.  The motion was seconded by 

Ms. Woleben-Meade.  Voting yes:  Chairman Bradford and Commissioners Andric, Miller, 

Phillips, and Woleben-Meade.  Voting no: none.  The motion carried. 
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SUBJECT: 2016-Z-34 803 Lake Avenue – Request to Extend Ordinance   
 
MEETING DATE:  January 23, 2018       
 
FROM:   Lisa Roberts, Assistant Director of Community Development 

 
None  

 
 

 
Recommended Motion 
 
Extend for 7 months the approval of a request for a 118.76 square foot (0.83%) total floor area 
variation and 20.62’ rear yard setback variation to permit the construction of an attached two-
car garage and mudroom on the legal non-conforming structure at 803 Lake Avenue. 
 
Discussion 

 
On August 23, 2016, the Village Board approved Ordinance 2016-O-34, which granted the 
above-referenced variations. 
 
The Zoning Ordinance states that the approval of a special use and/or variation is void if the 
applicant does not file an application for a building permit, certificate of occupancy or fence 
permit within six months after the date of the ordinance granting the approval. 
 
On June 16, 2017, the applicant was granted an administrative extension of the approval for 
six months, from the end of the six-month period on February 23, 2017 to August 23, 2017.  
 
The applicant is now prepared to move forward with the request and is requesting to extend 
the ordinance another 7 months, from August 23, 2017 to March 23, 2018. 
  
Budget Impact 
 
There is no impact to the budget. 
 
Documents Attached 
 

1. Email from Stacy Hillyer, 803 Lake Avenue, dated January 10, 2018 
2. Ordinance 2016-O-50 
3. Approved Site Plan 

Community Development 
Department 

BUDGET IMPACT: 

https://www.google.com/maps/place/803+Lake+Ave,+Wilmette,+IL+60091/@42.0785242,-87.7016675,17z/data=!3m1!4b1!4m5!3m4!1s0x880fc534f2676585:0x94029c16c4da1dc0!8m2!3d42.0785202!4d-87.6994788
mailto:robertsl@wilmette.com












REPORT TO THE BOARD OF TRUSTEES 
FROM THE 

ZONING BOARD OF APPEALS 
 
Recommendation: The Zoning Board of Appeals recommends granting a 

request or an 18.5’ fence height variation and a variation to 
allow fencing lighter than 11 gauge to permit the 
replacement of a 25.0’ tall wire fence in the side and rear 
yard at 154 Maple Avenue in accordance with the plans 
submitted. 

 
Case Number: 2017-Z-51 
 
Property: 154 Maple Avenue 
 
Zoning District: R1-H, Single-Family Detached Residence 
 
Applicant: Ronald Strauss 
 
Nature of Application: Request for an 18.5’ fence height variation and a variation to 

allow fencing lighter than 11 gauge to permit the 
replacement of a 25.0’ tall wire fence in the side and rear 
yard 

 
Applicable Provisions of 
the Zoning Ordinance: Section 5.4 
 Section 5.4.F.1.h 
 Section 8.3 
 Section 13.4.H.1.a.iii  

Section 13.4.H.2.b 
   
Hearing Date: January 3, 2018 
 October 18, 2017 
 
Date of Application: August 31, 2017 
 
Zoning Board Vote:   Acting Chairman Bob Surman Yes 
     Chairman Patrick Duffy  Not Present 
     Mike Boyer    Yes 
     John Kolleng    Not Present 
     Michael Robke   Yes 
     Reinhard Schneider   Yes 
     Christopher Tritsis   Yes 
 
Notices: Notice of public hearing to the applicant, September 26, 2017.  

Notice of public hearing published in the Wilmette Beacon, 
September 28, 2017. Posted on the property, September 25, 
2017. Affidavit of compliance with notice requirements dated 
September 26, 2017. 

 
 

3.6 
1-23-18 
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STAFF INFORMATION AS PRESENTED TO THE ZONING BOARD OF APPEALS 
 
Description of Property 
 
The Subject Property is located on the north side of Maple Avenue approximately 650’ west of 
Sheridan Road. The property abuts the Canal Shores Golf Course on the west side. The property 
has 50.0’ of frontage on Maple Avenue and is 180’ in lot depth. The property is 9,000 square feet 
in area. The property is improved with a one-and-one-half-story house and detached one-car 
garage. 
 
To the north, east, and south are properties zoned R1-H, Single-Family Residence, and improved 
with single-family homes. To the west is the Canal Shores Golf Course, which is also zoned R1-
H, Single-Family Residence. 
 
Proposal 
 
The petitioner is requesting to replace an existing wire and wood fence that is 25.0’ tall. The 
fence is located in the side and rear yards of the subject property. Because the Zoning Ordinance 
limits fence height to 6.5’, an 18.5’ fence height variation is required. Because the Zoning 
Ordinance prohibits the use of wire fencing less than 11 gauge, a variation from this requirement 
is necessary. 
 
Other Fence Variation Requests 
 
1006 Michigan Avenue Case 2017-Z-39 ZBA: Deny VB: Granted 
Request for a 2.5’ fence height variation to permit the construction of a 6.5’ tall fence in the front 
yard 
 
447 Sandy Lane Case 2017-Z-29 ZBA: Grant VB: Granted 
Request for a 2.0’ fence height variation and a fence openness variation to permit a 6.0’ tall solid 
fence in a side yard adjoining a street (Wilmette Avenue) 
 
446 Sandy Lane Case 2016-Z-46 ZBA: Grant VB: Granted 
Request for a 2.0’ fence height variation and a fence openness variation to permit the repair and 
replacement of a 6.0’ tall stockade fence in the side yard adjoining Wilmette Avenue 
 
233 Lockerbie Lane Case 2016-Z-32 ZBA: Grant VB: Granted 
Request for a 2’ fence height variation and a fence openness variation to permit the replacement 
of a 6.0’ tall solid fence in the front yard and side yard adjoining a street 
 
226 Woodbine Avenue Case 2016-Z-28 ZBA: Grant VB: Granted 
Request for a 2.0’ fence height variation and a fence openness variation to permit the replacement 
of a 6.0’ tall solid fence in the rear yard of a double-frontage lot 
 
2920 Wilmette Avenue Case 2016-Z-16 ZBA: Grant VB: Granted 
Request for a 2.0’ fence height variation and a fence openness variation to permit the replacement 
of a 6.0’ tall solid fence in the front yard and side yard adjoining a street 
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3023 Central Avenue Case 2015-Z-42 ZBA: Deny VB: Revised/Granted 
Request for a 2.0’ fence height variation and a fence openness variation to permit the retention 
of a 6.0’ high solid fence in a front yard and side yard adjoining a street 
 
733 Chilton Lane Case 2015-Z-25 ZBA: Deny VB: Deny 
Request for a 2.0’ fence height variation and a fence openness variation to permit the retention 
of a 6.0’ tall solid fence in a side yard adjoining a street 
 
1149 New Trier Court Case 2015-Z-21 ZBA: Grant VB: Granted 
Request for a 2.5’ fence height variation and a fence openness variation to permit the replacement 
of a 6.5’ tall solid fence in a side yard adjoining a street 
 
531 Lake Avenue Case 2013-Z-32 ZBA: Grant VB: Granted 
Request for a 2.0’ fence height variation and a fence openness variation to permit the replacement 
a 6.0’ high solid fence in a side yard adjoining a street 
 
215 Millbrook Lane Case 2013-Z-31 ZBA: Grant VB: Granted 
Request for a 2.0’ fence height variation and a fence openness variation to permit the replacement 
a 6.0’ high solid fence in a required front yard 
 
3037 Barclay Lane Case 2012-Z-16 ZBA: Grant VB: Granted 
Request for a 2.0’ fence height variation and a fence openness variation to permit the replacement 
and new installation of a 6.0’ high solid fence in the rear yard of a double-frontage lot 
 
Zoning Ordinance Provisions Involved 
 
Section 5.4 outlines the variation procedures. 
 
Section 5.4.F.1.h establishes additional variation standards for fence requests. 
 
Section 8.3 references Table 8-2, which establishes a 5.0’ minimum side yard setback and a 36.0’ 
rear yard setback on the Subject Property. 
 
Section 13.4.H.1.a.iii prohibits wire fences of a gauge light than 11. 
  
Section 13.4.H.2.b limits fences in an interior side yard and in a rear yard to 6.5’ in height. 
 
Action Required 
 
Move to recommend granting a request for an 18.5’ fence height variation and a variation to allow 
fencing lighter than 11 gauge to permit the replacement of a 25.0’ tall wire fence in the side and 
rear yard at 154 Maple Avenue in accordance with the plans submitted. 
 
(After the vote on the request) 
Move to authorize the chairman to prepare the report and recommendation for the Zoning Board 
of Appeals for case number 2017-Z-51. 
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CASE FILE DOCUMENTS 
 
  Doc. No.     Documents  
 
 Location Maps And Plans 
 
  1.0 Zoning Map 
  1.1 Sanborn Fire Map 
  1.2 Sidwell Tax Map 
  1.3 Plat of Survey with Fence Location 
  1.4 Fence Panel Detail 
  1.5 Elevation Drawing of Proposed Fence 
  1.6 Photographs of Existing Fencing 
 
 Written Correspondence and Documentation 
 
  2.0 Completed application form 
  2.1 Letter of application 
  2.2 Proof of ownership 
  2.3 Notice of Public Hearing as prepared for the petitioner, dated 

September 26, 2017 
  2.4 Notice of Public Hearing as published in the Wilmette Beacon, 

September 28, 2017 
  2.5 Certificate of publication 
  2.6 Certificate of posting, dated September 25, 2017 
  2.7 Affidavit of compliance with notice requirements, filed by 

applicant September 26, 2017 
 
Minutes from the October 18, 2017 meeting 
 
3.0 TESTIMONY, COMMENTS AND ARGUMENTS ON BEHALF OF THE 

APPLICANT 
 
 3.1 Persons appearing for the applicant 
 
 3.11 Mr. Ron Strauss, applicant 
 
 3.2 Summary of presentations 
 
 3.21 Ms. Roberts said that this is a request for an 18.5’ fence height variation and a 

variation to allow fencing lighter than an 11 gauge to permit the replacement of a 
25’ tall wire fence in the side and rear yards. The Village Board will hear this case 
on November 14, 2017.  

 
 3.22 The applicant said that his property abuts the 8th hole of Canal Shore’s golf course. 

He is vulnerable to golf balls hitting their house or coming into their backyard. 
They want protection to keep this from happening. There is a question as to whose 
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fence it is – his or the golf course’s. The Village said no permit was applied for to 
install the fence. The fence was there when he bought the home 20 years ago.  

  The safety of people in his backyard is at risk when trees are naked in the fall and 
early spring. What helps them is the 25’ high fence. In June 2017, a severe 
microburst destroyed trees and wrecked the fence.  

 
 3.23 Chairman Duffy empathizes with the applicant’s plight. There is no plan. There 

is nothing in the packet that reflects a plan.  
 
  The applicant said they are replacing the fence that exists and in the current 

location.  
 
 3.24 Chairman Duffy said he walked around the site. The fence seems partially 

attached to a telephone pole. There are some posts that are broken. Are they 
replacing everything as is? What are they doing?  

 
  The applicant said they are installing a new fence. The fence is made of chicken 

wire. Chicken wire is less visible than chain link.  
 
 3.25 Chairman Duffy asked about all the supports. Will they extend the 4 x 4s up or 

whatever size they are? The Board’s approval is based on reviewing plans that 
were submitted to them. The Board understands that the applicants want to replace 
the fence, but there is no plan. The Board won’t know what it looks like because 
of this. How do you approve something when you don’t know what it looks like?  

 
  The applicant said that the fence looks like how it looks today but it will be 

standing up and not in pieces. It will look new after the replacement.  
 
 3.26 Mr. Schneider said he stood on the tee. But the trajectory of a hit from the tee to 

the applicant’s property it would not land on his lot.  
 
  The applicant said that depends on the ability of the golfer.  
 
 3.27 Mr. Schneider noted that the 25’ fence would help protect other neighbors.  
 
  The applicant said it would not help protect other neighbors. The neighbor next 

to him finds golf balls in his backyard and in his front yard. This means that the 
ball went over the applicant’s house, over the neighbor’s house, and into the front 
yard.  

 
 3.28 Mr. Schneider said he cannot see why 25’ is needed to protect the applicant’s lot.  
 
 3.29 Chairman Duffy agreed (because is not a great golfer) that he would like to see 

the applicant replace what he has now.  
 
 3.30 Mr. Schneider noted that the fence only protected the back yard and not the house, 

itself, all the time.  
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 3.31 Chairman Duffy said that there are many factors to look at in terms of the ball 

getting hit. They would be getting a variance for over 18.5’ and lighter than 11 
gauge to prevent 25’ of fence.  

 
 3.32 Mr. Schneider asked if the building department would regulate the fence and 

approve it.  
 
  Ms. Roberts said that the applicant would apply for a permit. The building code 

does not address chicken wire fencing construction.  
 
 3.33 Mr. Surman said that the Board cannot approve something. Eventually it will go 

the building department will look at the fence and indicate how it must be. Are 
they working with a fence company? A company would tell him what he needed 
to do and could draw up plans.  

 
  The applicant said he would work with a fence company. He has three proposals, 

but he has not accepted any one of them.  
 
 3.34 Chairman Duffy asked if there were plans as part of the proposals. Did they submit 

a picture of a fence?  
 
  The applicant said no to both parts of the question.  
 
 3.35 Mr. Schneider asked if the motion could be conditioned upon approval from the 

building department after he submits a plan.  
 
  Ms. Roberts said that this would be possible.  
 
 3.36 Chairman Duffy said he really wants to help the applicant, but does not want the 

Board to give carte blanche. There were cases in the past that were completed in 
not the way the Board anticipated completion.  

 
 3.37 Mr. Schneider said that the current situation looks dangerous.  
 
  The applicant said that the situation is dangerous and recent storms made the 

situation worse.  
 
 3.38 Chairman Duffy asked how they would amend the motion.  
 
  Ms. Roberts said that a condition could be that the applicant submit better 

drawings before going to the Village Board.  
 
 3.39 Chairman Duffy asked if the applicant could get a continuance with the Village 

Board if he needs more time.  
 
  Ms. Robert said this was possible.  
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 3.40 Mr. Robke said that it the request indicates lighter than 11 gauge but the Board 

does not know what is going up.  
 
 3.41 Chairman Duffy said that the building department also approves the way 

treehouses are built and anchored and supported.  
 
  Ms. Roberts said that the building code does not address tree houses. There is no 

building code for something like tonight’s request.  
 
 3.42 Mr. Surman asked the applicant if the neighbors were aware of changes to the 

fence and the applicant said that they were aware.  
 
  The applicant said that the neighbors asked if they should come to tonight’s 

meeting, but the applicant did not think it was necessary.  
 
 3.43 Chairman Duffy said it is about knowing what the Board is approving. This way 

the Board can ‘control’ what gets built. What will it look like? What is the Board 
approving?  

 
 3.44 Mr. Schneider said it is a life safety issue.  
 
  The applicant said he would be using chicken wire and wood. There are vertical 

and horizontal portions of the fence. He said they are looking to replace what 
currently exists for the wood features.  

 
 3.45 Chairman Duffy said that the current fence is over 20 years old. They built it well 

enough to last for at least 20 years. But people today might say to use metal versus 
wood poles. Or anchoring needs to be done differently.  

 
 3.46 Mr. Surman said that someone must take responsibility for what is being 

requested.  
 
 3.47 Mr. Schneider asked if the Board could ask if the applicant submit a plan to get a 

permit.  
 
 3.48 Mr. Robke said that the Board still doesn’t know what it is approving. There is no 

description, no elevation, no product data. When a variance is granted it is granted 
based on the plans submitted. There is no objection of what the Board thinks that 
the applicant wants to do, but through plans one can understand what that I s.  

 
 3.49 Chairman Duffy talked about approval based on the building department 

approving the plans. There is no building code that the building department must 
follow. It is arbitrary. Or another suggestion was that the case be approved subject 
to plans being submitted by the applicant to the Village Board for approval.  

 
 3.50 Mr. Surman said that the Board must identify what is the lower portion of the 
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fence. If it is a 6’ solid fence and it is acceptable and the above needs to be open.  
 
  The applicant said that he needs to put in new posts to support the fence.  
 
 3.51 Mr. Surman clarified that they are putting in a new 6’ solid fence.  
 
 3.52 Chairman Duffy said he would feel more comfortable if there was a plan before 

the case gets to the Village Board.  
 
 3.53 Mr. Robke asked Ms. Roberts if there was any way for the Board to request a 

continuance. The applicant could return with additional information like a simple 
elevation, product data, etc. the Board would probably approve this in short order. 
There is ambiguity right now.  

 
  Ms. Roberts said that could be done.  
 
 3.54 Chairman Duffy asked the applicant was comfortable with this suggestion and 

then come back when he has a plan. If the Board has a full agenda this case could 
still be heard since it won’t take a lot of time. But the applicant must have a plan. 
He has at least three out of five Board members supporting his plan this evening. 
Two members are not at the meeting.  

 
 3.55 Mr. Surman asked about the next meeting.  
 
  Ms. Roberts said that the next meeting was November 1. Is that too soon?  
 
 3.56 Chairman Duffy said that as soon as the applicant got plans the case could be 

heard.  
 
  Ms. Roberts said case must be continued to a specific date.  
 
 3.57 Chairman Duffy suggested continuing the case to November 1st.  
 
6.0 DECISION 
 
 6.1 Mr. Surman moved to continue this case to the November 1, 2017 meeting.  
 
 6.11 Mr. Schneider seconded the motion and the voice vote was all ayes and no 

nays.  
 
   Motion carried.  
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Minutes from the November 1, 2016 
 
3.0 TESTIMONY, COMMENTS AND ARGUMENTS ON BEHALF OF THE 

APPLICANT 
 
 3.1 Persons appearing for the applicant 
 
  None 
 
 3.2 Summary of presentations 
 
 3.21 Ms. Roberts said that this case was continued from the October 18, 2017 Zoning 

Board meeting. Staff met with the applicants and there was a conversation about 
next steps. The applicants are not ready to be heard tonight. The request is to table 
the case to the November 15, 2017 meeting. It is unclear as to whether that date 
will work.  

 
6.0 DECISION 
 
 6.1 Mr. Kolleng moved to continue the case to the November 15, 2017 meeting.  
 
 6.11 Mr. Schneider seconded the motion and the voice vote was all ayes and no 

nays.  
 
   Motion carried.   
 
 
Minutes from the November 15, 2016 
 
3.0 TESTIMONY, COMMENTS AND ARGUMENTS ON BEHALF OF THE 

APPLICANT 
 
 3.1 Persons appearing for the applicant 
 
  None 
 
 3.2 Summary of presentations 
 
 3.21 Ms. Roberts said that this case was continued from the November 1, 2017 Zoning 

Board meeting. Staff met with the applicants and there was a conversation about 
next steps. The applicants are not ready to be heard tonight. The request is to table 
the case to the December 6, 2017 meeting. 

 
6.0 DECISION 
 
 6.1 Mr. Schneider moved to continue the case to the December 6, 2017 meeting.  
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 6.11 Mr. Kolleng seconded the motion and the voice vote was all ayes and no 
nays.  

 
   Motion carried.   
 
Minutes from the December 6, 2017 meeting 
 
3.0 TESTIMONY, COMMENTS AND ARGUMENTS ON BEHALF OF THE 

APPLICANT 
 
 3.1 Persons appearing for the applicant 
 
  None 
 
 3.2 Summary of presentations 
 
 3.21 Ms. Roberts said that the staff met with the applicants, the contractor, and Com 

Ed on the morning of Wednesday, December 6, 2017. The applicant and the 
contractor are starting to work on plans to submit to the Zoning Board. The 
applicants cannot attend the next meeting on December 20, 2017 so the request is 
to continue the case one last time to January 3, 2018.  

 
6.0 DECISION 
 
 6.1 Mr. Surman moved to continue the case to the January 3, 2018 meeting.  
 
 6.11 Mr. Kolleng seconded the motion and the voice vote was all ayes and no 

nays.  
 
   Motion carried.   
 
Minutes from the January 3, 2018 meeting 
 
3.0 TESTIMONY, COMMENTS AND ARGUMENTS ON BEHALF OF THE 

APPLICANT 
 
3.1 Persons appearing for the applicant 
 
 3.11 Ms. Suzanne Strauss, applicant 
 
3.2 Summary of presentations 
 
3.21 Ms. Roberts said that this is a request for an 18.5’ fence height variation and a 

variation to allow fencing lighter than 11 gauge to permit the replacement of a 
25.0’ tall wire fence in the side and rear yard. The Village Board will hear this 
case on January 23, 2018.  
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3.22 The applicant said that she found a fence company that is willing and able to 
replicate the golf course fence. On December 6, 2017, there was a meeting with 
all participants including Lisa Roberts, Ted Blumenthal, the fence people, and the 
Com Ed people. There are wires where the current fence is located. The Com Ed 
representative said that he had no problem replicating what they have and putting 
the fence in the same location. It won’t endanger the Com Ed wires. Those were 
the only live wires and the other wires are not live wires. Everybody agreed that 
the fence could be replicated.  

 
3.23 Chairman Surman asked if the length would match the existing perimeter.  
 
 The applicant said that the fence is exactly the way that it is today. She showed a 

picture of what the fence will look like, which is the way that it looked before.  
 
3.24 Mr. Boyer said there is chicken wire and 2 x 6s every 5’. What is the 24’ post?  
 
 The applicant said that there is 10’ between the uprights and the 2 x 6s are every 

6’. The 24’ vertical is a round post that is very slightly tapered. It is weatherized. 
It is made by the same company that makes telephone poles.  

 
3.25 Mr. Schneider asked the applicant if she considered netting.  
 
 The applicant did not consider netting because the chicken wire is practically 

invisible; one cannot see through the netting. The netting disintegrates after five 
years.  

 
3.26 Chairman Surman asked about conversations with neighbors.  
 
 The applicant said there is nobody but the golf course where the fence is located.  
 
3.27 Chairman Surman said that because of the fence height, it will be up to the Village 

as to what building permits might be necessary.  
3.28 Mr. Tritsis asked if the fence company that is selling them the fence is also doing 

the installation of the fence.  
 
 The applicant said they were doing sales, design, and installation.  
 
3.29 There was no one in the audience to speak on this case.  
 

5.0 VIEWS EXPRESSED BY MEMBERS OF THE ZONING BOARD OF APPEALS 
 
5.1 Mr. Robke thanked the applicant for her efforts to provide additional information. 

The intent is to replicate the existing fence. He can support the request. The 
property is unique with the golf course. It is an existing condition. The standards 
of review are met. He would rather see the fence replaced than having a 
dilapidated fence that could be a safety issue.  
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5.2 Mr. Boyer added that there are safety issues for the applicant as related to golf 
balls. He agrees with Mr. Robke’s comments. He can support the request.  

 
5.3 Mr. Tritsis said the replacement is in-kind.  
 

6.0 DECISION 
 
6.1 Mr. Robke moved to recommend granting a request or an 18.5’ fence height 

variation and a variation to allow fencing lighter than 11 gauge to permit the 
replacement of a 25.0’ tall wire fence in the side and rear yard at 154 Maple 
Avenue in accordance with the plans submitted.  

 
 6.11 Mr. Boyer seconded the motion and the vote was as follows: 
 
  Acting Chairman Bob Surman Yes 
  Chairman Patrick Duffy  Not Present 
  Mike Boyer    Yes 
  John Kolleng    Not Present 
  Michael Robke   Yes 
  Reinhard Schneider   Yes 
  Christopher Tritsis   Yes 
 
  Motion carried. 
 
6.2 Mr. Boyer moved to authorize the Chairman to prepare the report and 

recommendation for the Zoning Board of Appeals for case number 2017-Z-51.  
 
   Mr. Schneider seconded the motion and the voice vote was all ayes and no nays.  
 
    Motion carried.  

 
7.0 FINDINGS OF FACT UPON WHICH DECISION WAS BASED 
 

The Zoning Board of Appeals finds that the request meets the variation standards of 
Section 5.4.F and the fence variation standards of Section 5.4.F.h of the Zoning 
Ordinance. The particular physical conditions of the property, its proximity next to the 
green of a public golf course, imposes upon the owner a practical difficulty. The plight 
of owner was not created by the owner and is due to the unique circumstances of the lot. 
The difficulty is peculiar to the property in question and is not shared by others. The 
difficulty prevents the owner from making reasonable use of the property including the 
safe use of the back yard. Because the wire is very open and will abut the golf course, the 
proposed variations will not impair an adequate supply of light and air to adjacent 
property. The variations, if granted, will allow the replacement of a structure that has 
existed for many years and therefore will not alter the essential character of the 
neighborhood. 
 
The proposed fence is oriented towards a golf course where it will only be visible to those 
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using the course; it will not be visible from the street or other nearby residential 
properties. The fence in unique in that it will protect the subject property from golf balls. 
The proposed fence replaces one that has existed for many years. It is not clear when the 
current fence was constructed. It was most likely constructed without a permit however 
there have been no complaints about the current fence. 

 
8.0 RECOMMENDATION 

 
The Zoning Board of Appeals recommends granting a request or an 18.5’ fence height 
variation and a variation to allow fencing lighter than 11 gauge to permit the replacement 
of a 25.0’ tall wire fence in the side and rear yard at 154 Maple Avenue in accordance 
with the plans submitted. 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

























REPORT TO THE BOARD OF TRUSTEES 
FROM THE 

ZONING BOARD OF APPEALS 
 
Recommendation: The Zoning Board of Appeals recommends granting a request 

for a 3.13’ front yard setback variation, a 4.0’ side yard 
adjoining a street setback variation, a 3.13’ front yard porch 
setback variation, a 3.13’ front yard porch step setback 
variation, and a 194.14 square foot (24.4%) side yard 
adjoining a street impervious surface coverage variation to 
permit the replacement of a one-story sunroom and construct 
a new front porch and steps on the legal non-conforming 
structure at 900 Oakwood Avenue in accordance with the 
plans submitted. 

 
Case Number: 2018-Z-03 
 
Property: 900 Oakwood Avenue 
 
Zoning District: R1-H, Single-Family Detached Residence 
 
Applicant:    Erich Wefing, Wefing Design Studio 
 
Nature of Application: Request for a 3.13’ front yard setback variation, a 4.0’ side 

yard adjoining a street setback variation, a 3.13’ front yard 
porch setback variation, a 3.13’ front yard porch step setback 
variation, and a 194.14 square foot (24.4%) side yard 
adjoining a street impervious surface coverage variation to 
permit the replacement of a one-story sunroom and construct 
a new front porch and steps on the legal non-conforming 
structure 

 
Applicable Provisions of 
the Zoning Ordinance: Section 5.4 

Section 8.3 
Section 8.3.E 
Section 13.5 

     Section 17.4.C 
     Section 17.4.D 

 
Hearing Date:    January 3, 2018 
 
Date of Application:   December 1, 2017 
 
Zoning Board Vote:   Acting Chairman Bob Surman  Yes 
     Chairman Patrick Duffy  Not Present 
     Mike Boyer    Yes 
     John Kolleng    Not Present 
     Michael Robke    Yes 
     Reinhard Schneider   Yes 
     Christopher Tritsis   Yes 
 

3.7 
1-23-18 
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STAFF INFORMATION AS PRESENTED TO THE ZONING BOARD OF APPEALS 
 
Description of Property 
 
The Subject Property is located on the northwest corner of Oakwood Avenue and 9th Street. The 
property has 47.0’ of frontage on Oakwood Avenue and has 110.27’ of frontage on 9th Street. The 
property is approximately 5,172.35 square feet in area. The property is improved with a two-story 
house and attached two-car garage. 
 
The Subject Property is surrounded by properties zoned R1-H, Single-Family Detached Residence 
and improved with single-family homes. 
 
The existing home is non-conforming in front yard setback, side yard adjoining a street setback, and 
side yard adjoining a street impervious surface coverage. The required front yard setback is 32.0’ 
and the home has a 28.87’ front yard setback. The required side yard adjoining a street setback is 
15.0’ and the home has an 11.0’ side yard adjoining a street setback. The maximum side yard 
adjoining a street impervious surface coverage is 238.73 square feet and the existing coverage is 
432.87 square feet. 
 
Proposal  
 
The petitioner is proposing to reconstruct an existing one-story sunroom at the front of the house 
and to construction a new front porch and steps. 
 
The replacement sunroom will maintain the existing front yard setback of 28.87’ and east side yard 
adjoining a street setback of 11.0’. Because the Zoning Ordinance requires a front yard setback of 
32.0’, a 3.13’ front yard setback variation is required. Because the Zoning Ordinance requires a side 
yard adjoining a street setback of 15.0’, a 4.0’ side yard adjoining a street setback variation is 
required. 
 
The side yard adjoining a street impervious surface coverage is currently non-conforming at 432.87 
square feet. The impervious coverage is not proposed to change but the removal and reconstruction 
of the sunroom, the existing condition will not be made more conforming. Because the Zoning 
Ordinance limits side yard adjoining a street impervious surface coverage to 238.73 square feet, a 
194.14 square foot (24.4%) side yard adjoining a street impervious surface coverage variation is 
required to maintain the existing non-conforming coverage. 
 
The new front porch encompasses the existing porch and has overall dimension of 16.25’ x 14.01’. 
The front porch projects 6.0’ from the front of the house and is proposed with a 22.87’ front yard 
setback. The porch steps are proposed with a 19.87’ front yard setback. Because the Zoning 
Ordinance requires a front porch setback of 26.0’, a 3.13’ front yard porch setback variation is 
required. Because the Zoning Ordinance required a front porch step setback of 23.0’, a 3.13’ front 
yard porch step setback variation. 
 
The project conforms to the lot coverage, total floor area, height, and front yard impervious surface 
coverage requirements of the Zoning Ordinance. 
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Requirement Required Existing Proposed 
Front Yard Setback 32.0’ 28.87’* 28.87’* 
Front Yard – Porch 26.0’ 28.87’ 22.87’* 
Front Yard – Step 23.0’ appx 24’ 19.87’* 
Side Yard Adj Street Setback 15.0’ appx 11.0’* 11.0’* 
 

Side Yard Adjoining a Street Impervious Surface Calculations 
Side Yard Adj Street = 795.75 square feet 

 
795.75 s.f. x .30 = 238.73 s.f. permitted front yard impervious surface coverage 

Proposed impervious coverage = 432.87 s.f.* 
238.73 – 432.87 = 194.14 s.f. variation 

* Non-conforming 
 
Other Requests at the Subject Property 
 
900 Oakwood Avenue Case 2013-Z-18 ZBA: Grant  VB: Granted 
Request for a 6.77’ rear yard street setback variation and a 192.11 square foot (16.41%) side yard 
adjoining a street impervious surface coverage variation to permit the construction of a two-car 
attached garage 
 
Other Front Yard Setback Variation Requests 
 
1617 Central Avenue Case 2017-Z-21 ZBA: Grant VB: Grant 
Request for a 9.49’ front yard setback variation and a 3.49’ combined side yard setback variation to 
permit the construction of a second-story addition and a 3.84’ combined side yard deck setback 
variation, a 3.84’ combined side yard pergola setback variation, and a 0.96’ combined side yard stair 
setback variation to permit the construction of a new deck and pergola on the legal non-conforming 
structure 
 
83 Indian Hill Road Case 2017-Z-05 ZBA: Grant VB: Granted 
Request for a 20.12’ front yard setback variation for a second-story addition, and a 13.19’ front yard 
setback variation and a 12.27’ front yard chimney setback variation to permit the construction of a 
two-story addition on the legal non-conforming structure 
 
922 Forest Avenue Case 2016-Z-38 ZBA: Grant VB: Granted 
Request for a 6.18’ front yard setback variation to permit the re-construction and expansion of a one-
story addition on the legal non-conforming structure 
 
3219 Illinois Road Case 2016-Z-20  ZBA: Deny VB: Revised, Granted 
Revised request for a 6.08’ front yard setback variation, a 2.12’ side yard setback variation, a 1.62’ 
combined side yard setback variation, a 39.62 square foot (1.51%) front yard impervious surface 
coverage variation, and a variation to permit parking spaces in a required front yard to permit the 
construction of one-story additions, a front porch, and a front yard parking space 
 
2214 Old Glenview Road Case 2015-Z-09 ZBA: Grant VB: Granted 
Request for a 7.26’ front yard setback variation to permit the construction of a second-story addition 
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on the property 
 
201 Westmoreland Drive Case 2013-Z-47 ZBA: Grant VB: Granted 
Request for an 8.2’ front yard setback variation and a 7.61’ side yard adjoining a street setback 
variation to permit the construction of an attached two-car garage and front entry 
 
424 Wilshire Drive  Case 2013-Z-34 ZBA: Grant VB: Granted 
Request for a 19.23’ front yard setback variation, a 0.24’ minimum side yard setback variation, and 
a 68.0 square foot (3.7%) front yard impervious surface coverage variation to permit the construction 
of an attached two-car garage on the legal nonconforming structure 
 
243 Valley View Drive Case 2012-Z-52 ZBA: Grant VB: Granted 
Request for a 15.16’ front yard setback variation, a 0.93’ combined side yard setback variation, and 
a 95.29 square foot (4.58%) front yard impervious surface coverage variation to permit the 
construction of a one-story addition 
 
324 Wilshire Drive West Case 2012-Z-48 ZBA: Grant VB: Granted 
Request for a 6.0’ front yard setback variation to permit the construction of an attached two-car garage 
 
339 Sunset Drive Case 2012-Z-19 ZBA: Grant VB: Granted 
Request for a 1.91’ front yard setback variation to permit the construction of an attached two-car 
garage 
 
828 Leamington Avenue Case 2011-Z-50 ZBA: Deny VB: Granted 
Request for a 226.54 s.f. (3.01%) lot coverage variation, an 8.52’ front yard setback variation, a 
261.21 s.f. (12.01%) front yard impervious surface coverage variation, a variation to eliminate a 
required enclosed parking space, and a variation to retain two parking spaces in a required front yard 
to permit the construction of a one-story addition on the legal nonconforming structure and to allow 
the loss of one enclosed parking space 
 
Other Side Yard Adjoining a Street Principal Structure Setback Requests 
 
2600 Thornwood Avenue Case 2017-Z-54 ZBA: Grant VB: Granted 
Request for a 1,106.86 square foot (22.68%) total floor area variation, an 89.83 square foot (1.84%) 
lot coverage variation, a 9.1’ side yard adjoining a street setback variation, a 9.0’ front yard stoop 
setback variation, a 9.0’ front yard step setback variation, a 2.89’ side yard adjoining a street stoop 
setback variation, a 7.81’ side yard adjoining a street step setback variation, a 90.92 square foot 
(7.34%) front yard impervious surface coverage variation, and a 179.3 square foot (43.33%) side 
yard adjoining a street impervious surface coverage variation to permit the construction of a one-
story addition and new front stoop, steps, and walk on the legal non-conforming structure, and a 2.0’ 
fence height variation and a fence openness variation to permit the construction of a 6.0’ tall solid 
fence in a side yard adjoining a street 
 
1006 Forest Avenue Case 2016-Z-37 ZBA: Grant VB: Granted 
Request for a 6.83’ side yard adjoining a street setback variation, an 8.0’ side yard adjoining a street 
deck setback variation, and a 5.5’ side yard adjoining a street step setback variation to permit the 
construction of a one- and two-story addition, enclosed porch, and raised terrace 
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2247 Lake Avenue Case 2016-19 ZBA: Grant VB: Granted 
Request for a 4.15’ side yard adjoining a street setback variation and a 740.77 square foot (27.41%) 
side yard adjoining a street impervious surface coverage variation to permit the construction of an 
attached four-car garage on the legal non-conforming structure 
 
342 Gregory Avenue Case 2015-Z-37 ZBA: Grant VB: Granted 
Request for a 114.22 square foot (2.42%) total floor area variation and a 4.04’ side yard adjoining a 
street setback variation, and a 58.33 square foot (5.84%) side yard adjoining a street impervious 
surface coverage variation to permit the construction of a two-story addition on the legal non-
conforming structure 
 
500 Lake Avenue Case 2014-Z-48 ZBA: Grant VB: Granted 
Request for a 165.36 square foot (1.41%) total floor area variation, a 2.01’ side yard setback 
variation, and a 2.17’ side yard adjoining a street setback variation to permit a one-story addition on 
the legal non-conforming structure 
 
100 16th Street Case 2014-Z-32  ZBA: Grant VB: Granted 
Request for a 7.6’ side yard adjoining a street setback variation to permit the construction of a second-
story addition on the legal non-conforming structure 
 
201 Westmoreland Drive Case 2013-Z-47 ZBA: Grant VB: Granted 
A request for an 8.2’ front yard setback variation and a 7.61’ side yard adjoining a street setback 
variation to permit the construction of an attached two-car garage and front entry (not built) 
 
1636 Elmwood Avenue Case 2010-Z-31  ZBA: Grant VB: Granted 
Request for a 7.37’ side yard adjoining a street setback variation, a 5.38’ side yard adjoining a street 
eave setback variation, a 10.26’ side yard adjoining a street step setback variation, and an 8.51’ side 
yard adjoining a street stoop setback variation to permit the construction of a one-story addition, 
porch, and steps and a 19.55’ side yard adjoining a street setback variation to permit the construction 
of a two-car detached garage 
 
789 Michigan Avenue Case 2010-Z-26  ZBA: Grant VB: Granted 
Request for a 13.21’ side yard adjoining a street setback variation to permit the construction of a one-
story addition 
 
Zoning Ordinance Provisions Involved 
 
Section 5.4 outlines the variation procedures. 
 
Section 8.3 references Table 8-2, which establishes a minimum front yard setback of 32.0’ and a 
side yard adjoining a street setback of 15.0’ on the Subject Property. 
 
Section 8.3.E references Table 8-5, which establishes a side yard adjoining a street impervious 
surface coverage of 238.73 square feet (30%) on the Subject Property. 
 
Section 13.5 references Table 13-2, which establishes front porches as a 6.0’ encroachment into a 
front yard and front porch steps as a 9.0’ encroachment into a front yard. 
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Section 17.4.C establishes that a non-conforming structure shall not undergo any structural alteration 
unless to make it a conforming structure.  
 
Section 17.4.D establishes that a non-conforming structure shall not be enlarged in any manner 
unless to make it a conforming structure. 
 
Action Required 
 
Move to recommend granting a request for a 3.13’ front yard setback variation, a 4.0’ side yard 
adjoining a street setback variation, a 3.13’ front yard porch setback variation, a 3.13’ front yard 
porch step setback variation, and a 194.14 square foot (24.4%) side yard adjoining a street 
impervious surface coverage variation to permit the replacement of a one-story sunroom and 
construct a new front porch and steps on the legal non-conforming structure at 900 Oakwood Avenue 
in accordance with the plans submitted. 
 
(After the vote on the request) 
Move to authorize the Chairman to prepare the report and recommendation for the Zoning Board 
of Appeals for case number 2018-Z-03. 
 
CASE FILE DOCUMENTS 
 
     Doc. No.     Documents  
 Location Maps And Plans 
 
  1.0 Zoning Map 
  1.1 Sanborn Fire Map 
  1.2 Sidwell Tax Map 

1.3 Plat of Survey 
1.4 Site Plan 
1.5 Demolition Plan 
1.6 Foundation Plan 
1.7 Proposed Plan 
1.8 South Elevation 
1.9 East Elevation 
1.10 West Elevation 
1.11 Perspective Drawings 

 
 Written Correspondence and Documentation 
 
  2.0 Completed application form 
  2.1 Letter of application 
  2.2 Proof of ownership 
  2.3 Notice of Public Hearing as prepared for the petitioner, 

December 12, 2017 
  2.4 Notice of Public Hearing as published in the Wilmette Beacon, 

December 14, 2017 
  2.5 Certificate of publication 
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  2.6 Certificate of posting, dated December 15, 2017 
2.7 Affidavit of compliance with notice requirements, filed by 

applicant, December 22, 2017 
2.8 Established Front Yard Setback Worksheet for the 900 Block of 

Oakwood Avenue 
 

3.0 TESTIMONY, COMMENTS AND ARGUMENTS ON BEHALF OF THE 
APPLICANT 
 
 3.1 Persons appearing for the applicant 
 
  3.11 Mr. Erich Wefing, architect 
   Wefing Design Studio 
   133 N. Jefferson, Chicago 
 
 3.2 Summary of presentations 
 
3.21 Ms. Roberts said that this is a request for a 3.13’ front yard setback variation, a 4.0’ 

side yard adjoining a street setback variation, a 3.13’ front yard porch setback 
variation, a 3.13’ front yard porch step setback variation, and a 194.14 square foot 
(24.4%) side yard adjoining a street impervious surface coverage variation to permit 
the replacement of a one-story sunroom and construct a new front porch and steps on 
the legal non-conforming structure. The village board will hear this case on January 
23, 2018.  

 
3.22 Mr. Wefing provided some background. The owners, Jerry and Elaine Lenz, moved 

into the house in 1985. They have already done two projects in the house. The 
applicant has a collection of trains and cars and they built storage for them with an 
attic renovation. The second project was to expand to a two-car garage. They have 
been with St. Francis since 1985. They are civic minded and good neighbors.  

 
 The sunroom is falling off the house and they want to replace as is. The second piece 

is to add a front porch. They want to sit out front of their house. The current porch is 
in disrepair.  

 
 He explained how one arrives at the front yard setback calculation. They are at 32’ 

versus a typical 25’. He showed a 3-D model of the house. A good portion of the 
house is over the setback. He showed which areas were over the front and side yards 
setback. To rebuild this, they are already non-conforming. They are asking for the 
ability to rebuild the sunroom and add a front porch. By code they can go 6’ into the 
front yard. He thinks that the village should relook that and it should be 8’. One 
cannot gather with others on a 6’ porch. A lot of historic porches in the village are 8’. 
Architecturally the front porch adds interest to the house and should add a place for 
people to gather. For the porch, they are going 6’ from the face of the sunroom. They 
would not need a variation for the 6’ or the 3’ extension of the stairs if the front of 
the house was not already over the setback.  
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3.23 Chairman Surman asked if he was saying if the front of the house matched the setback 
then they could build the porch.  

 
 Mr.Wefing said they could build the porch and stairs.  
 
3.24 Chairman Surman said that the dimension they are talking about is 2’-10.5”.  
 
 Mr. Wefing talked about the standards of review. The house existed since 1922 in 

the current condition. That is the hardship – the preexisting non-compliance of the 
house. Standard two – unique circumstances – the unique circumstances were that 
they bought the house and bought it before the zoning code changed and the front 
yard setback was then non-conforming. That is a unique condition. Regarding 
difficulty or hardship being peculiar to the property in question…, it is a unique 
condition due to the age of the house. Along that street, there are varying conditions. 
The applicants are on a corner lot that is over on both sides.  

 
 If one looks at the site plan, they have not built in an entire area. It’s as if the house 

was shifted over. If it had been moved in a different direction the requests would not 
require variations. If it was shifted to the north and to the west they would have been 
fine.  

 
3.25 Chairman Surman asked about the current foundation below the porch and whether 

it was adequate.  
 
 Mr. Wefing said that it was not adequate.  
 
3.26 Mr. Boyer noted that there are five variance requests. Three deal with the original 

siting of the house and two of them deal with the new porch being added.  
 
 Mr. Wefing said that the hardship related to maintaining the value of the house is 

related to where the existing sunroom is sited.  
 
3.27 Mr. Boyer said he assumes that the sunroom was an original porch.  
 
 Mr. Wefing said that one could say that. It was not really built as living space and 

now the foundation is failing. 
 
3.28 Mr. Boyer said that the board’s discussion will focus on hardship among other things.  
 
 Mr. Wefing said that the hardship is that it is unique to this property and the house is 

built over the setback.  
 
3.29 Mr. Schneider referenced 1.7, plan of the replacement of the sun room and addition 

of the porch. If he understands, they are replacing the sunroom because it is falling 
apart. They want to replace the entrance deck and the stairs. The incremental addition 
is the front porch, which results in the variation requests 3 and 4. One ask could have 
been to indicate that the sunroom is failing and is obsolete and they need to replace 
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it, as well as the walkway and the stairs. In addition to that they want to ask for an 
incremental area called the porch.  

 
 Mr. Wefing said that if the setback had been 25’ instead of 32’ they would be 

conforming.  
 
3.30 Mr. Robke said that if the porch had not been converted to a sunroom then they would 

have a porch that conforms. The sunroom was likely a porch in the past.  
 
 Mr. Wefing said it was used as a living room. They are well under FAR.  
 
3.31 Chairman Surman said it seems like most of the board would approve replacing the 

sunroom. The issue of adding another porch is something that he not sure that is 
supported. The board looks at different codes and interprets them as best they can. 
When one looks at the setbacks and he was at the house this afternoon, the sunroom 
goes out further than most homes on the block. A hardship cannot be that one wants 
a larger living room. The board understands the request for the seating, but there is 
hesitation on the part of the board. The village encourages porches for aesthetics.  

 
3.32 Mr. Boyer said he counted one new house on the block that was included in the front 

yard setback calculation. Is that correct?  
 
 Ms. Roberts said that front yard setbacks are set in time – 2003. Even if a new home 

goes in the setback isn’t changed.  
 
3.33 Mr. Boyer said that the house before this house may have had a setback that was a 

lot closer than where it sits now.  
 
 Ms. Roberts said that is possible.  
 
3.34 Mr. Boyer asked where the original house was sitting on the lot for the home that is 

now new construction.  
 
 Ms. Roberts said she could look this up.  
 
3.35 Mr. Boyer said that house may now be lined up with other houses, but wasn’t before.  

It further exacerbates the look of the non-conformity.  
 
3.36 Chairman asked if the current sunroom was in good condition and they were not 

doing work to it and they said they want to add a porch to the front of the house, 
could they do it then? 

 
 Ms. Roberts said that they could do it then. If they were just doing the porch and not 

replacing the sunroom, the porch alone would qualify for administrative review.  
 
3.37 Chairman Surman said that if this was two separate projects it would get approved.  
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3.38 Mr. Robke asked if it would get approved or reviewed.  
 
 Ms. Roberts said she believes that the administrative committee would have 

supported it and it would then be noticed to neighbors who would have an 
opportunity to provide input.  

 
 Mr. Wefing said he completely thrown off about this. They chose to bundle them 

together instead of just asking for the sunroom and then asking for the porch.  
 
3.39 Mr. Tritsis said that Mr. Wefing said that there was room on the side to build. Did 

they ever consider that? 
 
 Mr. Wefing said it would be a different look. The applicants like the house the way 

it is. It would involve reconfiguring the downstairs.  
 
3.40 Mr. Tritsis was talking about the porch piece.  
 
3.41 Mr. Boyer said there are porches that wrap on the side instead of across the front.  
 
 Mr. Wefing said they looked at some options to do that. They want to see the view 

down Oakwood. They wanted more public interaction.  For the applicants, they 
haven’t liked the look of the front of the house.  

 
3.42 Mr. Boyer said that the lot is 109’ deep. How many 100’ lots are there in this part of 

the village? 
 
 Ms. Roberts said that it was probably less than 12 and this is not a typical situation.  
 
3.43 Chairman Surman said they don’t have much of a rear yard.  
 
 Mr. Wefing said properties in the village that have corner lots are unique. Having 

diversity of property types is interesting, but difficult when one wants to build.  
 
(After section 4.0) 
3.44 The board had no questions and the applicant had no further comments.  
 

4.0 INTERESTED PARTIES 
 
4.1 Persons speaking on the application 
 
 4.11 Ms. Siobhan Nibhuachalla 
  427 9th Street 
 
 4.12 Ms. Mary Beth Cummings 
  834 Oakwood Avenue 
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 4.13 Mr. Frank Paul 
  904 Oakwood Avenue 
 
4.2 Summary of presentations 
 
4.21 Ms. Nibhuachalla said she lives four houses to the north of the subject house. She is 

at the meeting on behalf of her husband and several neighbors unable to attend. 
Everyone completely supports the application. It will enhance the applicants’ lives 
and the neighborhood. The house will look nicer from the outside. She said that 
sunroom is technically a sunroom but is the living room of their house. The bow 
window is the dining room. The actual living room is small and not functional. The 
‘sunroom’ needs to be rebuilt to have proper heating with proper insulation. Adding 
the porch is a safety issue and one can see who is coming to their door. Regarding 
wrapping the porch to the side, this is not doable. The sun room could not be 
integrated as part of a porch. It is really a living room. She asked the board to approve 
the request.  

 
4.22 Ms. Cummings said she is representing her husband and lives across the street from 

the applicant to the east. She grew up at 834 Oakwood Avenue. The applicants have 
done great renovations to the house. It is a beautiful old house they enhanced. The 
new project will continue the enhancements. They will use the porch space. They are 
an important part of the neighborhood and are wonderful neighbors. The proposed 
porch seems like an appropriate enhancement to the house. The sunroom needs some 
work. She supports the entire project. The lot is a corner lot and the corner provides 
room for extra space. All four corners of the block are the shortened lots.  

 
4.23 Mr. Paul said he is the neighbor to the west. His lot was subdivided into the four 

houses there are now. His house was built in the 1800s. He supports the proposal. 
They have been neighbors for 25 years. The improvements the applicants made to 
their house have been very nice and have also improved the neighborhood. He is 
confident that the proposal will be an improvement to their house and the 
neighborhood. He does not want the applicants to tear the house down. He already 
went through a building nightmare with the house behind his to the north and Mr. 
Paul’s house sustained damage as did his property. He is in favor of improvement 
over a tear down. He has a short lot and it’s been a problem. It will improve the 
applicants’ ability to live in their house that is safe and habitable. He talked about the 
damage to his house and to his property which was extensive.  

 
 Chairman Surman asked Mr. Paul if he had an issue with the porch coming out a little 

further than it is right now.  
 
 Mr. Paul had no problem with this.  
 

5.0 VIEWS EXPRESSED BY MEMBERS OF THE ZONING BOARD OF APPEALS 
 
5.1 Mr. Boyer said there are five variance requests. Requests 1, 2, and 5 deal with the 

siting of the house. He has no problem with those variances. They are rebuilding the 
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sunroom. The hardship is the siting of the home and the request gets caught in new 
zoning ordinances. Requests 2 and 3 caused more concern, especially regarding how 
far the new front porch would stick out as this is a corner lot. Regarding the hardships 
the house has, his decision turns on the small lot size and original home siting. He is 
comfortable with the amount they are asking over the front yard porch and step 
setbacks. It is roughly 3’ over. Although the board does not look at precedent, there 
are many homes on smaller lots that needed complete reconstruction and rehab and 
had multiple variances to have rehab done. Considering what he believes is a 
relatively small ask and a sympathetic addition to the original home, he can support 
this.  

 
5.2 Mr. Robke added that he was troubled by the front porch and the corner sticking out 

like that, but realized that it is a small ask. The neighbors offered strong support. He 
can support the request.  

 
5.3 Mr. Schneider agreed with the above. It is a small request and the changes will be a 

good addition to the neighborhood. He can support this.  
 
5.4 Mr. Tritsis said that the neighbors gave very strong support. That speaks for itself. 

He can support the request. He has a small lot, so he empathizes.  
 
5.5 Chairman Surman agrees with the above comments. There are many things that 

contribute to the need for the variations including lot size, siting of the property and 
he appreciates that the representative looked at the depth of the porch and went with 
6’ although 8’ would be ideal. It is a nice design. The porch is not overdone. He can 
support the request.  

 
6.0 DECISION 

 
6.1 Mr. Boyer moved to recommend granting a request for a 3.13’ front yard setback 

variation, a 4.0’ side yard adjoining a street setback variation, a 3.13’ front yard porch 
setback variation, a 3.13’ front yard porch step setback variation, and a 194.14 square 
foot (24.4%) side yard adjoining a street impervious surface coverage variation to 
permit the replacement of a one-story sunroom and construct a new front porch and 
steps on the legal non-conforming structure at 900 Oakwood Avenue in accordance 
with the plans submitted.  

 
 6.11 Mr. Robke seconded the motion and the vote was as follows: 
 
  Acting Chairman Bob Surman  Yes 
  Chairman Patrick Duffy  Not Present 
  Mike Boyer    Yes 
  John Kolleng    Not Present 
  Michael Robke    Yes 
  Reinhard Schneider   Yes 
  Christopher Tritsis   Yes 
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  Motion carried. 
 
6.2 Mr. Schneider moved to authorize the Chairman to prepare the report and 

recommendation for the Zoning Board of Appeals for case 2018-Z-03.  
 

   6.21 Mr. Robke seconded the motion and the voice vote was all ayes and no nays.  
 

7.0 FINDINGS OF FACT UPON WHICH DECISION WAS BASED 
 

The Zoning Board of Appeals finds that the request meets the variation standards of Section 
5.4.F of the Zoning Ordinance. The physical conditions of the property, the lot size and the 
siting of the house on the lot, impose upon the owner a practical difficulty. The plight of the 
owner was not created by the owner and is due to unique circumstances of the lot. The 
difficulty prevents the owner from making reasonable use of the property with an improved 
sunroom addition and a functional front porch. The proposed variations for the sunroom 
allow for the replacement of an existing condition, which will not impair an adequate supply 
of light and air to adjacent neighbors. The porch is open and likewise will not impact light 
and air. Similarly, the variations will not alter the essential character of the neighborhood. 
The new porch will enhance the neighborhood. 

 
8.0 RECOMMENDATION 
 
 The Zoning Board of Appeals recommends granting a request for a 3.13’ front yard setback 

variation, a 4.0’ side yard adjoining a street setback variation, a 3.13’ front yard porch setback 
variation, a 3.13’ front yard porch step setback variation, and a 194.14 square foot (24.4%) 
side yard adjoining a street impervious surface coverage variation to permit the replacement 
of a one-story sunroom and construct a new front porch and steps on the legal non-
conforming structure at 900 Oakwood Avenue in accordance with the plans submitted. 
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SUBJECT: Ordinance Increasing Water and Refuse Rates 

MEETING DATE: Introduction – January 9, 2018 
Adoption – January 23, 2018 

FROM: John Prejzner, Assistant Director of Administrative Services 

None 

Recommended Motions

Move to introduce and subsequently adopt Ordinance No. 2018-O-6 amending the Wilmette 
Village Code (Chapters 18 Sewer and Water Facilities & Chapter 6 Service and User Fees). 

Background

On December 12, 2017 the Village Board approved an Ordinance increasing the water rate 
and solid waste collection fees. 

Discussion

Upon staff’s review of the Village Code, staff noticed that all references to the water rates and 
solid waste collection fees were not updated as intended, thus requiring technical amendments. 
Specifically, the Village Code reference to water rates for non-wholesale customers outside of the 
Village (approximately six) and refuse fees for certain multi-dwelling units were not included in the 
previous Ordinance. As a result, the attached Ordinance will bring the Village in line with the 
desired rates.  

Chapter 18 Section 18-5.2 sets the rates outside of the Village. Since 1990, this rate has been 
double the residential rate. However, in the 2015 and subsequent water rate amendments this 
section was inadvertently left out. Therefore the proposed Ordinance increases the rate in the 
Village Code to $5.36 per 100 cubic feet, double the current residential rate of $2.68 per 100 cubic 
feet.  

Chapter 6 Section 6-9.2.2 sets the solid waste collection fee. While the previously adopted 
Ordinance increased the solid waste collection fee for multi-dwelling units that have individual 

BUDGET IMPACT: 

Village Manager’s Office

mailto:prejznerj@wilmette.com
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water service metered, the Ordinance inadvertently omitted multi-dwelling units that have one 
water meter per building.  

Staff is in the process of doing a comprehensive code review. During this process, multiple 
references to the same rate will be eliminated to avoid the possibility of omitting updates in the 
future.   

Documents Attached

1. Ordinance #2018-O-6 Amending the Village Code
2. Cover Memo for Ordinance 2017-O-82 Increasing the Water and Refuse Rates



ORDINANCE NO. 2018-O-6 

AN ORDINANCE AMENDING THE WILMETTE VILLAGE CODE 
(Chapter 18 Sewer and Water Facilities & Chapter 6 Service and User Fees) 

WHEREAS, the Village of Wilmette is a home rule municipality as provided in Article VII, 

Section 6 of the Constitution of the State of Illinois, 1970, and may pursuant to said authority 

undertake any action and adopt any ordinance relating to its governance and affairs; and 

WHEREAS, the Village President and Board of Trustees of the Village (“Village Board”) 

find that the sound management of the public finances of the Village of Wilmette necessitates that 

from time to time the Village of Wilmette revise certain user fees and rates in order to adequately 

fund the public services provided by the Village of Wilmette; and 

WHEREAS, the Village Board adopted Ordinance 2017-O-82 an Ordinance Increasing Water 

and Refuse Rates on December 12, 2017; and 

WHEREAS, the certain rates provided for that ordinance were incorrect, as the adopted 

ordinances were not correctly codified and contained scrivener’s errors that should be corrected; 

and 

WHEREAS, certain rates for water services beyond the Village’s jurisdictional boundaries 

should also be increased and were not captured pursuant to that ordinance; and 

WHEREAS, this ordinance will apply retroactively from January 1, 2018. 

NOW THEREFORE BE IT ORDAINED BY THE PRESIDENT AND BOARD OF 

TRUSTEES of the Village of Wilmette, Cook County, Illinois: 

SECTION 1: Each of the foregoing recitals and findings are hereby made a part of this 

Ordinance and are incorporated by reference as if set forth verbatim herein. 

SECTION 2: The Wilmette Village Code, 1993, as amended, is further amended in 

Chapter 18, “Sewer and Water Facilities,” Section 18-5, “Water Rates and Bills,” Subsection 18-
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5.2, “Rates Outside the Village,” in the manner and form shown below in said Subsection 18-5.2, 

by deleting the text of said Subsection 18-5.2 shown in strikethrough type below and inserting the 

new text shown in underlined bold type below, so that said Subsection 18-5.2 shall hereafter read 

as follows: 

18-5.2 RATES OUTSIDE THE VILLAGE.  

The following rates are hereby established for non-wholesale consumers outside the 
village limits receiving water from the water system of the village.  The minimum charge 
for each three months' period shall be $42.88 39.84. The charge for water used shall be 
$5.36 4.98 per 100 cubic feet.   

SECTION 3: The Wilmette Village Code, 1993, as amended, is further amended in Chapter 

6, “Finance,” Section 6-9, “Service and User Fees,” Subsection 6-9.2, “Solid Waste Collection 

Fee,” further Subsection 6-9.2.2, “Amount of Solid Waste Collection Fee,” by deleting the text 

shown in strikethrough and inserting the new text shown in underlined bold type below, so that 

said further Subsection 6-9.2.2 shall hereafter read as follows: 

6-9.2.2 AMOUNT OF SOLID WASTE COLLECTION FEE.  

The amount of Solid Waste Collection Fee shall be as follows: 

(a) For detached dwellings, the Solid Waste Collection Fee shall be $23.75 per month 
or any portion thereof, said Solid Waste Collection Fee to be billed and paid in installments 
of $71.25 per calendar quarter or pro rated fraction thereof.   

(b) For each dwelling unit that is part of a multi-unit dwelling that receives individual 
solid waste collection service and individual water service metered for separately for that 
dwelling unit as described in Section 6-9.2.1(a)(1), the Solid Waste Collection Fee shall be 
$23.75 per month or any portion thereof, said Solid Waste Collection Fee to be billed and 
paid in installments of $71.25 per calendar quarter or pro rated fraction thereof. 

(c) For multi-unit dwellings wherein each dwelling unit that is part of the multi-unit 
dwelling that does not receive individual solid waste collection service and individual water 
service metered for separately for that dwelling unit as described in Section 6-9.2.1(a)(2), the 
Solid Waste Collection Fee to be paid by the entity responsible for payment of the water 
service bill for that multi-unit dwelling shall be the total of $23.75 23.17 per month multiplied 
by the number of all the dwelling units in the multi-family structure, said Solid Waste 
Collection Fee to be billed and paid in installments of $71.25 67.17 per calendar quarter 
times the number of all the dwelling units, or pro rated fraction thereof. 
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SECTION 4:  This Ordinance shall be applied retroactively from January 1, 2018 and shall be 

in full force and effect subsequent to its passage, approval and publication as required by law. 

PASSED by the President and Board of Trustees of the Village of Wilmette, Illinois, on the 

23rd  day of January, 2018, according to the following roll call vote: 

AYES:           ___________________________________________________________ 

NAYS:           ___________________________________________________________ 

ABSTAIN:    ___________________________________________________________ 

ABSENT:     ___________________________________________________________ 

 Clerk of the Village of Wilmette, IL 

APPROVED by the President of the Village of Wilmette, Illinois, this 23rd  day of January, 2018. 

 President of the Village of Wilmette, IL 

ATTEST: 

Clerk of the Village of Wilmette, IL 
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SUBJECT: Ordinance Increasing Water and Refuse Rates 

MEETING DATE: Introduction – November 28, 2017 
Adoption – December 12, 2017 

FROM: Michael Braiman, Assistant Village Manager 
John Prejzner, Assistant Director of Administrative Services 

See Budget Impact Section 

Recommended Motions 

Move to introduce and subsequently adopt Ordinance No. 2017-O-82 amending the Wilmette 
Village Code (Chapters 18 Sewer and Water Facilities & Chapter 6 Service and User Fees). 

Background 

The Village Board held a series of budget meetings on the following dates to review and discuss 
FY 2017 budget performance and the FY 2018 proposed budget: 

 August 28, 2017: Mid-Year Financial Review & CIP Introduction

 September 26, 2017: Presentation of FY 2018 Budget to Village Board

 October 3, 2017: Review of Proposed FY 2018 Budget

At the October 3rd Budget Workshop, increases to the water and residential refuse and recycling 
rates were discussed and recommended for approval as part of the 2018 Budget.  

Discussion and Budget Impact 

The proposed fee changes are summarized below. 

Category 2017 Amount 2018 Amount 

Residential Refuse & Recycling $ 23.17 per month $ 23.75 per month 

Residential Water Rate $ 2.61/ccf $ 2.68/ccf 

BUDGET IMPACT: 

Village Manager’s Office
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Refuse Fee 

The Village’s solid waste contract with Advanced Disposal commenced April 1, 2010. The 
contract, which included a change in service from backdoor pickup to curbside collection was 
estimated to save the Village approximately $2.2 million over the course of the seven-year 
contract, when compared to the cost of maintaining the old system of collection. The contract 
called for annual rate increases of 3.5% through 2017. During the course of 2015, the Village 
approached Advanced Disposal to discuss an extension of the contract. The Village was able 
to negotiate significant changes to the contract’s cost structure which is projected to save the 
Village nearly $2 million through 2020 when the contract expires. These savings have allowed 
the Village to hold the residential refuse rate flat for the past two years. A modest 2.5% increase 
in the rate ($7 per year for a resident) is included in the budget for 2018 to offset the cost of the 
solid waste contractual increase. This fee for service is intended to cover 100% of the solid 
waste & leaf collection program costs.  

Residential Water Rate 

The Village’s residential water rate has not increased for six out of the last seven years. In 
2015, the Village Board approved a Water Rate Policy Statement to ensure that water revenues 
meet long-term goals:  

 A balanced budget in the Water Fund – Operating expenses shall equal projected
revenues

 Water Plant Capital Improvements – A minimum of $400,000 available annually to fund
necessary maintenance and repairs to the Water Plant; this does not include major
projects which may require bond proceeds

 Water Main Replacement Program – Beginning in Fiscal Year 2020, the Village shall
allocate funding necessary to replace at least 1% of its domestic water mains annually
at an estimated cost of $1,300,000

 Water Fund Reserve – Sufficient funds available to meet the annual minimum
recommended reserve level in the current fiscal year as well as the three-year cash flow
projection

 General Fund Transfer – An annual transfer made to the General Fund to reduce the
Village’s reliance on the property tax levy; this transfer has historically been
approximately $1,000,000

In accordance with this policy, the Village reevaluates its water fund goals and water rates 
annually to ensure these goals are met. To that end, it is recommended that the Village adopt 
a modest 7 cent increase to the water rate in FY 2018, approximately 2.7%, from $2.61/ccf to 
$2.68/ccf (1 ccf = 100 cu.ft.). The Village avoided water rate increases over six of the last seven 
years.  A modest increase in 2018 will recognize that normal costs to operate the water plant 
and distribution system in regards to personnel, commodities and other costs increase over 
time. 

Documents Attached 

1. Ordinance #2017-O-82 Amending Fees
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SUBJECT: 2018 Road Program Motor Fuel Tax (MFT) Resolution 
 
MEETING DATE:  January 23, 2018       
 
FROM:   Brigitte Berger-Raish, P.E., Director of Engineering and Public Works  
   Dan Manis, P.E., Village Engineer 
 Jorge Cruz, P.E., Assistant Village Engineer 

   
Net Cost 
Budget Amount 

$700,000 
$700,000 

Over/(Under) Budget $0 
  

 
 

 
Recommended Motion 
 
Move to approve Resolution 2018-R-1 to secure $700,000 of Motor Fuel Tax (MFT) funds from 
the State of Illinois for the 2018 Road Program.     
 
Background 
 
The annual road program consists of intermittent curb and gutter and sidewalk replacement as 
needed, minor utility repairs, pavement patching, asphalt street resurfacing and brick 
replacement (Forest Avenue only) at various locations throughout the Village.  
 
The streets included in the 2018 road program are as follows: 
 
Street From To Pavement Type/ Strategy    
Poplar Dr. Isabella St. Wilmette Ave. Asphalt/Resurfacing 
Lawler Ave. Big Tree Ln. Temple Ln. Asphalt/Resurfacing 
Big Tree Ln. Glenview Rd. Lawler Ave.  Asphalt/Resurfacing 
Glendenning Rd. Greenwood Ave. Ashland Ave. Asphalt/Resurfacing 
Westwood Ln. Seger St. Lake Ave. Asphalt/Resurfacing 
Ouilmette Ln. Washington Ave. Lake Ave. Asphalt/Resurfacing 
Washington Ave. Laramie Ave. LeClaire Ave. Asphalt/Resurfacing 
Forest Ave 6th Street 7th Street Asphalt Removal/Brick Restore 
 
Miscellaneous pavement patching will also be completed at various locations as indicated on 
the attached map.  
 

Engineering & Public Works 
Department 

BUDGET IMPACT: 
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The process for choosing which streets to rehabilitate is based on the pavement condition index 
(PCI) of the street which is generated by pavement management software.  Visual inspections 
of street are conducted by staff and the various types of pavement deficiencies and their 
severity are cataloged and entered into the program. Priority is given to streets which are in the 
poorest condition. 
 
Discussion     
 
The State’s MFT funds are generated by a fuel consumption excise tax. A portion of the excise 
tax revenue is passed on to all communities throughout Illinois to help fund road maintenance 
and improvements. The annual MFT funding received by Wilmette depends on the current 
Village population and the revenue generated by fuel consumption from the previous year. The 
Village of Wilmette’s 2018 budget allocates $700,000 in MFT funds. 
 
Passing an annual resolution is a requirement by the Illinois Department of Transportation 
(IDOT) in order to secure Motor Fuel Tax (MFT) funds. Once IDOT receives and executes the 
resolution, funding is encumbered for the work. The State also requires that contract 
documents for projects utilizing MFT funds be reviewed and approved by the local area IDOT 
engineer before the project is eligible for bidding.    
 
Schedule 
 
Contractor bids for the 2018 Road Program are scheduled to be opened on January 30.  The 
bidding results are expected to be presented to the Village Board on February 13.  Construction 
is anticipated to begin in late March and be completed by late June.  
 
Budget Impact 
 
The 2018 Road Program budget is shown below: 
 

Account Name Account Number  Budget ($) 
Road Program 11202035-425250 1,146,985 
Motor Fuel Tax  22632010-470100 700,000 

 
Documents Attached 

1. BLR 09111 – Resolution for Improvements by Municipality under the Illinois Highway 
Code. 

2. Patching Location Map 



Printed 1/16/2018 BLR 09111 (Rev. 11/06) 

 

 

 Resolution for Improvement by 
 Municipality Under the Illinois  
 Highway Code 

 

BE IT RESOLVED, by the  President and Board of Trustees of the 
 Council or President and Board of Trustees  

Village of  Wilmette Illinois 
City, Town or Village  

that the following described street(s) be improved under the Illinois Highway Code: 
 

Name of Thoroughfare Route From To 

Poplar Dr. NA Isabella St. Wilmette Ave. 

Lawler Ave. NA Big Tree Ln. Temple Ln. 

Big Tree Ln. NA Glenview Rd. Lawler Ave. 

Glendenning Rd. NA Greenwood Ave. Ashland Ave. 

Westwood Ln. NA Seger St. Lake Ave. 

Ouilmette Ln. NA Washington Ave. Lake Ave. 

Washington Ave. NA Laramie Ave. Le Claire Ave. 

Forest Ave NA 6th Street 7th Street 

Miscellaneous pavement patching locations indicated on attached map. No patching will be conducted on state or county 
roads. 

 

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, 
1.  That the proposed improvement shall consist of  roadway resurfacing & rehabilitation of approximately 8,000 linear 

feet  (1.52 miles) of roadways at various locations within the Village of Wilmette, Cook County, Illinois. The work 

shall consist of minor repairs to utility structures and concrete curb and sidewalk replacement as needed. The  

pavement will subsequesntly be milled, patched, and resurfaced with hot-mix asphalt of all but Forest Ave which 

will restore the brick pavement. and shall be constructed various wide 

and be designated as Section 17-00201-00-PV  

 
2.  That there is hereby appropriated the (additional   Yes    No) sum of Seven hundred thousand and 00/100 

 
      Dollars ( $700,000.00 ) for the 

 
improvement of said section from the municipality’s allotment of Motor Fuel Tax funds. 

 
3.  That work shall be done by contract ; and, 
 Specify Contract or Day Labor  

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, that the Clerk is hereby directed to transmit two certified copies of this resolution to the 
district office of the Department of Transportation. 
 

  

Approved  I,  Timothy J. Frenzer Clerk in and for the 

  
  Village of Wilmette 

  City, Town or Village  

   County of  Cook , hereby certify the 
Date   

  foregoing to be a true, perfect and complete copy of a resolution adopted  

  
  by the President and Board of Trustees  
  Council or President and Board of Trustees  

Department of Transportation   at a meeting on January 23, 2018 
  Date 
  IN TESTIMONY WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and seal this 

  
         day of        

Regional Engineer   

 (SEAL)  

  
   

Clerk   City, Town, or Village Clerk 
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SUBJECT: Contract Amendment for the Sheridan Road Retaining Wall Repair 

Project 
      
MEETING DATE:  January 23, 2018       
 
FROM: Brigitte Berger-Raish, P.E., Director of Engineering and Public Works 
 Dan Manis, P.E., Village Engineer 
 Jorge Cruz, P.E., Assistant Village Engineer 

 
 

 

 
Recommended Motion 
 

Move to approve contract amendment 1 with Chicagoland Paving, Lake Zurich, IL in the 
amount of $14,688 for the Sheridan Road Retaining Wall Repair Project.    
 
Background 
 
A contract was awarded with Chicagoland Paving, Inc. on October 10, 2017 to repair a 100-
foot section of the segmental concrete block retaining wall for the Sheridan Road multiuse path 
underpass near the Wilmette Harbor. Structural failure of the retaining wall was identified in 
2016 and repairs were discussed at the June 20, 2017 Municipal Services Committee meeting.  
 
Discussion 
 
Construction began late fall 2017 with removal of the existing retaining wall and excavation for 
the footing of the new segmental concrete block wall. During this demolition work, the original 
retaining wall footing was found to be more shallow than expected and the underlying soils 
were saturated from recent rains. Based on these site conditions at the time of construction 
and concerns with constructability of a steep wall transition, the depth of the wall was increased 
to ensure construction of a structurally sound retaining wall system.  
 
This work generated additional excavation quantities amounting to $5,250 and retaining wall 
quantities amounting to $9,280. In addition, buried cathodic protection wiring for the Wilmette 
Harbor underground fuel tank was damaged during construction that incurred a repair expense 
of $3,275. The location of the wiring was expected outside the limits of excavation. With savings 

Original Contract   $75,000 
Amendment No. 1 $14,688 
Revised Contract  $89,688 

Engineering and Public Works 
Department 

BUDGET IMPACT: 
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of $3,117 on other line items of work, the total increase to the contract value amounts to 
$14,688.          
 
Schedule 
 
Installation of the new retaining wall and paving of the adjacent asphalt path were completed 
late last year. Work was suspended in December 2017 for the winter and is anticipated to 
resume in early April 2018. The contract completion date is April 28, 2018. Remaining items of 
work include installation of fencing, landscape restoration and path pavement marking.   

Budget Impact 

This work was not budgeted in 2017 but was approved due to savings in 2017 projects. 
 
CIP Budget Estimate  $105,000 
Engineer’s Estimate $82,323 
Original Contract Total  $75,000 
Contract Amendment 1 $14,688 
New Contract Total $89,688 

 
 Documents Attached 

 
1. CIP Project Sheet 
2. Final Estimate of Cost 
3. Village Board Approval Memo – October 10, 2017 
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Engineering                      
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 

Sheridan Road Retaining Wall Repair 2018 $105,000      Operating 

 
Streets, Sidewalks and Alleys  
  
X Critical  
- Recommended  
- Contingent on Funding 
 

Original Purchase Date & Cost 
  
2005 $140,000 
 

      

Project Description 
  

The Sheridan Road bicycle path was constructed in 2005/06 to provide access to cyclists across 
Sheridan Road. The path runs under the Sheridan Road Bridge at Gilson Park. The retaining wall at 
the base of the path has failed and some surface cracks have developed on the path which remains 
open at this time.   

T.Y. Lin, International, Inc. is the project engineer designing the plans for the repair. This project is to 
repair the retaining wall. 

Project Update 
 
This project was deferred from 2017.   
 
Project Alternative 
 
The alternative is to allow the block wall to completely fail and fix it on an emergency basis.   
 
Operating Budget Impact 
 
Is this purchase _______ routine or ___X__ non-routine? 
 

NON-ROUTINE 
Department Budget - Maintenance Costs None 
Personnel Costs None 
Training Costs None 

 



SHERIDAN CROSSING
RETAINING WALL REPAIR
FINAL ESTIMATE OF COST

Sheridan Road Retaining Wall Repair, Bid No. 17-M-0020
Estimated construction costs Chicagoland Paving
ITEM UNIT TOTAL UNIT COST BID COST TOTAL 

CONST.
CONST. 
COST Over/Under

EARTH EXCAVATION CU YD 120 $75.00 $9,000.00 190.0 $14,250.00 $5,250.00
TOPSOIL FURNISH AND PLACE, 4" SQ YD 44 $10.00 $440.00 55.0 $550.00 $110.00
NITROGEN FERTILIZER NUTRIENT LBS 1 $50.00 $50.00 0.0 $0.00 -$50.00
POTASSIUM FERTILIZER NUTRIENT LBS 1 $50.00 $50.00 0.0 $0.00 -$50.00
PHOSPHORUS FERTILIZER NUTRIENT LBS 1 $50.00 $50.00 0.0 $0.00 -$50.00
SODDING SQ YD 44 $35.00 $1,540.00 0.0 $0.00 -$1,540.00
PERIMETER EROSION BARRIER FOOT 70 $6.00 $420.00 0.0 $0.00 -$420.00
AGGREGATE BASE COURSE, TYPE B 9" SQ YD 137 $25.00 $3,425.00 77.0 $1,925.00 -$1,500.00
BITUMINOUS CONCRETE SURFACE REMOVAL SQ YD 127 $10.00 $1,270.00 145.0 $1,450.00 $180.00
TRAFFIC CONTROL AND PROTECTION (SPECIAL) L SUM 1 $19,427.50 $19,427.50 1.0 $19,427.50 $0.00
METAL POST - TYPE A FOOT 21 $15.00 $315.00 28.0 $420.00 $105.00
PAINT PAVEMENT MARKING - LINE 4" FOOT 101 $7.50 $757.50 101.0 $757.50 $0.00
GATE,  SPECIAL EACH 1 $1,000.00 $1,000.00 1.0 $1,000.00 $0.00
SEGMENTAL CONCRETE BLOCK WALL SQ FT 310 $40.00 $12,400.00 542.0 $21,680.00 $9,280.00
HOT MIX ASPHALT SURFACE COURSE, MIXTURE D, N50 TON 23 $185.00 $4,255.00 23.5 $4,347.50 $92.50
PIPE UNDERDRAINS, PERFORATED PVC, 6 INCH FOOT 100 $65.00 $6,500.00 107.0 $6,955.00 $455.00
BICYCLE RAILING EACH 3 $1,250.00 $3,750.00 4.0 $5,000.00 $1,250.00
BICYCLE RAILING REMOVAL AND SALVAGE FOOT 109 $50.00 $5,450.00 92.0 $4,600.00 -$850.00
CONCRETE MEDIAN SURFACE, 4- INCH SQ FT 44 $100.00 $4,400.00 35.0 $3,500.00 -$900.00
FOLD DOWN BOLLARDS EACH 2 $250.00 $500.00 0.0 $0.00 -$500.00

TOTAL $75,000.00 $85,862.50 $10,862.50

Cathodic protection repair to fuel tank $3,275.00
Seeding $550.00

Subtotal: $3,825.00

Subtotal: $0.00
Total: $89,687.50

Award Amount: $75,000.00
over/-under $14,687.50
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SUBJECT: Sheridan Road Bike Path Retaining Wall Repair Project  
 
MEETING DATE:  October 10, 2017      
 
FROM:   Brigitte Berger-Raish, P.E., Director of Engineering and Public Works 
  Dan Manis, P.E., Village Engineer 
 Jorge Cruz, P.E., Assistant Village Engineer 

 
Project Cost  $75,000 
Available Budget  0 

Over/(Under) Budget $75,000 
 

 
Recommended Motion 

Move to approve a contract in the amount of $75,000 with Chicagoland Paving, Inc., Lake 
Zurich, IL for the Sheridan Road Retaining Wall Repair Project. 

Background  

In 2001, T.Y.Lin International completed a Phase I report to construct a multiuse path under 
Sheridan Road at the North Shore Channel Bridge.  The Village received federal TEA-21 grant 
funding and the project was constructed in 2005/2006.  The project included approximately 240 
linear feet of retaining wall on the east side of Sheridan Road. 
 
In 2016, it was discovered that a 100-foot section of retaining wall and the adjacent asphalt 
bike path had begun to structurally fail.    Staff recommends repairing the wall and bike path to 
prevent potential damage to an adjacent harbor building. This unplanned improvement was 
discussed at the June 20, 2017 Municipal Services Committee meeting. 
 
Discussion 
 
T.Y. Lin International prepared the bid documents for the Sheridan Road Retaining Wall Repair 
Project.  The project was advertised for bid in the September 7, 2017 Wilmette Beacon. A 
notice to bidders was also mailed to 25 area contractors.  There were three plan holders and 
the Village received one qualified bid. The bid opening was September 28, 2017 and is 
summarized below: 
  

Engineering and Public 
Works Department 

BUDGET IMPACT: 
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Company Bid 

Chicagoland Paving Contractors, Inc. $75,000 

Landmark Contractors, Inc. No Bid 

Alliance Contractors, Inc. No Bid 

Engineers’ Estimate $85,622 

 
Chicagoland Paving Contractors has worked for the Village in the past. They were awarded 
the 2014 Street Resurfacing program in the amount of $745,929.59 and the 2016 Panera Lot 
Resurfacing Project in November 2016. Staff contacted the two plan holders that did not submit 
a bid to inquire why this choice was made. One of the contractors indicated they did not submit 
a bid due to the limited scope of work and the other contractor was already too busy with other 
projects. Given that the Village reached out to 25 area contractors and only received one 
qualified bid, staff does not believe re-bidding the project would result in additional bidders.   In 
addition, Chicagoland’s price is below the Engineer’s Estimate by over $10,000.  For these 
reasons, staff recommends awarding the Sheridan Road Retaining Wall Repair Project to 
Chicagoland Paving in the amount of $75,000.  
 
Schedule 
 
The retaining wall repairs will begin this year, however it is likely that the adjacent asphalt work 
on the bike path will be completed in spring.  Engineering staff will inspect the project to ensure 
the work is completed in conformance with the approved engineering plans.   
 
Budget Impact 

While there is no budgeted amount for this work in 2017, there are savings in other projects in 
the overall road program to absorb this cost. The 2018 proposed budget and 2017 estimated 
actual assumes this expense. The expense will be allocated to account number – 11202035-
425105-80400. 
  
Documents Attached 

1. Bid Tabulation 

2. CIP Project Sheet 
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SUBJECT: Replacement of Roof at Historical Museum 
 
MEETING DATE:  January 23, 2018       
 
FROM:   Brigitte Ann Berger-Raish, P.E., Director of Engineering and Public Works 
   Guy Lam, Deputy Director of Public Works 

John Ramaker, Facilities Supervisor 
     
Budget Amount 
Final Cost – Roof Construction 

$150,000 
$149,700 

Over/(Under) Budget ($300) 
 
 
Recommended Motion 
 
Move to approve a contract in the amount not to exceed $149,700 with A-1 Roofing Company, 
Elk Grove Village, IL for replacement of the roof at Historical Museum. 
 
Background 
 
This request is for tear-off and new construction of the roof at the Historical Museum, scheduled 
for replacement in 2018 as part of the Village’s 10-year Capital Improvement Program (CIP). 
The existing roof is comprised of the following: 
 

Historical Museum Roof Components 
Location Description Approximate Area (SF) 

Original historical structure 
(east) 

gabled roof with a central low slope 
section 

3,600  

Low slope roof (west) modified bitumen granular 
membrane 

1,700  

Low slope roof (south) canopy extending over the main 
entrance 

150  

 
The existing roof is currently rated as fair to poor condition, based on a roof condition 
assessment conducted by a consultant in July 2016. The final assessment was predicated on 
in-field verification of cracking, splitting of the granular roof membrane and shingles, particularly 
in the valley sections, sheet metal flashing deterioration around the chimney, and ponding of 
water in several areas where there is poor slope to the roof edge scuppers. Several temporary 
patch repairs, scheduled over previous years, were also observed to be in deteriorating 
condition.   
 

Engineering & Public 
Works Department 

BUDGET IMPACT: 
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Discussion 
 
On November 7, 2017, the Village secured a contract in the amount of $19,975 with Hutchinson 
Design Group, Ltd. (HDG), Barrington, IL for professional design and project management 
services. HDG has provided similar scope of work previously for the Village (i.e. roof 
replacement projects at Police Station and Village Hall) and demonstrated to be a competent 
and capable vendor. In November and December, staff worked with HDG to develop bid 
specifications and drawings set for the historical museum roof replacement project. The base 
bid specification includes complete tear-off and new construction for the steep slope roof (i.e. 
gabled roof area), whereas, the low slope roof over the building addition receives a partial tear-
off and install of a new roof system over the existing roof structure. These applications are 
recommended based on the existing roof architecture and build construction (i.e. combination 
of low and steep slope areas) and provides best value (quality vs. cost) when comparing 
alternative roof systems. The build specification also includes a 30-year total roof system 
warranty (i.e. low slope roof areas) and 40-year shingle roof system warranty (up to 110 mph 
wind coverage). The base bid also includes an allowance, totaling $8,500, for additional 
specialty work and to cover miscellaneous repairs for unknown conditions. 
A total of four alternates were also included in the bid package:  
 

Alternate 1: crossover ramp to extend over HVAC piping 
Alternate 2: additional rubber pavers 
Alternate 3: painting of the gables –west facing side only 
Alternate 4: replacement of roof hatch on the steep slope roof area 

 
On December 14, 2017, bid notices for Invitation to Bid (ITB No. 17025) were sent out to six 
pre-qualified vendors. The bid notice was also made available on the Village’s website and 
published in the local newspaper, Wilmette Beacon. On December 19, 2017, a mandatory, pre-
bid meeting and formal walk-through was conducted at the historical museum by staff with five 
vendors. The bid opening occurred on January 9, 2018 and a total of four proposals were 
received. Results of the bid opening are denoted in the table below. 
 

Bid Results ITB No. 17025 

Vendor A-1 Roofing Co.,  
Elk Grove Village, IL 

All American 
Exterior, Inc., 

Lake Zurich, IL 

Sullivan 
Roofing, Inc., 

Schaumburg, IL 

Knickerbocker 
Roofing and 

Paving Co, Inc., 
Harvey, IL 

Base Bid Amount $149,700 $184,500 $189,000 $277,300 

Alternate 1  
(crossover ramp) $12,605 $10,800 $9,000 $10,300 

Alternate 2 
(add’l rubber pavers) $2,315 $2,100 $1,500 $4,200 

Alternate 3 
(paint gable, west side) $3,100 $2,800 $3,400 $3,500 

Alternate 4 
(roof hatch, gable roof) $2,480 $3,800 $3,000 $4,500 

Total Bid Amount $170,200 $204,000 $205,900 $299,800 
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The alternates are optional add-ons to the project and their execution has no impact on the 
primary scope of work (i.e. roof replacement).  Since the lowest bid is not significantly under 
budget, staff does not recommend moving ahead with any of the alternates.     
 
HDG reviewed all four bids for ITB No. 17025 and found them to be submitted in proper fashion 
and in accordance with the Instruction to Bidders. HDG recommends award of the base bid to 
the lowest qualified and responsive bidder, A-1 Roofing Company, Elk Grove Village, IL. A-1 
Roofing has performed work for HDG clients in the past and has demonstrated to be 
competent, capable vendor. HDG also reviewed the scope of work with A-1 Roofing and 
confirmed their bid is inclusive of all required work. Overall, the bid response for this project 
was well-received from reputable, pre-qualified roofing firms. This bid was conducted at an 
advantageous time where contractors are beginning to set up their spring work schedules and 
well in advance of the busy school roof project season (i.e. summer months). When considering 
the fast approaching spring project schedule and vendor availability, pursuing additional 
proposals would not likely produce more favorable pricing. Therefore, staff agrees with HDG’s 
recommendation of awarding the base bid contract to the lowest qualified and responsive 
bidder. 
 
Schedule 
 
If approved, the anticipated work schedule is spring construction (6-weeks total). However, this 
schedule is weather dependent and may fluctuate accordingly. 
 

• Start date: Monday, April 23, 2018  
• End date: Friday, June 1, 2018 

 
Budget Impact 
 
The 2018 Budget provides $150,000 for roof replacement at the Historical Museum. The final 
cost for professional design and project management services ($19,975) was advanced with 
funds from the 2017 Budget; therefore, the full balance of $150,000 is available for roof 
construction. The final cost for roof construction is $149,700 which will result in a budget 
savings of $300. The table below illustrates funding for 2018. 
 

2018 Budget  
11952070-460950-60101 (Existing Bond Proceeds) 

$150,000 
 

Roof Construction (Final Cost) $149,700 

Balance (Savings)  $300 
 
 

Documents Attached 
 

1. CIP page for Roof Replacement at Historical Museum.  
2. Bid Analysis and Recommendation Letter from Hutchinson Design Group 
3. Proposal from A-1 Roofing Company, Elk Grove Village, IL 







 

 

 

January 11, 2018 

                   

 

Ms. Joan Schouten 

Procurement Specialist 

Village of Wilmette 

1200 Wilmette Avenue 

Wilmette, IL  60091       Via Email:  schoutenj@wilmette.com 

 

RE: Wilmette Historical Museum 

 Roofing Removal and Replacement 

 HDG Architect Project No. 2017-103 

 Owners Contract No. ITB17025 

 

Dear Ms. Schouten:   

 

I have reviewed the bids received on Tuesday, January 9, 2018 for the Roofing Removal 

and Replacement at Historical Museum, and have found that all have been properly 

submitted in accordance with the Instruction to Bidders.  There were four bidders of record, 

of which four submitted bids. 

 

The apparent low overall qualified bid of $149,700.00 was submitted by A-1 Roofing 

Company of Elk Grove Village, and is below the project budget.  A-1 Roofing Company is 

an excellent roofing contractor and has completed numerous projects for Hutchinson 

Design Group, Ltd., clients with exceptional results.  We have reviewed the bid with them 

and confirmed that it is inclusive of all required work. 

 

We recommend that the Village of Wilmette consider awarding a contract to A-1 Roofing 

Company in the amount of their Base Bid of $149,700.00, which is within the budget. 

ADD Alternates:  No. 1 – Installation of Crossover Ramp for $12,605.00, No. 2 – 

Installation of Rubber Pavers for $2,315.00, No. 3 – Painting of Gable Trim for $3,100.00, 

and No. 4 – Installation of Two Roof Hatch Railing Systems for $2,480.00 should not be 

considered. 

 

Please let me know if you have any questions or require any further information. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

 
 

Thomas W. Hutchinson, AIA, RRC, CSI, FRCI 

Principal, Hutchinson Design Group, Ltd. 

 

Enclosure:  Bid Tabulation  



 BIDDER BASE BID Add. No. 1 Alt. No. 1 Alt. No. 2 Alt. No. 3 Alt. No. 4

A-1 Roofing Company      

1425 Chase Avenue

Elk Grove Village, IL  60007 $149,700.00 X $12,605.00 $2,315.00 $3,100.00 $2,480.00

All American Exterior Solutions      

150 Oakwood Rd.

Lake Zurich, IL  60047 $184,500.00 X $10,800.00 $2,100.00 $2,800.00 $3,800.00

Knickerbocker Roofing & Paving      

16851 South Lathrop Avenue

Harvey, IL  60426 $277,300.00 X $10,300.00 $4,200.00 $3,500.00 $4,500.00

Sullivan Roofing, Inc.      

60 E. State Parkway

Schaumburg, IL 60173 $189,000.00 X $9,000.00 $1,500.00 $3,400.00 $3,000.00

 

 

 

 

  

BID TAB

Village of Wilmette Historical Museum
Roofing Removal and Replacement

 Project No. 2017-103
January 9, 2018

2:00 p.m.

P:\2017 Projects\2017-103 Wilmette Historical Museum\Design Files\D. Bidding and Negotiations\D6. Bid Tab\2017-103 Bid Tab 2017-103 Bid Tab
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SUBJECT: Radio Console and Antenna Work   
 
MEETING DATE:  January 23, 2018     
 
FROM:   Kyle Murphy, Police Chief 

     
Purchase Cost $ 25,000 
Over/(Under) Budget $(100,163) 

 

 
Recommended Motion 
 

Move to approve a contract in the amount of $25,000 with Chicago Communication, Inc., 
Elmhurst, IL for the installation of radio consoles and antenna work.  
 
Background 

On September 26, 2017 the Village Board approved a contract with Motorola Inc. for the 
purchase of new digital police radios. This purchase was necessitated by the Federal 
Commerce Commission requiring all public safety agencies to vacate their frequencies by 
2021. This memo also discussed and listed a contract with Chicago Communication for the 
installation of radio consoles and antenna work in the amount of $25,000. 
 
Discussion 
 
Staff was finalizing the contract with Chicago Communication when staff realized that the 
contract was not approved by the Village Board. While the intent was to approve this contract 
on September 26, 2017 along with the Motorola contract for the purchase of the radios, the 
approval for the contract with Chicago Communication was inadvertently left off of the agenda. 
Thus, the approval of this contract is required as this contract is over $20,000.   
 
Budget Impact 
 
The costs for the project are summarized below. More discussion is included in the attached 
memo from September 27, 2017 
 

Portable (55) and mobile (18) radios $369,837 

Radio Console and Antenna work 25,000 

Removal and Installation of Equipment 5,000 

Total Cost 399,837 

Wilmette Police Department 

BUDGET IMPACT: 
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2017 Budget 500,000 

Over/(Under) Budget $(100,163) 

 
 Documents Attached 

 
1. Chicago Communication quote for installation of radio consoles 
2. September 26, 2017 Village Board Approval Memo 
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SUBJECT: STARCOM Radio Purchase    
 
MEETING DATE:  September 26, 2017    
 
FROM:   Kyle Perkins, Deputy Police Chief 

     
Purchase Cost $ 394,837 
Over/(Under) Budget $(100,163) 

 

 
Recommended Motion 
 

Move to approve a contract in the amount of $369,837 with Motorola, Inc., Chicago, Il for the 
purchase of STARCOM radios.  
 
Move to approve a contract in the amount of $25,000 with Chicago Communication, Inc., 
Elmhurst, Il for the installation of radio consoles and antenna work.  
 
Background 

The Wilmette Police Department is currently a member of NORCOM (North Regional 
Telecommunications Network), an intergovernmental agency of 11 communities which 
operates and maintains a 20 year-old Ultra High Frequency (UHF) radio infrastructure system. 
This system provides the Police Department the ability to communicate via portable radios with 
dispatch and other neighboring communities for mutual aid. By order of the Federal Commerce 
Commission (FCC), all public safety agencies on UHF must vacate their frequencies by 2021. 
 
The Police Department evaluated radio network radio options, including subscribing to an 
official statewide public safety radio network called STARCOM. STARCOM is a digital radio 
system with state-wide coverage and roaming for Illinois Government users. It was built to 
public safety standards, achieves economies of scale and promotes interoperability among 
local, State, and Federal Government users.  Motorola was awarded a state contract with fixed 
pricing until 2022 to manage, operate and staff the STARCOM network. Because the NORCOM 
network is an over-the-air UFH frequency and the STARCOM network is digital, new equipment 
is needed, including all new radios. The other NORCOM agencies have vacated the network 
and have already transitioned or are intending to transition to STARCOM, a state wide 
interoperability network. 
 
 
 

Wilmette Police Department 

BUDGET IMPACT: 
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Discussion 
 
Staff investigated radio network options including building a new Police radio digital network or 
moving to STARCOM. After evaluating the options, staff recommends that Wilmette move the 
Police Department to the STARCOM radio network for the following reasons: 
 

1. Site Infrastructure: The existing STARCOM system already exists and is currently 
being expanded for use by other surrounding Police and Fire agencies.  Wilmette 
and surrounding communities would not be responsible for building an entire 
radio network from the ground up. 

 
2. Cost Analysis: While there is a high initial investment to purchase new portable 

and mobile radios, the cost for STARCOM is projected to be less going forward 
compared with sharing the existing radio network or building a new radio network 
for Wilmette alone (estimated at $10 to $15 million). Costs for the current phone 
and radio circuit costs through AT&T are increasing approximately 15% every 
year with the current radio system (estimated cost of $107,000 in 2017). This 
annual recurring cost would be eliminated. 

 
3. Interoperability: All surrounding towns are moving to the STARCOM network.  

Wilmette would be able to monitor and communicate with all of these 
municipalities to ensure efficient and effective mutual aid services 
 

Budget Impact 
 
The 2017 budget includes bond proceeds for the replacement of radios (needed due to change 
to a digital frequency) and the radio network. This includes the purchase of handheld radios, 
the purchase and installation of mobile radios, and the installation of radio consoles.   
 
The costs are summarized below: 
 

Portable (55) and mobile (18) radios $369,837 
Radio Console and Antenna work 25,000 
Removal and Installation of Equipment 5,000 
Total Cost 399,837 

 
2017 Budget 500,000 

Over/(Under) Budget $(100,163) 
 
There is an additional cost of $5,000 for removal of existing equipment and installation of new 
equipment in squad cars (this contract does not need Village Board approval).  
 
It is projected that the STARCOM network will go live in the first quarter of 2018. The Police 
Department recommends leaving the existing NORCOM network in place until the third quarter 
of 2018 to provide a backup. Therefore, the NORCOM radio costs will decrease from $107,000 
in 2017 to $77,250 in 2018, and be completely eliminated moving forward. As the STARCOM 
system is a subscription based network, the Village will pay monthly fees for radios that are in 
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use. The fees will be approximately $28,000 per year. The contract for the maintenance fees 
will be brought to the Village Board for approval closer to the start date of the STARCOM 
network.  
 
Once the STARCOM network is live there may be additional expenses needed to address 
problem areas or dead zones for network coverage. This will not be known until the network is 
live in Wilmette.  
  
 Documents Attached 
 

1. Motorola quote for portable and mobile radios 
2. Chicago Communication quote for installation of radio consoles 
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SUBJECT: Ordinance Approval for Recommended Planned Unit Developments 

MEETING DATE:  Introduction – January 16, 2018; Adoption – February 13, 2018 

FROM:   Jeffrey M. Stein, Corporation Counsel  

BUDGET IMPACT:  None 

 
 
Recommended Motion 

Move to introduce and subsequently adopt Ordinance No. 2018-O-07 amending the Wilmette 
Village Code, 1993, as amended, in Chapter 2 Administration.  

Background 

The Corporation Counsel has reviewed the Planned Unit Development (PUD) process and 
recommends minor changes to the Village Code as it relates to that approval process. The 
proposed changes are intended to ensure consistency in the Village’s zoning approval 
process for all relief sought (variations, special uses, Planned Unit Developments). 

A Preliminary Plan for a PUD is originally heard at the Plan Commission and if approved by 
the Village Board, such approval should be in the form of an ordinance. After the approval of 
the Preliminary Plan, the applicant proceeds to the Final Plan.  The Village Code allows a 
Final Plan to be brought to the Village Board upon a recommendation from the Zoning 
Administrator (Community Development Director) that the Final Plan substantially conforms 
to the approved Preliminary Plan and meets all other Village Code requirements. The Village 
Code is silent as to what action the Village Board should take when approving a 
recommended Final Plan. It is the Corporation Counsel’s experience and recommendation 
that the Village Board approve both the Preliminary and Final Plans via an ordinance.   

Discussion 

The Village Code allows for an ordinance receiving a positive recommendation from the 
Zoning Board of Appeals to be adopted at the same meeting in which that ordinance is 
introduced; but is silent as to recommendations from the Plan Commission or the Zoning 
Administrator. Because it is the opinion of the Corporation Counsel that zoning relief to be 
granted by the Village Board be done so in the form of an ordinance, the proposed 
amendment requires adoption of an ordinance to clarify the procedure to approve a 
Preliminary Plan and Final Plan. To be consistent with current zoning variation approvals, 
Preliminary PUD ordinances which have a positive recommendation from the Plan 
Commission are proposed to be able to be adopted at the same meeting in which they are 

Law Department 

mailto:steinj@wilmette.com
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introduced. The same is true for ordinances approving the Final Plan of a PUD that have 
received a positive recommendation from the Zoning Administrator. 

Budget Impact 

No Budget Impact 

Documents Attached 

1. Ordinance No. 2018-O-7 – An Ordinance Amending the Wilmette Village Code 

 



# 644347 

ORDINANCE NO. 2018-O-07 
 

AN ORDINANCE AMENDING THE WILMETTE VILLAGE CODE 
(Chapter 2 Administration)  

 
WHEREAS, the Village of Wilmette is a home rule municipality as provided in Article VII, 

Section 6 of the Constitution of the State of Illinois, 1970, and may pursuant to said authority 

undertake any action and adopt any ordinance relating to its governance and affairs; and, 

WHEREAS, the Village President and Board of Trustees find that amending the Village 

Code as it pertains to the administration of the Village is in the best interests of the health, safety 

and welfare of the public; and 

WHEREAS, the Village Board is authorized to approve ordinances adopting Special Uses 

recommended for approval by the Zoning Board of Appeals at the Village Board meeting when 

such introduction of the ordinance is made, but not from recommendations from the Plan 

Commission; and 

WHEREAS, a Planned Unit Development (“PUD”) is a type of Special Use that requires the 

Plan Commission’s review and holding of a public hearing prior to any recommendation to be 

submitted to the Village Board; and 

WHEREAS, a PUD should be approved by ordinance; and 

WHEREAS, a PUD has two stages of approval, Preliminary and Final; and 

WHEREAS, a Final Plan of PUD that is recommended for approval by the Zoning 

Administrator that substantially conforms to an approved Preliminary Plan and otherwise 

complies will all Village Code requirements, should be approved by Ordinance; and 

WHEREAS, the Village Board has determined it is the best interests of the health, safety 

and welfare of the public for the Village Board to have the ability to approve a recommended 
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Preliminary Plan and subsequently a recommended Final Plan at the meetings in which the 

respective ordinance is introduced.   

NOW THEREFORE BE IT ORDAINED BY THE PRESIDENT AND BOARD OF 

TRUSTEES of the Village of Wilmette, Cook County, Illinois: 

SECTION 1: Each of the foregoing recitals and findings are hereby made a part of this 

Ordinance and are incorporated by reference as if set forth verbatim herein. 

SECTION 2: The Wilmette Village Code, 1993, as amended, is further amended in 

Chapter 2, Administration, Section 2-2 Board of Trustees, subsection 2-2.5.4 Ordinance 

Adoption and Reconsideration Procedure, by inserting the new text shown in underlined bold 

type below, so that said further subsection 2-2.5.4 shall hereafter read as follows:  

2-2.5.4  ORDINANCE ADOPTION AND RECONSIDERATION PROCEDURE.   
The preparation, introduction and adoption of all ordinances shall be governed by the 
following rules of procedure: 
 
(a)   Ordinances are to be prepared by the Corporation Counsel at the request of the Board, 
committee of the Board, President, Manager or department head. 
 
(b)   The Corporation Counsel shall refer the ordinance for introduction to the standing 
committee which has jurisdiction of the subject matter of the ordinance. 
 
(c)   Each ordinance to be introduced shall be placed on the Published Agenda for the 
meeting at which the introduction is to be made. An ordinance shall not be introduced at 
any meeting of the Board unless: 

(1)   It has appeared on the Published Agenda for such meeting; or, 
(2)   This rule shall have been waived with respect to the introduction of such ordinance 
at such meeting by a majority vote of the Trustees present at such meeting.   

(d)   No ordinance shall be finally passed by the Board at the same meeting at which it was 
introduced unless: 
      (1)   This rule is suspended by a majority vote of the Trustees present; or, 

(2)   The ordinance is drawn pursuant to a resolution adopted at a previous meeting of 
the Board; or, 
(3)   The ordinance adopts a recommendation of the Zoning Board of Appeals or Plan 
Commission to grant a variation or Special Use, when such recommendation has been 
approved by the Board as submitted by the Zoning Board of Appeals or Plan 
Commission; or 
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(4)  The ordinance adopts a recommendation of the Final Plan of a Planned Unit 
Development, when the Zoning Administrator recommends approval of the Final 
Plan. 

(e)   Subject to paragraph (d), an ordinance shall be placed on the agenda for passage at 
the next regular meeting following its introduction, unless the Board shall otherwise 
indicate.   
(f)   In the event substantial changes or amendments are made to the ordinance between 
readings, then an amended ordinance with the same number shall be introduced by the 
sponsoring committee at the second reading. This becomes the "introduction" of the 
amended proposed ordinance. 
(g)   If the changes or amendments are not of a substantial nature, the Board may proceed 
to vote on the ordinance "as amended" at the second reading. 
(h)   The President of the Board shall be the sole judge of whether the "changes" are 
substantial enough to refer the proposed ordinance back to the originating committee.   
 
SECTION 3: Codifier’s Authority.  The Village’s codifier is authorized to adjust section 

and paragraph numbering as may be necessary to render this ordinance consistent with the 

numbering of the Village Code. 

SECTION 4: This Ordinance shall be in full force and effect from and after its passage, 

approval and publication in pamphlet form as required by law. 

PASSED by the President and Board of Trustees of the Village of Wilmette, Illinois, on the 

13th day of February, 2018, according to the following roll call vote: 

AYES: Trustees Sullivan, Ducommun, Wolf, Krueger, McKenna, Plunkett and 
President Bielinski._________________________________________________ 

NAYS: None._____________________________________________________________ 

ABSTAIN: None._____________________________________________________________ 

ABSENT:  None.____________________________________________________________ 

            
     Clerk of the Village of Wilmette, IL 
 

APPROVED by the President of the Village of Wilmette, Illinois, this 13th day of February, 

2018. 

            
     President of the Village of Wilmette, IL 
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ATTEST: 
 
        
Clerk of the Village of Wilmette, IL  
 

Published in Pamphlet Form February 14, 2018 
 



REQUEST FOR BOARD ACTION    AGENDA ITEM: 3.15 
 

 

SUBJECT: Technical Amendment to the Village Code to Replace the Restriction for 
the Use of Groundwater for Potable Purposes  

MEETING DATE:  Introduction – January 16, 2018; Adoption – February 13, 2018 

FROM:   Jeffrey M. Stein, Corporation Counsel  

BUDGET IMPACT:  None 

 
 
Recommended Motion 

Move to introduce and subsequently adopt Ordinance No. 2018-O-08 amending the Wilmette 
Village Code, 1993, as amended, in Chapter 9 Housing and Building Regulations.  

Background 

In 2000, the Village Code was amended to include a prohibition from using groundwater as 
potable water.  In 2015, the Illinois Plumbing Code was amended as certain updates were 
recommended to the Village Code.  When those updates were made, the Village Code 
section prohibiting the use of groundwater as potable water was inadvertently removed, 
leaving the Village’s own regulation on this matter silent in the Village Code. 

Per the Assistant General Counsel of the Illinois Environmental Protection Agency (IEPA), 
the need for the Village’s regulations to be in effect, with the express language as previously  
codified, with one addition, is necessary to the IEPA’s environmental remediation 
requirements within the Village.  The addition is an affirmatively stated restriction on the 
Village itself from using groundwater for potable purposes, which comes about from the 
IEPA’s request and change in their rules, but does not change any of the Village’s operations 
or past practices.  

Discussion 

It is the opinions of the Corporation Counsel, the Director of Engineering & Public Works; and 
the Director of Community Development to replace the otherwise inadvertently removed 
provisions of the Village Code.  The replacement of the otherwise missing text does not have 
any impact upon the Village’s operations; however, this is a restriction that the Village should 
have in place to ensure the safe supply of potable water within the Village.   

Budget Impact 

No Budget Impact 

Law Department 

mailto:steinj@wilmette.com
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Documents Attached 

1. Ordinance No. 2018-O-8 – An Ordinance Amending the Wilmette Village Code 
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ORDINANCE NO. 2018-O-8 
 
 

AN ORDINANCE AMENDING THE WILMETTE VILLAGE 
CODE, 1993, AS AMENDED, AMENDING CHAPTER 9, 

HOUSING AND BUILDING REGULATIONS, SECTION 9-6, 
“PLUMBING CODE,” BY ADDING THERETO A NEW 

FURTHER SUBSECTION 9-6.2, “USE OF GROUNDWATER 
AS POTABLE WATER SUPPLY PROHIBITED” 

 
 
 

WHEREAS, the Village President and Board of Trustees of the Village of Wilmette, Cook 

County, Illinois, find that certain properties located within the corporate limits of the Village of 

Wilmette, Cook County, Illinois, have been used over a period of time for commercial and 

industrial purposes, including but not limited to the installation and operation of underground 

storage tanks used to hold petroleum products; and 

WHEREAS, the Village President and Board of Trustees further find that due to such use, 

concentrations of certain chemical constituents in the groundwater beneath the Village of 

Wilmette may exceed Class I groundwater quality standards for potable resource groundwater as 

set forth in 35 Illinois Administrative Code 620, or Tier 1 residential remediation objectives as 

set forth in 35 Illinois Administrative Code 742; and 

WHEREAS, the Village President and Board of Trustees further find that the Village of 

Wilmette desires to limit potential threats to human health from groundwater contamination 

while facilitating the redevelopment and productive use of properties that are the source of said 

chemical constituents; and 

WHEREAS, the Village President and Board of Trustees further find that the Village of 

Wilmette is served by a municipal water system supplied by Lake Michigan, that said water 

system is accessible and available to every property located within the corporate limits of the 
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Village of Wilmette thereby obviating the need to rely on groundwater as a source of potable 

water, and that the public health, safety and welfare would be served by prohibiting the use of 

groundwater as a potable water supply within the corporate limits of the Village of Wilmette; 

and 

WHEREAS, the provisions of regarding the subject of this Ordinance were inadvertently 

removed from the existing Village Code upon the updates to the Illinois Plumbing Code; and 

WHEREAS, the Village Board finds it to be in the best interests of the health, safety and 

welfare of the Village to ensure compliance with the provisions of this Ordinance; 

NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT ORDAINED BY THE PRESIDENT AND BOARD OF 

TRUSTEES of the Village of Wilmette, Cook County, Illinois: 

SECTION 1: The foregoing findings and recitals, and each of them, are hereby made a 

part of this Ordinance and are incorporated by reference as if set forth verbatim herein. 

SECTION 2: The Wilmette Village Code, 1993, as amended, is further amended in 

Chapter 9, Housing and Building  Regulations, Section 9-6, “Plumbing Code,” by adding to said 

Subsection 9-6 a new further subsection 9-6.2, “Use of Groundwater as Potable Water Supply 

Prohibited,” the text of the new further Subsection 9-6.2 to read as follows: 

9-6.2  USE OF GROUNDWATER AS POTABLE WATER SUPPLY 
PROHIBITED. 

a. It shall be unlawful for any person to use or attempt to use as a potable water supply 
groundwater from anywhere within the corporate limits of the village, whether by the 
installation or drilling of wells or by any other method.  This prohibition expressly 
applies to the Village of Wilmette. 

b. For purposes of this Subsection 9-6.2: 

1. “Potable water” shall mean any water used or intended to be used for human or 
domestic consumption or use, including but not limited to water used for such 
purposes as drinking, bathing, swimming, washing dishes or eating utensils or 
preparing of food for human consumption, or the watering of animals ultimately 
intended for human consumption.  “Potable water” does not include water used 
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solely for irrigation purposes unless said water is used to irrigate agricultural 
products ultimately intended for animal or human consumption. 

2. “Person” shall mean any individual, partnership, co-partnership, firm, company, 
limited liability company, corporation, association, joint stock company, trust, 
estate, political subdivision or unit of local government, or any other legal entity, 
or its legal representative, agent or assign. 

c. Any person in violation of this subsection shall be subject to prosecution by the 
Village and a fine or other relief as provided for in the General Penalty provisions of the 
Village Code.   

SECTION 3: If any portion of this Ordinance, or its application to any person or under any 

circumstances, is adjudged invalid by a court or agency of competent jurisdiction, such adjudication 

shall not affect the validity of the Ordinance as a whole or any remaining portion of it not adjudged 

to be invalid. 

SECTION 4: This Ordinance shall be in full force and effect from and after its passage, 

approval and publication as required by law. 

PASSED by the President and Board of Trustees of the Village of Wilmette, Illinois, on the  

13th day of February 2018 , according to the following roll call vote: 

AYES: Trustees Wolf, Sullivan, Plunkett, Kurzman Dodd, Leonard and President 
Bielinski. 

NAYS: None.  

ABSTAIN: None. 

ABSENT: None.  

            
     Clerk of the Village of Wilmette, IL 
 

APPROVED by the President of the Village of Wilmette, Illinois, this 13th day of February 

2018. 

            
     President of the Village of Wilmette, IL 
ATTEST: 
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Clerk of the Village of Wilmette, IL  
 

Published in Pamphlet Form February 14, 2018 
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